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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On July 1, 2012 FortisBC Inc. (FortisBC, FBC or the Company) began billing its residential 
electric customers on a 2-tier rate designed to promote energy conservation by charging a 
higher rate for power consumed above 1,600 kWh over a two month period.  The rate, known as 
the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR), was implemented after the BC Utilities Commission 
(BCUC or the Commission) directed the Company to file an Application for a rate of this type 
and subsequently directed its implementation after a regulatory review which involved FortisBC 
customers and stakeholder groups. 

The requirement to file an Evaluation Report by April 30, 2014 was included in the original 
Commission Order that approved the rate.  In response to customer concerns with the impact 
that the rate was having on certain customers, the Commission and the Company discussed 
advancing the filing date and by Order G-127-13 the Commission directed FortisBC to file the 
report on or before October 31, 2013. 

The purpose of the Report as described in Order G-127-13 is to, “provide the utility, the 
Commission and the interveners the opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the Residential 
Conservation Rate (RCR) program, in particular with respect to its impact on conservation”, 
which will, “assist the Commission to determine if any further action is warranted on this matter.” 

The Report examined the billing records of over 97,000 residential customers over the period 
examined by the report and found that: 

• The impact of the rate on annual customer billing is very close to that forecast in the 
original rate Application with approximately 71% of customers receiving bills lower than 
would have been received under an equivalent flat rate. 

• The Company’s Equal Payment Plan (EPP) that allows customers to receive 12 equal 
bills on a monthly basis could result in a higher billing of customer accounts.  The 
Company has applied a correction over the period since the implementation of the rate 
that provides a credit to customers where this has occurred. 

• The results show that the RCR is providing conservation results with a range of savings 
from 22.5 to 52.4 GWh.  The measured savings is within the range of the original 
estimate, but is on the low side.  The measured elasticity of demand for residential 
electricity consumption is estimated at -.086. 

• The results show that customers with electric heat and without access to natural gas 
have higher than average annual consumption which leads to a higher than average 
impact due to the implementation of the RCR.  This is consistent with information 
provided by the Company during the original Application process; 

• Customer research undertaken by the Company indicates there is a moderate level of 
customer awareness and familiarity with the RCR. Customers generally are supportive 
of the intent of the rate but have some reservation associated with the impact on certain 
higher consumption customers such as those with large families and electric heat. 
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• The Company has discussed a number of options for adjustments or changes to the 
RCR including changing the level at the threshold at which the higher Tier 2 price comes 
into effect, changing the manner in which rate increases are applied to the RCR rate 
components, flattening the rate to reduce the spread between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 price, 
and changing manner in which the rate is applied such that monthly or seasonal 
variations in customer usage are considered. 

• Raising the threshold level of consumption at which the higher Tier 2 price comes into 
effect will generally have a negative impact on higher consumption customers due to the 
impact that such a change has on the prices applied to consumption in both 
consumption blocks. 

• Any change made to the rate that reduces annual bills for some customers will 
necessarily raise bills for another customer group.  Generally high and low consumption 
customers will experience the opposite impact from any change to the rate. 

• The RCR does not result in any increase in revenue or profit for FortisBC, nor will any 
change made to the rate in the future.  The RCR is designed to be revenue neutral (ie. 
collect the same amount of revenue) with the flat rate, and results confirm that this is the 
case. 
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2. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

2.1 REGULATORY BACKGROUND 
FortisBC implemented the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) beginning with the July 2012 
billing period.  This date was determined by the Commission in Order G-3-12.  Prior to July 
2012, FortisBC residential customers were billed under a flat rate consisting of two rate 
components – a fixed Customer Charge, and a flat Energy Charge that did not vary with the 
level of consumption. 

The RCR, or inclining block rate1, first become a topic of discussion during the regulatory 
process associated with the Company’s 2009 Cost of Service and Rate Design Application.  In 
its opening statement during the oral hearing associated with that process, FortisBC stated that, 
“FortisBC does not propose to implement different residential rate structures, such as inclining 
block, in the relatively brief interim period before the contemplated installation of AMI.”   There 
was, however, discussion of the inclining block rate structure during the information request 
phases of the process and questions posed to the Company during the oral hearing. 

At the time, FortisBC expressed concerns that the impact of an inclining block rate may have 
undesirable impacts to electric heat2 customers, may cause stranded investment3, and that the  
impact on energy conservation was difficult to estimate with any surety.  A cumulative 
conservation of approximately 1.7% of residential load was forecast, and this assumption was 
later utilized in the Company’s Residential Inclining Block (RIB) rate Application. 

Ultimately, the Commission directed FortisBC to submit an application for an inclining block rate 
by March 31, 2011.  The Company submitted the Application on that date.  A written regulatory 
process was initiated to review the Application.  The public process included the filing of the 
Application, associated evidence, two rounds of information requests and final arguments.  
There were 15 interveners registered in the process representing a wide range of interests. By 
the end of the process, 88 different rate options had been examined. 

All of the various RIB options included in the original Application contained a key design 
parameter based on customer impact that acted as a constraint on the rates put forward for 
consideration.  Rates were designed with a cap on the number of customers exposed to annual 
bill increases greater than 10% due solely to the implementation of the RIB rate when compared 
to bills that would be received on the prevailing flat rate.  Rates options specified a cap of 0%, 
5%, and 10% of customers. Based on forecast customer bill impact and conservation, FortisBC 

1  When the Company submitted its application for the RCR in March of 2011 it referred to the rate as a Residential 
Inclining Block rate, or RIB. 

2  Response to Okanagan Environmental Industry Alliance, Natural Resource Industries, and Hedley Improvement 
District, IR 2.10.2 in the COSA process. 

3  FortisBC COSA Final Argument, page 53 
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preferred an option with a 5% cap.4   Simply put, the rate option preferred by the Company 
specified that on a forecast basis, 

The block 1 and block 2 rates are set such that 95% of customers will experience annual 
bill impacts of less than 10 percent.5 

The data in the Application was therefore clear that based on the amount of consumption that 
was assumed to occur above the threshold of 1,600 kWh bi-monthly, which was a level set at 
approximately 90% of median consumption, 5% of customers would experience relative bill 
increases greater than 10%.  In addition, bill increases greater than 20% were indicated for 
0.2% of customers.  Without some degree of negative impact to customers, there is no revenue 
available with which to provide an incentive for customers to conserve energy. 

On January 13, 2012, the Commission issued Order G-3-12 which approved the rate option 
preferred by the Company.  Specifically, the Order directed, 

FortisBC is to implement this RIB rate as soon as is reasonably practicable, and 
by no later than July 31, 2012.  FortisBC is to file a revised Tariff Sheet for Rate 
Schedule 01, no later than 30 days prior to the date the RIB rate becomes 
effective. 

and 

FortisBC is directed to apply Pricing Principle 1 to future rate increases for the 
years 2012 to 2015.  Specifically: 

(a) The Customer Charge is exempt from general rate increases, other than rate 
rebalancing increases; 

(b) The Block 1 rate is subject to general and rebalancing rate increases; and 
(c) The Block 2 rate is increased by an amount sufficient to recover the remaining 

required revenue (i.e., the residual rate). 

2.2 RATE COMPONENTS 
The rate components in effect since the introduction of the RCR since the implementation date 
are as follows: 

4  Original RIB options can be found in the Company’s March 31, 2011 RIB Application at page 22 
5  March 31, 2011 RIB Application page 1 
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Table 1:  Residential Conservation Rates Since Implementation 

Date July 1, 2012 January 1, 2013 
Customer Charge ($/billing period) 29.65 30.33 
Tier 1 Rate (₵/kWh) 8.258 8.803 
Tier 2 Rate (₵/kWh) 12.003 12.952 
Threshold  1600 kWh 1600 kWh 
Block Differential6 1.45 1.47 

 

The structure above provides that consumption up to the threshold during a two month billing 
period is billed at the Tier 1 Rate and consumption above the threshold is billed at the Tier 2 
rate.  While the price increases at the threshold, a customer will not actually receive a higher bill 
than under the flat rate until about 2,500 kWh are consumed.  The differential between the rates 
is intended to provide an incentive to reduce consumption.  The design of the rate including the 
pricing of the tiers and the threshold is revenue neutral to FortisBC as compared to the same 
overall residential consumption of a flat rate. 

2.3 THE RESIDENTIAL CONSERVATION RATE REPORT 
Commission Order G-3-12 also contained two directives related to reporting on the experience 
with the RCR as follows:  

5. FortisBC is directed to provide a RIB Rate Evaluation Report (Report) covering the 
period from the date of implementation to December 31, 2013.  This Report should 
provide the utility, the Commission and Interveners the opportunity to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the RIB program, in particular with respect to its impact on 
conservation.  

The Report is to include, but not be limited to, the following:  

a. The energy consumption reductions achieved;  
b. Whether the consumption reductions persist or are temporary; 
c. How the rate design impacts electric heat customers; and 
d. The resulting operating cost reductions to the utility.  

The Report should also include an in-depth analysis of the full long-run marginal cost 
of acquiring energy from new resources, including the long-run marginal cost to 
transport and distribute that energy to the customer, and how that cost compares to 
the Block 2 rate; the combined effect of integrating TOU and RIB rates on the 
conservation achieved by the RIB, should that information be available; an update of 
the Conservation Potential Review and report on the potential effects of interaction 

6 The Block Differential is the ratio of the Tier 2 to Tier 1 rates.  It will widen over time as long as some the Customer 
Charge is not subject to any general rate increase.  
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between RIB rates and Demand Side Management targets; comparison of energy 
usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct customers; and an 
analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the consumption of its 
wholesale customers.  This Report should be submitted to the Commission no later 
than April 30, 2014.  

6. FortisBC is directed to establish a control group in conjunction with the introduction 
of the RIB rate to develop elasticity data for its own customers.  The results of this 
elasticity study are to be included in the RIB Rate Evaluation Report. 

Subsequent to Order G-3-12, the Commission issued two further Orders amending the timing 
and scope of the RCR Report. 

1. Order G-127-13 – Which required an interim report to be filed by FortisBC by October 31, 
2013 covering the period between the date of implementation and July 31, 2013, and 
amended the scope of the report to include additional items required by the Commission.  
Order G-127-13 is attached as Appendix A. 

2. Order G-153-13 – This changed, at the request of the Company, the period to be included in 
the report to July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 inclusive. Order G-153-13 is attached as 
Appendix B. 

The primary purpose of this RCR Information Report is to provide information on the impact of 
the RCR over the Report Period in light of the Commission’s comment in Order G-127-13 that, 

This Report will assist the Commission to determine if any further action is warranted on this 
matter. 
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2.4 CUSTOMER COMPOSITION 
A FortisBC customer consumption profile considers information from 97,873 customer accounts, 
including consumption billed from July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 (the Report Period).  These 
customers were drawn from the following rate types:7 

Table 2:  RCR Customer Composition 

Rate Type Number of Customers 
Residential  - Bimonthly Billing 83,635 
Residential  - Monthly Billing 14,238 
Total 97,873 

 

As context for the Report, the chart below shows a breakdown of the annual consumption 
characteristics of FortisBC customers based on bills issued during the Report Period.  

Figure 1:  Consumption Distribution 

 

Information in Figure 1 is interpreted as 5.4% of customers had consumption during the Report 
Period of between 0 and 999 kWh, 19.7% of customers had consumption during the Report 
Period of between 1,000 and 4,999 kWh etc. 

 

7  Customers who were formally served by the City of Kelowna were not included as they were not FortisBC 
customers during the entire Report Period. 
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Figure 2:  Cumulative Consumption 

 

Figure 2 above displays the percentage of customers with consumption below a certain level.  
For example, 25.1% of customers had consumption during the Report Period of 4,999 kWh or 
less, 93.3% of customers had consumption during the Report Period of 24,999 kWh or less.  No 
customer had consumption greater than 490,999 kWh. (The highest consumption for any single 
customer was 490,308 kWh) 

The simple annual mean consumption8 of the customer group is 11,181 kWh.  There is however 
significant variation within this result given the large percentage of FortisBC customers with 
consumption at the lower end.  For accounts with annual consumption of between 5,000 kWh 
and 35,000 kWh, the mean is 12,501 kWh. 

8  Calculated as total consumption / total number of customers. 
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Figure 3:  Consumption Distribution for 5,000 – 35,000 kWh 

 
n = 71,013 
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3. OVERALL IMPACT ON CUSTOMERS DUE TO THE INTRODUCTION 

OF THE RCR 

Commission Order G-127-13, Directive 2(g) and 2(h) requires FortisBC to provide information 
on the, 

Overall impact on customers due to the introduction of the RCR: 

• Percentage who have seen their bills decrease, by how much? 

• Percentage who have seen their bills increase, by how much?  

• How many customers have taken advantage of the Residential Demand Site 
Management  Reduce Your Use program, which was introduced in 2012 to coincide with 
the introduction of the RCR?   

• Comparison of the actual impacts of the RCR versus anticipated impacts. Please 
indicate if any lessons were learned on this matter. 

• An evaluation as to how the rate structure works with the Equal Payment Plan and 
indicate what action FortisBC is taking to ensure estimated bills are accurate 

3.1 BILL IMPACT METHODOLOGY 
The impact of the RCR on customer bill amounts over the Report Period is determined by 
comparing the total dollar amount of bills as calculated by applying both the RCR and the 
prevailing flat rate to the actual consumption recorded for each billing period.  This is the same 
basis for comparison that was used in evaluating the original RIB Application. 

The Customer Bill Impact measures included in this report are based the aggregation of 
individual customer consumption over the Report Period.  In other words, they reflect the impact 
on all customers included in the analysis.  Individual customer accounts will vary from the 
averages presented. This measure is concerned primarily with the relative level of bills received 
under the RCR versus the bills that would have been received under a flat rate given the same 
level of consumption.  Such an examination provides information assuming that a customer 
made no behavioural or investment decisions as a result of the rate and also allows for the 
assessment of the revenue neutrality of the RCR. 

In order to isolate the Customer Bill Impact of the RCR it is necessary to compare the billing 
information calculated using the RCR against that calculated using the flat rate that would be in 
effect had the RCR never been implemented.9  This rate is the same as the Residential Exempt 
Rate (RS03 and RS03A which differ from each other only in the level of the Threshold and 
Customer Charge).  

9 This comparison is the basis of the Residential Conservation Calculator available online at 
http://www.fortisbc.com/Electricity/CustomerService/ForHomes/ResidentialConservationRate/Pages/default.aspx  
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The Customer Bill Impact for the Report Period was determined using the rates in effect as of 
January 1, 2013. 

Table 3:  FortisBC Residential Rates10 

Rate Component Residential  Conservation Rate Flat Rate 
Customer Charge $30.33 Bi-Monthly $32.53 Bi-Monthly 
Tier One Rate $0.08803/kWh $0.10222/kWh 
Tier Two Rate $0.12952/kWh n/a 
Threshold 1,600 kWh Bi-Monthly n/a 
 

For example, a residential customer on RS01 (Residential RCR with bi-monthly billing) would 
normally get 6 bills per year.  These six bills could have consumption as follows 

Bill 1 1,200 kWh 
Bill 2 1,800 kWh 
Bill 3 1,900 kWh 
Bill 4 2,000 kWh 
Bill 5 1,200 kWh 
Bill 6 1,100 kWh 
 
Total consumption is 9,200 kWh which under the RCR would be billed 900 kWh at the Tier 2 
Rate and 8,300 kWh at the Tier 1 Rate assuming a 1,600 kWh Threshold. 

Under the flat rate, all 9,200 kWh would be billed at the flat rate per kWh. 

In each case, the applicable Customer Charge would be billed once for each of the 6 bills. 

This would result in annual bills at the current rates of: 

Table 4:  Sample Bill Impact Comparison 

  
 

8,300 kWh 900 kWh 
 

  Customer Charge Tier 1 Charges Tier 2 Charges Total Bill 
Rate         
RCR  $           183   $         731   $         117   $         1,030  
Flat Rate  $           195   $         940   n/a   $         1,136  

 

10  Where customers are billed monthly, both the Customer Charge and the Threshold are ½ of the amounts shown. 
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The annual totals under both scenarios can be compared to determine the impact due to the 
RCR on each bill.  This basic process was repeated for over 96,000 customers’ bills over the 
Report Period to arrive at the aggregate bill impact statistics for the residential customer base. 

3.2 ADDITIONAL NOTES ON THE DATA 
No customers have been excluded from the analysis of consumption characteristics included in 
the Customer Distribution section of the report.  When considering financial billing impact, those 
customers with annual consumption above 100,000 kWh and below 120 kWh were excluded in 
an effort to prevent customers at the extremes of consumption from influencing the results for 
what would be considered more normal levels of consumption.  There are a number of 
customers at either end of the consumption range that could be considered atypical.  For 
example, there are: 

• 1231 customers with consumption below 120 kWh 

• 282 customers with consumption above 75,000 kWh 

• 135 customers with consumption above 100,000 kWh 

• 3 customers with consumption above 250,000 kWh 

• 789 customers with consumption above 50,000 kWh that while comprising .8% of 
customers account for 5.7% of total consumption. 
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3.3 OVERALL IMPACT ON CUSTOMERS DUE TO THE INTRODUCTION OF THE RCR 
Based upon the customer research conducted by the Company for this report 71% of customers 
are not aware of the RCR and of those who are aware there seems to be only a passing 
familiarity with how the rate works and the intent of its introduction.  

When examining the impact of the RCR on the customer base overall, it is clear that the rate 
does not have a negative impact on the majority of customers.  For those customers who are 
negatively impacted and have publically stated opposition to the rate, it appears that the 
perception of the impact is greater than that actually experienced.  The group that is negatively 
affected is far smaller than is reflected by the publicity garnered by the rate. 

The purpose of this section of the Report is to provide an accurate summary of the actual 
impact to customer bills due solely to the introduction of the RCR, and is based on the actual 
consumption of more than 96,000 customers over the Report Period. 

FortisBC is not intending to in any way dismiss customer concerns with the RCR.  There are 
customers who have experienced bill increases versus the existing flat rate, which is consistent 
with the information contained in the original RIB Application. In some cases the increases are 
material and cannot be addressed through conservation efforts. 

When faced with a high bill, customers often see only the dollar amount of the bill without 
properly attributing consumption and the level of rates generally as contributing factors.   A 
customer that receives a $1400 bill for two months of consumption can miss the fact that the 
roughly 12,000 kWh required to produce such a bill would result in a bill over $1200 on the flat 
rate.  The difference is not minor in terms of dollars, but it is certainly not the doubling or tripling 
of bills under the RCR that has been reported.  As shown by the data below, no customer has 
seen an increase greater than 23.011 % due to the RCR as compared to a bill that would result 
under the flat rate.  Most are much less even at very high consumption.  Certain groups of 
customers have been affected more than others, however the fact that part of the issue is with 
customer perception means that changing the structure of the rate can only have an impact on 
the portion of the increase that is actually attributable to the RCR. 

For the purpose of the RCR Report, impact to customers’ bill amounts over the Report Period is 
determined by comparing the total amount of the bills as calculated by applying both RCR and 
the prevailing flat rate to the actual consumption recorded for each billing period.  This is the 
same basis for comparison that was used in evaluating the options presented in the original RIB 
Application. 

The Company has maintained a Flat rate schedule (RS03) as a referent upon which to base the 
RCR.  This rate is also used for the customers in the Control Group and other exempt 

11  Of customers who had 6 billing periods of consumption during the report period. 
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customers such as those with BC Assessment Farm status.12  This rate has been adjusted for 
rate increases since the implementation of the RCR in a manner consistent with past Company 
practice and would be the default residential rate in the absence of the RCR.  All comparisons in 
this section are therefore done by comparing the current RS03 rate to the current RCR.   

For clarity, if FortisBC had not been directed to implement a stepped rate, residential customers 
would be billed on a default flat rate that would be exactly the same as the current flat rate 
RS03. 

This point is of particular importance in understanding customer concern directed at the RCR.  
The lack of an obvious comparator for the RCR leaves many customers who perceive an 
increase in electrical rates to blame the RCR where the isolated impact of the RCR is less than 
believed.  

The Company acknowledges that there was a general and rebalancing rate increase that took 
effect on January 1, 2013.  Since the differential percentage between the block 1 and block 2 
rates has increased slightly with that increase, the impact of the RCR will be slightly overstated 
in the analysis herein for the Report Period which uses current rates for the entire time.13   

The distribution of customer annual bill impact due to the introduction of the RCR is shown in 
the chart below.14 

12  A Farm Status exemption was granted by Commission Order G-167-12. 
13  The block differential increases because the Customer Charge is frozen which requires the block 2 rate to 

increase faster than the block 1 rate.  Impact is overstated because the rate with the higher differential has been 
applied to the July 1, 2012-December 31, 2012 period. 

14  Information in this section is drawn from all customers billed on RS01 and RS01A with consumption between 120 
and 100,000 kWh in the Report Period. 
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Figure 4:  Distribution of Bill Impact over the Report Period 

 

Negative percentages indicate RCR savings as compared to the flat rate. 

From the above chart, it can be seen that over the Report Period, due to the introduction of the 
RCR 38% of customers had bills between 10 and 15 percent lower than if billed on the flat rate, 
19% of customers had bills between 5 and 10 percent lower than if billed on the flat rate, and 
13% of customers had bills between 0 and 5 percent lower than if billed on the flat rate. 

Six percent of customers had bills between 10 and 15 percent higher than if billed on the flat 
rate, 10% of customers had bills between 5 and 10 percent higher than if billed on the flat rate, 
and 12% of customers had bills between 0 and 5 percent higher than if billed on the flat rate. 

A return to a flat rate would effective see the reverse of the impacts shown in the table above.  
That is, an immediate negative rate impact to over 70% of customers. 

The results can also be examined based upon the billing impact to customer segmented on the 
basis of consumption.  The table below shows the percentage of customers in each 
consumption range as well as the median dollar difference and percentage difference between 
the RCR and flat rate bills.  For example, approximately 32% of FortisBC customers have 
consumption in the 10,000 – 19,999 kWh range.  For these customers, the average decrease in 
bill amount was 6 dollars. 
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Table 5:  Bill Impact of RCR by Consumption Level  

 

 The Reduce Your Use Program  3.3.1
Commission Order G-127-13, Directive 2(h) requires FortisBC to provide information on the, 

• How many customers have taken advantage of the Residential Demand Site 
Management Reduce Your Use program, which was introduced in 2012 to coincide with 
the introduction   of the RCR? 

Since Reduce Your Use (RYU) offer was initiated in mid-2012, there have been 115 participants 
who have had a free energy assessment (EnerGuide audit) completed, including ten low-
income participants who were issued a pre-paid voucher for the cost of the audit ($150).   

This was a relatively low response rate considering that two direct mailings were sent to 
approximately 12,800 eligible customers as well as RYU promotions in the FortisBC PowerLines 
newsletter, strategic print ads and referrals by the Trail contact centre.  The current RYU offer 
ends December 31, 2013. 

By comparison, the two community Energy Diet initiatives launched in 2013, in the Kootenays 
(May) and Okanagan (September), have already yielded over 350 completed EnerGuide audits 
of households with electric heat.  The Energy Diet program offers a lower-cost (but not free 
($35-$60 depending on local government contributions) EnerGuide audit, as well as the direct 
install of low-flow showerheads and CFLs. 

 Comparison to the Original RIB Application 3.3.2
Commission Order G-127-13, Directive 2(h) requires FortisBC to provide information on the, 

• Comparison of the actual impacts of the RCR versus anticipated impacts. Please 
indicate if any lessons were learned on this matter. 

Consumption % of Total 
Customers

Ave. $∆ Ave. %∆

120 - 9,999 55% 70-$          -9.84%
10,000 - 19,999 32% 6$            -0.31%
20,000 - 29,999 9% 256$        9.56%
30,000 - 39,999 2.3% 528$        14.34%
40,000 - 49,999 0.7% 807$        17.10%
50,000 - 59,999 0.3% 1,089$    18.91%
60,000 - 69,999 0.2% 1,355$    20.10%
70,000 - 79,999 0.1% 1,637$    21.05%
80,000 - 89,999 0.07% 1,926$    21.62%
90,000 - 99,999 0.04% 2,218$    22.25%

Current RCR vs Flat Rate
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The table below shows the bill-impact related results of the RCR implementation as compared 
to the results forecast in the original application.   

Table 6:  Comparison of the Actual Impacts of the RCR versus Anticipated Impacts 

Residential Conservation Rate Customer Impact Summary July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2013 

  Original 
Application 
Forecast15 

Current 
 RCR 

      
Percentage total consumption in the second Tier: 36.6% 39.7% 
Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the RCR 75.7% 70.3% 
Maximum percentage increase by any customer due to the RCR  22.6% 23.0% 
Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to the RCR  5.0% 8.2% 
Percentage of customers with increase over 20% due to the RCR 0.2% 0.4% 
Percentage of customers with consumption in Block 2 at least once  72.8% 68.7% 

 

The difference in the results between those included in the original Application and the results 
determined for the Report Period comes primarily from the methodologies employed in each 
case.  For the current analysis, the Company has used the actual billing data for all current 
customers applied over only the rates that are actually in place. 

For the Application, actual billing data from 2010 was also used, however the billing data was 
grouped into block of annual usage, and outliers removed prior to the analysis being performed.  
This was necessitated by the large number of rate options being examined at the time. 

Were the Application methodology applied to the Report Period data, the results are very 
consistent with those presented in the Application.  The percentage of consumption in the 
second tier would be 35.1%, the percentage of customers better off is 77%. 

The comparison indicates that the impact on customers which was forecast in the Application is 
fairly close to the actual results achieved when the currently approved rates are run through the 
entire customer base.  The primary reason for the variance that does exist is the higher than 
expected percentage of consumption that occurred in the second block.  This drives a higher 
percentage of consumption to be billed at the Tier 2 rate. 

Actual customer consumption behaviour is beyond the control of the Company and will always 
vary from forecast to some extent.  Overall FortisBC views the impact as consistent with the 
projections presented to the Commission in the RIB Application.  Because the actual impacts 
were fairly close to those forecast, there is no variation that points to an obvious lesson to take 
from the results. 

15 From FortisBC’s Application for a Residential Inclining Block Rate, Exhibit B-1, Table 7-2 
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 An Evaluation as to How the Rate Structure Works with the Equal 3.3.3
Payment Plan 

FortisBC offers a monthly Equal Payment Plan in which customers receive 12 equal bills on a 
monthly basis, based on their historical annual bills.  Since meters are read bi-monthly, the 
customer receives an estimate of their actual consumption in the off-cycle billing months.  
Customers on the monthly plan have the first tier set at 800 kWh and all usage above this tier is 
then billed at the higher per kWh rate.   

This estimation did not result in billing issues under the flat rate.  However, under RCR, two 
possible overbilling scenarios may occur: 

1. Bill # 1 is an estimate and the kWh usage estimated is in Tier 1 only (under 1600 kWh for 
bimonthly, 800 kWh for monthly).  The following bill is a verified read and the kWh usage 
goes into Tier 2 (over under 1600 kWh for bimonthly, 800 kWh for monthly). 

2. Bill #1 is an estimate and the kWh usage estimated goes into Tier 2 (over 1600 kWh for 
bimonthly, 800 kWh for monthly).  The following bill is a verified read and the kWh usage 
goes into Tier 1 only (under 1600 kWh for bimonthly, 800 kWh for monthly). 

Data for all bills on rate IDs RS01, RS01A, RS02 and RS02A for time period July 1, 2012 to 
April 30, 2013 was obtained and analyzed.  This analysis showed that 6.7% of monthly bills and 
0.2% of bimonthly bills fall into issue scenario #1.  Similarly, 5.9% of monthly bills and 0.1% of 
bimonthly bills falls into scenario #2.   

In order to correct the issues arising from this estimation error, FortisBC averages consumption 
for all bills that are based partly or entirely on estimates once a second verified read is obtained.  
This process can only take place once the second verified read is obtained, and then any 
corrections are calculated using the average consumption instead of the estimated 
consumption.  The use of the average consumption over the estimate period results in the 
maximum tier 1 consumption and always results in a credit or no change to the previous bills.  

FortisBC has applied this correction for the period July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 for all monthly 
billed customers.  FortisBC intends to apply this correction for all other customers at the end of 
2013 and on a periodic basis thereafter. 
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3.3.3.1 Energy Reductions Achieved 
This section of the Report summarizes the findings related to customer consumption and 
conservation over the Report Period.  It is drawn from the full report which is attached to the 
Report as Appendix C – Customer Conservation Methodology. 

In order to examine the elasticity impacts, as well as the many other factors surrounding RCR 
impacts of interest to the Commission, it was necessary to collect residential billing data from all 
residential customers.   

In addition, FortisBC randomly selected a Control Group at the time of RCR implementation to 
aid in determining the impacts associated with the RCR.  This Control Group faced rates that 
were flat but designed to be revenue neutral to the RCR. 

The data that was collected was used for the regression analysis as well as for other 
comparisons.  Data was generated for a three year-period starting in July of 2010 and ending in 
June of 2013.  The data included one year with the RCR in place and the prior two years.   

Table 7:  RCR Savings 

 Original Application Updated Estimate 
 Low Case Medium Case High Case Measured Upper End 

Block 1 Elasticity -.05 -.10 -.20   
Block 2 Elasticity -.10 -.20 -.30 -.086 -.20 

Residential % 
Savings 1.9% 3.7% 5.5% 2.8% 6.4% 

GWh Savings 19.7 38.4 57.0 22.5 52.4 
 

The residential savings percentages provided in the original application are the combined 
impacts associated with block 1 and 2.  To derive the corresponding GWh savings amounts 
these percentages were applied to the actual 2011-2012 GWh for the residential class.  This 
year was used as it would reflect the consumption prior to the implementation of the RCR rates.  
Resulting savings were estimated to be in the range of 19.7 to 57 GWh for the first year of 
implementation. 

Based on the preliminary elasticity estimates found in the regression analysis, updated savings 
found as a result of the RIB can also be determined.  Because the elasticity values were based 
on the kWh for all bills that had any usage in block 2, they must be applied to that same metric 
to determine the GWh savings.   Table 10  provides the results based on the measured 
elasticity of -0.086 and the new upper end value of -0.20. 

These results show a range of savings from 22.5 to 52.4 GWh.  The measured savings is within 
the range of the original estimate, but is on the low side.  With the new upper end estimate, the 
value fall within the original range of savings, however, the range is now not as wide as 
originally thought.   
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3.3.3.2 Are the Consumption Reductions from RCR Persistent? 
Energy savings resulting from the Residential Conservation Rate have been measured over a 
relatively short period of time (one year).  There is simply not enough data to assess whether 
the savings will be persistent for a period longer than one year or will increase over time as 
customers have more time to adapt to the RCR.  The filing of the next RCR report as required 
by order G-3-12 will provide further insight as to the persistence of energy savings from the rate. 

Commission Order G-127-13 directed FortisBC to comment on the impact of the RCR to 
specific groups within the greater FortisBC customer base.16  Specifically, these groups are: 

1. Electric heat customers;  

2. Customers that have no access to natural gas. 

3. Customers that use alternative heating/cooling systems such as heat pumps (geothermal/air 
source), if available; and 

3.4 ELECTRIC HEAT CUSTOMERS  
While FortisBC does not collect data on the heat source for all of its customers, data was 
collected from the Control Group to provide comparison data.   

The Control Group data was supplemented using information from the 2009 Residential End-
Use Study, in which FortisBC completed a survey of approximately 900 customers that included 
classification by heating source.  Data from this survey, along with the associated consumption 
data for this group, was used extensively within the RIB application.  This Survey Group was 
used in the current evaluation to determine the separate impacts on those customers with and 
without electric heat.   

A summary of the characteristics and billing results for the Report Period for bi-monthly billed 
customers in the Control Group is shown below.  The primary purpose of this exercise was to 
determine if heating choice was a significant determinant in consumption level as was 
discussed during the RIB Application process.  Additional information on customers’ choice of 
heating type was also available from a larger sample of customers contained in the Residential 
End Use Survey (REUS) data discussed in more detail in the Report section on conservation 
results.  Those results are consistent with the smaller sample from the table below. 

As compared to all bi-monthly billed customers, the results are: 

 

16 Directive 2 (page 3), 2(c) and 2(d) 
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Table 8:  Comparison of Population to Control Group by Heat Source 

    
RS01 Control 

Group 
Control 
Group 

    
Population Electric Non-

Electric 
Percentage total consumption in the second Tier: 40% 46% 39% 
Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the 
RCR 

73% 67% 84% 

Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to the 
RCR  

7.4% 10.3% 5.6% 

Percentage of customers with increase over 20% due to the 
RCR 

0.6% 0.0% 1.9% 

Percentage of customers with consumption in Block 2 at 
least once  

65.5% 79.5% 66.4% 

 

As expected, electric heating customers have a higher average usage per customer and they 
also see more variability from year to year.  In each case the average usage goes down each 
year as the HDD has declined over the three year period.   

It follows that since customers with higher consumption regardless of the reason will have a 
higher likelihood of greater bill impact; this segment of customers is more adversely affected by 
the RCR than customers as a whole.  This result is not unexpected.  

The comparison for electric heat vs non-electric heat is further shown in tables 9 and 10.  For 
the Control Group, the average use is roughly 30% higher in year 1 and about 18% higher in 
years 2 and 3.  The differential is higher in year 1 due to the fact that it has the highest number 
of HDD.  The year over year change is a reduction of 9% in 2011-2012 for the electric group.  
Average usage was nearly flat during that same time period for the non-electric heat group, as 
would be expected since they would be less sensitive to HDD.  However between year 2 and 
year 3, the average usage is relatively flat for both types of customers.   

Table 9:  Comparison of Control Group With and Without Electric Heat 

  2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 
Average Annual Use 

   Control Group Electric Heat 2,562 2,322 2,314 
Control Group No Electric Heat 1,972 1,966 1,968 
Percent Difference 

   Electric Heat vs Non-Electric Heat 29.9% 18.1% 17.6% 
Year-to-Year Percent Difference 

   Control Group Electric Heat 
 

-9.4% -0.3% 
Control Group No Electric Heat 

 
-0.3% 0.1% 
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When looking at the Survey Group, the usage for electric heat customers is in the range of 60-
70% higher than for non-electric heat customers.  In this case the two groups are more extreme 
than the Control Group.  The electric heat customers have higher usage in the Survey Group 
than in the Control Group.  And the non-electric heat customers have lower use in the Survey 
Group than in the Control Group.  This is true in years 1 and 2 when both group faced the same 
rate was well as in year 3 when the Survey Group faced RCR rates.  As the Survey Group is a 
much larger sample, it is likely that it includes more customers with extreme energy use, 
causing more variability in this group than in the Control Group.  Because of these differences it 
is important to look at the results in both groups rather than just looking at one or the other.   

Table 10:  Comparison of Survey Group With and Without Electric Heat 

  2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 
Average Annual Use 

   Survey Group Electric Heat 2,774 2,700 2,497 
Survey Group No Electric Heat 1,675 1,602 1,553 
Percent Difference 

   Electric Heat vs Non-Electric Heat 65.6% 68.5% 60.8% 
Year-to-Year Percent Difference 

   Survey Group Electric Heat 
 

-2.7% -7.5% 
Survey Group No Electric Heat 

 
-4.3% -3.1% 

 

One impact we can see from the Survey Group is that both the customers with and without 
electric heat see reduced consumption in year 3 relative to year 2.  This differs from the Control 
Group where the usage remains relatively flat.  We can expect this difference to be due to the 
fact that the Survey Group faces the RCR rate while the Control Group does not.  As expected, 
the electric heat group saw a much larger reduction in consumption than the non-electric heat 
customers.  

3.5 CUSTOMERS WITHOUT ACCESS TO NATURAL GAS 
FortisBC has been able to identify those electric customers who are located in portions of the 
service area that do not have natural gas service available as an option.  This is distinct from 
those customers who have a local supply of natural gas (ie – service at the street level) but who 
choose not to receive natural gas service. 

There is considerable overlap between the customers with no gas availability and customers 
with electric heat.  While customers without gas access generally have access to propane, the 
costs are higher than for natural gas.  It is also expected that this group represents a more rural 
environment where wood may be likely used as a primary or secondary source combined with 
electric heat.   
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The comparison was conducted between the RS01 customers without access to natural gas 
and the entire RS01 population inclusive of the group without NG access.  The resulting 
disparity is therefore lower than if the population had been separated into groups with/without 
NG access however the Company is not able to provide this separation. 

The impact on customers without natural gas access is similar to the impact on electric heat 
customers in the billing impact metrics presented in the table below. 

 Table 11:  Comparison of Population to Customers without Access to Natural Gas 

 
Entire 

Sample 
No Access to 
Natural Gas 

 
RS01 RS01 

Percentage total consumption in the second Tier: 40% 52% 
Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the RCR 73% 58% 
Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to the RCR 7% 14% 
Percentage of customers with increase over 20% due to the RCR 0.5% 1.4% 
Percentage of customers with consumption in Block 2 at least once 65.5% 74.7% 

 

The results indicate that customers without natural gas service have higher average 
consumption and a higher portion of that consumption subject to the second tier rate than 
customers generally.  Consequently, this segment of customers is more adversely affected by 
the RCR than customers as a whole. 

Table 14 compares the average use per customer for the no gas group with all customers and 
with the electric heat customers found from the Survey Group.  While the no gas customers 
have average use that is roughly 12% higher than the average customer, the usage is also 
about 12% lower than that of customers known to have electric heat.  It is likely that the no gas 
group has a greater than average use of electric heat, but they are not necessarily 100% 
electric heat. 

The table also shows that the 7.2% drop in consumption in year 3 is much closer to the electric 
heat customers than it is to the average customer.  This would indicate that they are likely 
largely impacted by the RCR rates.  It should also be noted that the -0.23 elasticity found for this 
group, although not statistically significant, was in between the electric heat group and the total 
block 2 group. 
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Table 12:  Comparison of No Gas Group With All Customers and Electric Heat Customers 

  2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 
Average Annual Use 

   All Customers 2,186 2,081 1,970 
No Gas Availability 2,457 2,348 2,179 
Survey Group - Electric Heat 2,774 2,700 2,497 
Percent Difference 

   No Gas vs All Customers 12.4% 12.8% 10.6% 
No Gas vs Survey with Electric Heat -11.4% -13.0% -12.7% 
Year-to-Year Percent Difference 

   All Customers 
 

-4.8% -5.4% 
No Gas Availability 

 
-4.4% -7.2% 

Survey Group - Electric Heat 
 

-2.7% -7.5% 

3.6 ALTERNATIVE HEATING/COOLING SYSTEMS 
In Order G-127-13 the Commission Directed in item 2c. (Page 2 - the next Directive on page 3 
is also numbered 2) that FortisBC report on, 

How the rate design impacts electric heat customers including how has the rate 
impacted customers that use alternative heating/cooling systems such as heat pumps 
(geothermal/air source), if available; 

The Company has reported on electric heat customers in the preceding section.  FortisBC does 
not have these customers further segmented in its billing system in a manner that would allow it 
to provide additional analysis related to such alternative heating/cooling systems as mentioned 
in the Directive.  This information is not available in order to perform an analysis.  FortisBC has 
had anecdotal reports that customers with alternative electric heating systems are unhappy that 
they have invested in an energy efficient option that they now perceive as having diminishing 
benefits due to the RCR. 
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4. CUSTOMER FEEDBACK 

4.1 SUMMARY 
Research indicates there is a moderate level of customer awareness (know about) and 
familiarity (knowledgeable about) with the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR). When the RCR 
was explained to participants a majority supported the intent of the RCR with some reservations 
about its impact on larger households or those that use electricity for space heating.  

There was little evidence that an awareness of the RCR had an impact on customer 
conservation behavior with similar patterns of behavior reported by both those aware of the 
RCR and those not aware of it.  Participants wanted FortisBC to provide a greater level of 
education about the RCR, especially around why it was implemented and how it was designed. 

4.2 BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY 
FortisBC (FBC) engaged Insights West, a Vancouver-based research vendor, to undertake a 
study regarding the Residential Conservation Rate. The key objectives of the research were: 

• Measure awareness of the RCR 

• Understand customer perceptions of the RCR 

• Determine if the RCR had incented customers to conserve electricity 

The study was comprised of both focus groups and an online quantitative survey. The focus 
groups, while part of a larger Corporate Reputation study also included an extensive discussion 
of the RCR.  Two in-person focus groups were held with Kelowna residents on August 22, 2013 
and an online discussion board was conducted with Kootenay residents from August 27–29, 
2013.  

An online survey with FortisBC electricity customers was conducted from September 3-10, 
2013. A total of 1,620 FortisBC electricity customers completed the online survey. The sample 
was weighted by age, gender and region according to Census Canada figures to ensure that it 
was broadly representative of the FBC customer base. 

4.3 FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS 
Qualitative research suggests that the RCR was not a top-of-mind concern amongst 
participants. Only when prompted did people recall the RCR and voice concerns about the two-
tiered rate. The RCR is not well understood; many participants think it is just a way for FBC to 
get more money from its customers. Overall, even those who were aware of the RCR had 
difficulty accurately describing how the RCR works. In fact, it was often confused with time-of-
use rates.  
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Those who held negative views of the RCR expressed concerns about large families that cannot 
stay within the lower tier and low income/fixed income households that cannot withstand the 
higher charges. Those in favour of RCR believe it is fair to charge more to those who use more 
electricity; what is debatable is the cutoff point for the first tier and whether it is fair. 

They wanted FBC to be transparent about what the RCR is, the reasons it was implemented 
and how the rates were determined.  As such, there was a general consensus that FBC should 
do more to educate customers about the rate.  

4.4 QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 

 Awareness  4.4.1
Three-in-ten (29%) FortisBC electricity customers are aware of the RCR with older customers 
and those in the South Okanagan having the greatest awareness. Customers who had 
experienced either a decline or increase in their bill were also more aware of the RCR.   

Among all respondents, only a small percentage claimed to be very familiar (5%) with the RCR. 
Overall, one-in-five respondents claimed at least some familiarity with the RCR. 

Figure 5:  Customer Familiarity with the RCR 
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More than half (52%) of FortisBC electricity customers have noticed an increase in their 
electricity bills over the past 12 months, while one-in-eight (13%) have seen a decrease. 
However, customers were more likely to attribute changes to increases in the cost of 
electricity/monthly fees rather than the RCR. 

 Perceptions of the RCR 4.4.2
Among all customers, nearly six-in-ten support the RCR; while one-third oppose the RCR. 
Those who support the RCR are more likely to: come from groups that have benefitted 
somewhat from the RCR:  

• have smaller household sizes 

• live in an apartment/condo/ row/town house/duplex/triplex, and  

• be low consumption customers (bi-monthly electricity bill of less than $200) 

They are also more likely to be: women; younger; live in the Kootenay/Boundary region; 
unaware of the RCR; and have noticed a decrease or no change in their electricity bills. 

Figure 6:  Customer Familiarity with the RCR vs. Demographic 
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Figure 7:  Customer Support for the RCR vs. Housing Type 

 

Conversely those who oppose the RCR are more likely to have higher bi-monthly electricity bills 
of $300+. They are generally more of, and familiar with the RCR. Interestingly, even those who 
have experienced an increase in their electricity bill show moderate levels of support for the 
RCR (43% vs. 48% oppose). 

More than eight-in-ten agree that the RCR penalizes those that must use electricity for heating 
(85%) and larger households (82%). Even among those who support the RCR, roughly eight-in-
ten agree with these concerns. A majority of customers believe that the RCR results in higher 
electricity bills (68%) and is a way for FortisBC to get more money from consumers (63%)  

 Does it Encourage Conservation? 4.4.3
Approximately two-thirds of FortisBC electricity customers agree that the RCR encourages 
people to use less electricity (69%), lowers bills for lower-than-average consumption (68%) and 
is better for the environment (66%).  

Those who have noticed an increase in their energy bills are more likely to have conducted 
most conservation activities; however, this was not directly tied to awareness of the RCR. The 
only significant difference is that those with prior awareness of the RCR are more likely to have 
invested in better insulation/windows. This suggests that those unaware of the RCR were 
conducting these activities on their own – not directly as a result of the RCR.  

 Verbatim Customer Comments 4.4.4
FortisBC has included customer correspondence as well as a copy of a petition received by the 
Company and the Commission regarding the RCR in Appendix D. 
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5. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUIRED BY ORDER G-127-13 

The page 3 Directive 2 from Commission Order G-127-1 contains several additional items that 
FortisBC is to include in the Report if available.  These are,  

Where reasonable, the Report must include:  

a. A summary analysis of the full long-run marginal cost to acquire energy from new 
resources, including the long-run marginal cost to transport and distribute that energy 
to the customer, and how that cost compares to the Block 2 rate;  

b. The combined effect of integrating Time of Use and RCR rates on the conservation 
achieved by the RCR, should that information be available;  

c. An update of the Conservation Potential Review and report on the potential effects of 
interaction between RCR rates and Demand Site Management targets;  

d. Comparison of energy usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct 
customers; 

e. An analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the consumption of 
its wholesale customers.  

5.1 DISCUSSION 
A summary analysis of the full long-run marginal cost to acquire energy from new 
resources, including the long-run marginal cost to transport and distribute that energy to 
the customer, and how that cost compares to the Block 2 rate;  

In recent regulatory proceedings, FortisBC has calculated a number of long run marginal costs 
(LRMC) ranging from the LRMC of market purchases at $45.33/MWh in 2013 dollars 
($56.61/MWh flat) to the LRMC of New Clean Resources of $92.23/MWh in 2010 dollars 
($111.96/MWh flat).   The range reflects a range of FBC options to meet its future resource gap, 
from continuing to rely on market purchases to meet incremental load to building new clean 
resources.  In its 2012 Long Term Resource Plan, FortisBC stated that it will continue to rely on 
market purchases for the short to medium term, and plans to build new resources in the long-
term.  The selection and timing of such new resources would be part of the portfolio analysis 
required for future resource plans.   

BC Hydro has stated in its Draft 2013 Integrated Resource Plan that its LRMC is falling.  BC 
Hydro’s current LRMC is based on the 2008 Clean Power Call, and is $135/MWh.  In its draft 
IRP BC Hydro states its current LRMC is now $100/MWh17, and could fall as low as $85/MWh 
depending on what happens with future LNG loads18.  This may impact FortisBC’s calculation of 
LRMC of New Clean Resources, since that number was based on the BC Hydro Standing Offer, 
which in turn was based on the bids in BC Hydro 2008 Clean Power Call. 

17 BC Hydro 2013 Draft IRP, Chapter 8, page 8-50, lines 4-7 
18 BC Hydro 2013 Draft IRP, Chapter 8, page 8-50, lines 9-12 
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FortisBC expects to file a more fulsome LRMC analysis of its LRMC as originally required in 
order G-3-12. 

FortisBC notes that the current Tier 2 RCR rate is higher than any LRMC values listed above. 

The combined effect of integrating Time of Use and RCR rates on the conservation 
achieved by the RCR, should that information be available;  

The Company does not have any customers that are on both its TOU rate and RCR 
concurrently and does not offer this as an option to customers.  Therefore, a quantitative 
analysis of this scenario is not available.  The Company considers that given the current existing 
lack of understanding of the RCR, layering a further level of complexity through the addition of 
TOU time periods over the RCR would not be in the best interests of customers.  In addition, 
there is not currently any cost-based rationale for applying a time-based component to the rate.  
With the additional information that will be available after data made available by the AMI 
implementation the Company will be better able to determine if such a cost-based TOU rate 
may be justified in the future. 

An update of the Conservation Potential Review and report on the potential effects of 
interaction between RCR rates and Demand Site Management targets;  

The achievable potential estimated in the CPR remains the same regardless of any incentive or 
pricing mechanisms used to achieve that potential.  The RCR rate may cause consumers to 
make behavioural changes and could also cause higher uptake in DSM program offerings.   
This may change the program take-up rate over time, but does not materially impact the overall 
potential.  The DSM Plan forecasts are fundamentally based on the CPR potential and the 
applicable ramp rates, which have not been modified as a result of the RCR.   

If in the future there is a measureable increase in residential PowerSense program interest, a 
number of changes would be considered.   

1. Adjusting the ramp rates.  This would be done to show the achievable potential is being 
realized at a faster pace 

2. Adjusting measure savings values.  For example, if people are leaving the lights off for 
longer periods, then the measure savings values would need to be adjusted downward 

3. Undertaking additional research or an impact evaluation.   These would be conducted to 
show and verify the impacts of any changes, and from that FBC could more clearly 
estimate the difference between naturally occurring or behaviour-based conservation 
and that achieved through the program. 

 
Comparison of energy usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct 
customers; 

In order to provide a meaningful analysis of this item the Company would require information on 
indirect customer consumption that it does not currently have and could not acquire and 
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adequately deal with within the compressed period required by the interim nature of this report.  
FortisBC intends to initiate discussions with its wholesale customers in an effort to have this 
analysis available in the RCR report to be filed in 2014. 

An analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the consumption of its 
wholesale customers.  

Similar to the item above, this information is not currently available but will be provided as part 
of the RCR report originally discussed in Commission Order G-3-12  

5.2 POTENTIAL CHANGES TO THE RCR 
In Order G-127-13 the Commission directed in item 2( f.) (Page 2 - the next Directive on page 3 
is also numbered 2) that FortisBC, 

Provide an evaluation of the feasibility of changing the rate structure and/or the threshold. 
Potential options to be evaluated include:  

• Threshold set too high or too low 

• Household threshold 

• Individual threshold (ie. AMI based)  

• Other; 

 General Discussion 5.2.1
The results of the current inclining block rate structure have validated many of the concerns 
expressed by FortisBC during the Company’s 2009 Cost of Service Analysis19 and Rate Design 
and original 2011 Residential Inclining Block Rate Application processes. 

Namely, 

• A portion of customers have the benefit of a relative bill reduction without having made 
any effort towards conservation behaviour or through purchase decisions (free riders),20 

• A portion of customers have experienced significant bill increases due to their use of 
electric heat  (either by choice or as a result of having no other economic options), 

• The RCR is poorly understood in terms of its structure, intent, and impact on FortisBC, 

• Conservation results, while present, are uncertain and less than forecast. 

The Company recognizes that there is a segment of customers that due to their individual 
circumstances, which may be demographic or geographic in nature, will have a very difficult 

19  Reference to COSA final Argument 
20  References to be included 
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time changing consumption habits.  These customers may experience negative bill impacts 
without an opportunity to take action to prevent that outcome. 

While an inclining block rate may be well suited to other jurisdictions, experience has shown that 
in FortisBC’s service area, which is largely rural and has a relatively low penetration of 
alternative heating options such as natural gas, it is not without issues.  Given the Company’s 
current load and resource mix there is little to suggest that the RCR in its current form provides 
an economic benefit to FortisBC’s customers through a reduction in overall costs, and to the 
extent that it results in a decrease in load spread while reducing power purchases a relatively 
small amount (due to low power purchase costs), the existing customer base may place further 
upward pressure on rates. 

In the opinion of the Company a move away from a flat rate structure is not an obvious or 
necessary conclusion given FortisBC’s circumstances.  From an operational and cost 
perspective this will continue to be the case until and unless the data provided by the Advanced 
Metering Infrastructure yields information that supports a change in rate structure based upon a 
concrete need of either the Company or its customers from either an economic or customer 
choice perspective. 

The Company believes that the Commission provided sound guidance on the appropriate 
considerations in rate making when it stated, 

… a RIB rate  structure that is incorrectly priced can have disadvantages and unintended 
consequences, the  principal among them being that customers overuse underpriced 
resources and underuse overpriced resources. The choices made are suboptimal and 
the consequence is lower productivity and/or lower conservation. A rate structure based 
on sound rate-making principles can ensure that what consumers pay will reflect the true 
economic value of the energy they buy, and that energy resources find their best 
possible uses.21 

The current level of the Block price is above FortisBC’s current marginal price of electricity 
which in the opinion of the Company runs counter to the economically efficient setting of rates.  
Both of these factors are inherent in comments made by the Commission in the RIB Decision, 

Accordingly, the Commission Panel determines that the long-run marginal cost of new 
supply continues to be the appropriate referent for the Block-2 energy rate.  

Should, then, the Block 2 rate be capped at the long-run marginal cost of new supply? 
The Panel accepts FortisBC’s submission that pricing electricity above FortisBC’s long-
run marginal cost is not economically efficient. However, the Panel is not prepared to 
direct that the Block 2 rate be capped at the LRMC as proposed by FortisBC in this 
hearing.22 

21 FortisBC RIB Decision G-3-12, page 21 
22 FortisBC RIB Decision G-3-12, page 40 
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However, the Company accepts that although the current RCR is cost based in the sense that it 
is based on the flat rate confirmed pursuant to a cost of service analysis (COSA), the levels of 
the given rate components are not, and are based on policy and legislative imperatives for rates 
reflecting a conservation price signal.  

 Feasibility of Changes to the Rate Structure 5.2.2
As part of this report, the Commission directed FortisBC to comment of the feasibility of 
changing the rate structure and/or the threshold. 

It must be recognized that any change to the existing RCR would involve a trade-off between 
conservation impact and customer bill impact.  If the rate is changed to provide smaller bill 
impacts to customers, conservation results will be lowered.  Furthermore, as was clear from the 
implementation of the RCR, any changes to the rate should be gradual in order to minimize bill 
impacts. 

Given the fixed cost of providing service to the residential class as a whole, as reflected in the 
revenue requirement, there is also a trade-off in terms of bill impact between individual 
customers within the class.  Any change that benefits one group of customers will necessarily 
have a negative impact on another group of customers.  This division is generally between 
levels of consumption.  If a change is made to benefit higher consumption customer, lower 
consumption customers will be impacted negatively and vice versa. 

Once the acceptable level of conservation and/or customer bill impact is established, and the 
tradeoffs previous mentioned are acknowledged, it is technically feasible for the Company 
change a number of factors within the rate to achieve a particular result. 

With that in mind, FortisBC provides the following comments on those options specified by the 
Commission and a number of other options available for consideration. 

5.2.2.1 Changes to the Threshold Level 
The Customer Billing Impact can be redistributed amongst customers by varying the amount of 
consumption that is billed at the Tier 1 rate before the Tier 2 rate comes into effect.  The 
Company is aware that a change in the Threshold as a means to provide mitigation to billing 
impacts has been suggested by customers, the media and local government representatives.  
The rationale often cited for this proposal is to provide relief to those customers with electric 
heat or without a readily available alternative for primary heating such as natural gas.  However, 
this solution is most often proposed in the absence of an understanding of how the various 
components of the RCR are determined and may not yield the results that these parties seem to 
expect.  The reason for this is explained below.  

The components of the RCR (Tier 1 Rate, Tier 2 Rate, Threshold and Customer Charge) are 
interdependent. In other words, it is not possible to simply raise the Threshold without also 
impacting the level of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates.   In the aggregate, the RCR is required to be 
revenue neutral to the flat rate.  A change in any rate component results in a change to all the 
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other rate components which leads to a different distribution of bill impact among customers, but 
the overall impact is revenue neutral. 

Overall class revenue is determined during the Company’s Revenue Requirement Application 
process and the relationship between the allowed revenue and the rate components is 
described by the formula: 

RevenueClass = (Customer Charge x # of Bills) + (kWhBlock 1 x RateTier 1) + (kWhBlock 2 x RateTier 2) 

Where kWhBlock 1 and kWhBlock 2 is the total annual kWhs consumed at the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates.   

The total annual kWhs consumed at the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates are determined by the level of 
the threshold.  Changing the threshold and maintaining revenue neutrality cannot be done 
without changing the level of at least one of the rates. Changing the threshold and maintaining 
both revenue neutrality and the Customer Impact criterion cannot be done without changing 
both the rates. It follows that simply changing the Threshold in isolation cannot be done. 

In terms of whether high consumption customers are better off with a higher or lower threshold, 
the following results are indicated: 

• A higher percentage of customers are negatively impacted as the threshold rises; 

• There is an increase in the price of the Block 2 rate as the threshold increases; 

• High consumption customers are generally worse of as the threshold increases.  This is 
due to their high number of kilowatt- hours that are billed at the tier 2 rate.  The increase 
in the tier 2 rate erodes the benefit of having more consumption in the first tier.  

Moreover, given the revenue requirement and customer impact restraints, any impact, 
regardless of direction is likely to be small in comparison to the overall bill. 

5.2.2.2 Other Threshold Options 
In Order G-127-13, the Commission directed that FortisBC provide input on the possibility of 
setting a threshold based on: 

• Household threshold 

• Individual threshold (ie. AMI based) 

Such a threshold would be set according to either the demographic make-up of the household 
(number of residents, age, income or other), or by setting a threshold based on the consumption 
level of the residence during some comparable previous period. 

The Company supports the setting of rates based on the cost to serve customer segments with 
identifiable and common load characteristics.  There is not a sufficient variation in service cost 
based on the demographic composition of a household upon which to further segment the 
residential rate. 
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An individual threshold approach is an attractive notion in that it recognizes a previous level of 
consumption as a target on which to gauge the conservation efforts of individual account 
holders.  It does however provide a higher amount of lower cost power to customers with higher 
levels of consumption and would not recognize previous, embedded conservation efforts.  The 
Company is concerned that providing different levels of access to Tier 1 priced power to 
customers that lack distinguishing cost-based differences could be discriminatory. 

Regardless, neither of these options is possible from a practical perspective.  The billing system 
cannot accommodate such a variation in Thresholds and the need to negotiate thresholds (or 
explain why negotiation isn’t permitted) would be administratively burdensome and costly.   

5.2.2.3 Changes to the Pricing Principle 
“Pricing Principles” refers to the manner in which rate increases approved by the Commission 
are applied to the individual components of the RCR. 

The Pricing Principles that are currently in effect were established as part of Order G-3-12 and 
are as follows: 

a. The Customer Charge is exempt from general rate increases, other than rate 
rebalancing increases; 

b. The Block 1 rate is subject to general and rebalancing rate increases; and 
c. The Block 2 rate is increased by an amount sufficient to recover the remaining 

required revenue (i.e., the residual rate). 

Historically, rate increases have been applied on an equal percentage basis to all rate 
components.  That is, if a 3% general rate increase was approved by the Commission; each 
rate component would be increased by 3%.  The effect of the Pricing Principle established by G-
3-12 is to create a deficiency in the revenue collected by the Customer Charge which is then 
collected in the revenues that attract the Tier 2 rate.  The impact of this is to increase the 
percentage differential between the block 1 and block 2 rates with each rate increase thereby 
increasing the impact of the rate on customers with consumption in the second tier. 

This situation will occur until the rate increase exemption currently in effect for the Customer 
Charge expires in 2015. 

There are options for altering the Pricing Principle varying the relative impact on the rate 
components, including: 

1. Removing the Customer Charge exemption and applying rate increases equally across 
all rate components; 

2. Capping the Block 2 Rate at its current level and maintaining the Customer Charge 
exemption and 

3. Capping the Block 2 Rate at its current level and removing the Customer Charge 
exemption. 
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The impact of any of these changes is to reduce the price differential between the tier 1 and tier 
2 rates.  The current pricing principle will increase the block differential to close to 49% from its 
current 47.1%. 

Each of the different approaches above would decrease the differential from its current level. 

Any change to Pricing Principle will result in impacts to customers that vary with consumption to 
the benefit of some and the detriment of others.  In general, a change to the pricing principles 
that lowers the block differential will benefit high consumption customers and have a relatively 
higher dollar positive impact to that small group of customers while resulting in a lower dollar 
amount impact to a larger number of customers in the lower consumption ranges. 

5.2.2.4 More Dramatic Changes to the RCR 
The above options, changes to the threshold and pricing principles, would be considered by 
FortisBC to be minor changes, or “tweaks” to the existing RCR. 

In the alternative, the Commission could choose to explore a more dramatic change to the RCR, 
either in the overall structure, or by effecting a larger change to the pricing of the rate. 

A feasible option would be to compress the block price differential from its forecast 2014 level   
of approximately 49% to a percentage such as 20% or 30%.  This option is also feasible and 
would reduce the magnitude of the billing impact for all customers relative to both the current 
RCR and flat rate. 

This more dramatic change to the current RCR would have a negative impact on conservation 
greater than any of the smaller changes discussed previously. 

The Company has estimated the bill impact of moving from the current RCR back to the flat rate 
and for two rates where the block differential is compressed to 30% and 20% respectively. 

The tables below provide a breakdown of the impact to annual customer bills broken down by 
percentage of customers that would experience a given bill impact, and by the average bill 
impact experienced by customers in a given consumption range. 
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Table 13 Percentage of Customers by Bill Impact  

 

For example, in the table above, moving to a compressed rate with a 20% differential would 
cause a 5% to 10% bill increase for 37% of customers. 

Table 14 Average Bill Impact by Consumption Level 

 

For example, in the table above, moving to a compressed rate with a 20% differential would 
cause customers in the 120 – 9,999 annual kWh consumption range to experience an average 
bill increase of 4.9%. 

10 to 15% 38%
5 to 10% 19% 37%
0 to 5% 13% 70.4% 34%
0 to -5% 12% 28.7% 22%
-5 to -10% 10% 0.9% 8%
-10 to -15% 6%
-15 to -20% 2%
-20 to -25% 0.4%

Percentage of Customers

Back to the 
Flat Rate

To a 
Compressed 
Rate (30%)

To a 
Compressed 
Rate (20%)

Impact of Changing from the Current RCR

Relative Percentage 
Increase

Consumption

120 - 9,999 9.8% 3.1% 4.9%
10,000 - 19,999 0.3% 0.2% 0.3%
20,000 - 29,999 -9.6% -2.8% -4.7%
30,000 - 39,999 -14.3% -4.1% -6.9%
40,000 - 49,999 -17.1% -4.8% -8.1%
50,000 - 59,999 -18.9% -5.3% -8.9%
60,000 - 69,999 -20.1% -5.6% -9.4%
70,000 - 79,999 -21.0% -5.8% -9.9%
80,000 - 89,999 -21.6% -5.9% -10.1%
90,000 - 99,999 -22.3% -6.1% -10.4%

Impact of Changing from the Current RCR

Percent Average Bil l  Impact

Back to the 
Flat Rate

To a 
Compressed 
Rate (30%)

To a 
Compressed 
Rate (20%)
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It is clear from these results that any move away from the current RCR provides a benefit 
primarily to a relatively small percentage of customers at the upper end of the consumption 
spectrum.
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6. CONCLUSION 1 

Changes to the current RCR can be made.  However, there is no one solution that appears as 2 
an obvious option.  Any RCR that is put in place, whether by small adjustments or more 3 
dramatic changes will create winners and losers relative to both the flat rate and the existing 4 
RCR. 5 

There are trade-offs between conservation and bill impact, or trade-offs between customers with 6 
different consumption characteristics.  All of these issues must be considered if a change to the 7 
RCR is to be the subject of a regulatory process led by the Commission.  None of the possible 8 
changes have any impact on the revenue of approved return of FortisBC. 9 

6.1 REVENUE NEUTRALITY 10 

All utility rates are designed to collect the amount of revenue approved by the Commission 11 
through the examination and regulatory process associated with the Revenue Requirement 12 
Application filed by the Company.  For each class of customers, the rates are determined in 13 
consideration of the amount of load that is forecast to occur over the course of the year. 14 

In the case of the residential rates, the Company determines the flat rate based on the forecast 15 
load and number of anticipated bills to be sent out, which determines the revenue collected via 16 
the Customer Charge.  For the RCR, the same basic process is followed except that an 17 
additional forecast must be made of the amount of load that will be billed at the Tier 1 and Tier 2 18 
rates.  Both the flat rate and the RCR are design to collect the same amount of revenue were it 19 
the only rate in effect, and as such are said to be revenue neutral to each other. 20 

Actual revenues collected by the Company can vary from the forecast for a number of reasons 21 
that are common to most classes.  Both the load and number of customers can vary from the 22 
forecast amounts.  As well, the amount of capacity versus energy can vary for those classes 23 
that are billed on capacity, and for classes where there are tiered rates such as commercial and 24 
residential classes, if the percentage of load that occurs in each block is different than that 25 
assumed when the rate is designed, all else equal, an over-collection or under-collection of 26 
revenue as compared to the forecast may occur. 27 

Since it is not practical to adjust rates in response to variances during the year, rates are 28 
typically set once and stay in place for the entire year.  If there is a variance between the 29 
forecast and actual revenue during the year it is captured in a Revenue Variance Deferral 30 
Account and is either returned to or collected from customers through an adjustment to rates in 31 
subsequent years.  These fluctuations will vary from year to year and for residential load are 32 
especially sensitive to weather. 33 

While customers may express a concern that the RCR is a means to collect more revenue than 34 
approved by the Commission, this concern is unfounded. 35 
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For the report period, residential load was approximately 7% lower than forecast, and revenue 1 
collected was about 4.5% below the forecast level.  This load related shortfall in revenue was 2 
mitigated somewhat by a higher than forecast percentage of load billed at the block 2 rate.  The 3 
revenue variance was about 1% of sales on a flat rate basis which is well within acceptable 4 
variances normally associated with load forecasts.  While the higher than expected block 2 load 5 
resulted in a positive revenue variance it is minor to the extent that the Company can confirm 6 
that the RCR is revenue neutral to the flat rate against which it is designed.  No action in 7 
addition to the variance flow-through is being contemplated by the Company. 8 
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electricity.regulatory.affairs@fortisbc.com 

Mr. Dennis Swanson 
Director, Regulatory Affairs 
Regulatory Affairs Department 
FortisBC Inc. 
Suite 100, 1975 Springfield Road 
Kelowna, BC V17 7V7 

Dear Mr. Swanson: 

August 23, 2013 

Re: FortisBC Inc. 

SIXTH FLOOR, 900 HOWE STREET, BOX 250 
VANCOUVER, BC CANADA V6Z 2N3 

TELEPHONE: (604) 660-4700 
BC TOLL FREE: 1-800-663-1385 

FACSIMILE: (604) 660-1102 

Log No. 44584 

Terms of Reference for Residential Inclining Block Rate Evaluation Report 

The Residential Inclining Block (RIB) Rate was implemented on July 1, 2012 in accordance with Commission Order 
G-3-12. Since the introduction of the new rate, the Commission received a significant number of complaints 
regarding the new rate structure. Given the significant number of complaints, the Commission determined that a 
preliminary review ofthe RIB Rate should be conducted by FortisBC. Accordingly, please find Commission Order 
G-l27-13 enclosed. 

PWjdg 
Enclosure 

FBC/08-23JBC RIB Evaluation Report-G-127-13 



BRITISH COLUMBIA 

UTILITIES COMMISSION 

ORDER 

NUMBER G-127-13 

SIXTH FLOOR, 900 HOWE STREET, BOX 250 

VANCOUVER, BC V6Z 2N3 CANADA 

web site: http://www.bcuc.com 

TELEPHONE: (604) 660-4700 

BC TOLL FREE: 1-800-663-1385 

FACSIMILE: (604) 660-1102 

BEFORE: 

WHEREAS: 

IN THE MAnER OF 
the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, Chapter 473 

and 

FortisBC Inc. 
Terms of Reference for Residential Inclining Block Rate Evaluation Report 

L.F. Kelsey, Commissioner 
C.A. Brown, Commissioner 
N.E. MacMurchy, Commissioner 
B.A. Magnan, Commissioner 
D.M. Morton, Commissioner 
R.D. Revel, Commissioner 
C. van Wermeskerken, Commissioner 

ORO E R 

August 22, 2013 

A. On March 31, 2011, FortisBC Inc. (FortisBC) filed an application for approval of a Residential Inclining Block (RIB) 
Rate (Application) to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission) pursuant to sections 58 to 61 ofthe 
Utilities Commission Act; 

B. On January 13, 2012, the Commission issued Order G-3-12 which directed FortisBC to: 

1. Implement a RIB rate consisting of four components: a customer charge, a threshold and two block rates; 

2. Implement this RIB rate as soon as is reasonably practicable, and by no later than July 31, 2012; 

3. Apply the following pricing Principle to future rate increases for the years 2012 to 2015: 

a. The Customer Charge is exempt from general rate increases, other than rate rebalancing increases; 

b. The Block 1 rate is subject to general and rebalancing increases; and 

c. The Block 2 rate is increased by an amount sufficient to recover the remaining required revenue (i.e., the 
residual rate); 

4. Apply the RIB rate on a mandatory basis to all residential customers with the exception of those taking 
service at a Time of Use rate at the time Order G-3-12 was issued. 
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5. Provide a RIB Rate Evaluation Report (Report); 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
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ORDER 
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6. Establish a control group in conjunction with the introduction of the RIB rate to develop elasticity data for its 
own customers; 

C. The RIB Rate was implemented on July 1, 2012, in accordance with Order G-3-12. FortisBC renamed the RIB rate 
to the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) upon implementation; 

D. Since the introduction of the RCR by FortisBC, the Commission has received a significant number of complaints 
regarding the new rate structure. During the period July 1, 2012-June 30,2013, the Commission received 149 
complaints regarding FortisBC's RCR. 

E. Based on the complaints received the Commission believes certain action must be taken. 

NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to section 83 of the Utilities Commission Act orders as follows: 

1. FortisBC must file a preliminary Residential Conservation Rate Evaluation Report (Report), covering the period 
from the date of implementation to July 31,2013. 

2. The Report should provide the utility, the Commission and the interveners the opportunity to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) program, in particular with respect to its impact on 
conservation. This Report will assist the Commission to determine if any further action is warranted on this 
matter. The Report is to include, but not be limited to, the following: 

a. The energy consumption reductions achieved; 

b. Whether the consumption reductions persist or are temporary; 

c. How the rate design impacts electric heat customers including how has the rate impacted customers that 
use alternative heating/cooling systems such as heat pumps (geothermal/air source), if available; 

d. Evaluate the impact the rate is having on customers that have no access to natural gas; 

e. The resulting cost implications to the utility including the resulting change in revenue earned to the 
utility (is the rate revenue neutral?); 

f. Provide an evaluation of the feasibility of changing the rate structure and/or the threshold. Potential 
options to be evaluated include: 

• Threshold set too high or too low 

• Household threshold 

• Individual threshold (Le. AMI based) 

• Other; 
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g. Provide an evaluation as to how the rate structure works with the Equal Payment Plan and indicate what 
action FortisBC is taking to ensure estimated bills are accurate; 

h. Overall impact on customers due to the introduction of the RCR: 

• Percentage who have seen their bills decrease, by how much? 

• Percentage who have seen their bills increase, by how much? 

• How many customers have taken advantage of the Residential Demand Site Management 
Reduce Your Use program, which was introduced in 2012 to coincide with the introduction of 
the RCR? 

• Comparison of the actual impacts of the RCR versus anticipated impacts. Please indicate if any 

lessons were learned on this matter. 

2. Where reasonable, the Report must include: 

a. A summary analysis of the full long-run marginal cost to acquire energy from new resources, including 
the long-run marginal cost to transport and distribute that energy to the customer, and how that cost 
compares to the Block 2 rate; 

b. The combined effect of integrating Time of Use and RCR rates on the conservation achieved by the RCR, 
should that information be available; 

c. An update of the Conservation Potential Review and report on the potential effects of interaction 
between RCR rates and Demand Site Management targets; 

d. Comparison of energy usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct customers; 

e. An analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the consumption of its wholesale 
customers. 

3. The Report is to be filed with the Commission by no later than October 31,2013. 

DATED at the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, this 

Orders/G-127-13-FBC RIB Rate Report 

BY ORDER 

D.M. Morton 
Commissioner 

day of August 2013. 
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SIXTH FLOOR, 900 HOWE STREET, BOX 250 

VANCOUVER, BC V6Z 2N3 CANADA 

web site: http://www.bcuc.com 

IN THE MATTER OF 
the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, Chapter 473 

and 

FortisBC Inc. 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

UTILITIES COMMISSION 

ORDER 

NUMBER G-153-13 

TELEPHONE: (604) 660-4700 

BC TOLL FREE: 1-800-663-1385 

FACSIMILE: (604) 660-1102 

Terms of Reference for Residential Inclining Block Rate Evaluation Report 

BEFORE: L.F. Kelsey, Commissioner 
September 18, 2013 

ORDER 
WHEREAS: 

A. On March 31, 2011, FortisBC Inc. (FortisBC) filed an application for approval of a Residential Inclining Block 
(RIB) Rate (Application) to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission) pursuant to sections 58 
to 61 of the Utilities Commission Act; 

B. On January 13, 2012, the Commission issued Order G-3-12, which directed FortisBC, amongst other things, 
to implement a RIB rate consisting of a customer charge, a threshold and two block rates by no later than 
July 31, 2012, and to provide the Commission with a RIB Rate Evaluation Report (Report); 

C. The RIB Rate was implemented on July 1, 2012, in accordance with Order G-3-12. FortisBC renamed the RIB 
Rate to the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) upon implementation; 

D. On August 22,2013, the Commission issued Order G-127-13 directing FortisBC to file a preliminary RCR 
Evaluation Report (Report) due to a significant number of complaints received by the Commission regarding 
the RCR; 

E. On September 11, 2013, the Commission received a letter from FortisBC requesting a variance to Order G-
127-13. FortisBC requested that Directive 1 be modified so the Report covers the period from the date of 
implementation to June 30, 2013, instead of July 31,2013, to allow for comparative reporting; 

F. The Commission considers the requested change is warranted. 

.../2 
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BRITISH COLUMBIA 

UTILITIES COMMISSION 

ORDER 

NUMBER G-1S3-13 

NOW THEREFORE, the Commission pursuant to section 99 of the Utilities Commission Act, orders as follows: 

1. FortisBC Inc. must submit to the Commission a preliminary Residential Conservation Rate Evaluation 
Report as directed by Order G-127-13. The report will include data from the date of implementation to 
June 30, 2013. For comparability purposes, data from the month of July 2013 is no longer required in 
the Report. All other directives made by Order G-127-13 remain in effect. 

The Report is to be filed with the Commission by no later than October 31,2013. 

DATED at the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, this II!: ~ day of September 2013. 

BY ORDER 

~,~ 
L. F. Kelsey 
Commissioner 
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Elasticity and Savings Estimates 
 
Introduction 

A key driver for the RCR is the conserving energy through reductions in use related to 
the higher block 2 rate.  Customers have two types of responses to prices.  The first 
type of response is behavioral and includes actions such as turning off lights or 
adjusting the thermostat.  The second type of response is related to appliance choice 
and other types of measures within the home such as weatherization.  At this point the 
RCR has been in place for slightly more than a year, with the study period of this report 
covering 12 months.  Because of this short time frame, it is expected that most of the 
response would be behavioral as there is not time for a large amount of appliance 
replacement or other structural changes.  This short-term response may not be 
representative of the long-term response to the rates.  In addition, it is often seen that 
there is a rebound effect with the short-term behavioral changes as customers tire of 
the lifestyle changes required.  While the response over the Report Period will provide 
useful information; it is premature to determine the long-term impacts associated with 
the RCR. 
 
Elasticity is the standard measure of the customers’ response to changes in price.  The 
elasticity indicates the percent change in consumption associated with a 1 percent 
change in the price.  Elasticity numbers are usually negative as an increase in price 
leads to reduced consumption.  In the original RIB Application proceeding, a range of 
elasticity values was used due to the uncertainty associated with a new rate that had 
not previously been applied within the FortisBC service area.  While BC Hydro 
implemented its RCR prior to the FortisBC RCR, there still was not enough time for a 
full evaluation of the BC Hydro impacts at the time FortisBC was evaluating its options.  
For the FortisBC RIB application it was assumed that customers in the lower block 
would have a lower elasticity level than customers in the upper block.  This reflects the 
fact that consumption in the lower block was more likely to be used for necessities 
than for discretionary use, and that the price change for the lower block was less 
significant than for the upper block.   
As the lower block rate of the RCR would actually be less than the flat rate, the lower 
block elasticity reflected an increase in consumption for those customers consuming in 
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the lower block.  This increase would then be offset by the decline in usage for 
customers in the upper block as they would see a significant price increase.   
 
Three different scenarios were used for elasticity with the following combinations of 
lower block/upper block elasticities:  -0.05/-0.10, -0.10/-0.20 and -0.20/-0.30. 
 
Methodology 

To develop the observed elasticity values, regression analysis was used to develop the 
statistical relationship between consumption and electric prices.  For consumption, the 
average use per customer was used as it excluded load growth due to new customers 
and better reflected the impact on a typical residential customer.  The price used in 
the regression analysis was the marginal price paid for each kWh.  In the case of block 
1 usage, the marginal price was the block 1 energy rate.  For customers with any usage 
in block 2, while the block 1 rate was paid for a portion of the bill, the marginal price 
was the block 2.  The marginal rate is the amount paid for the incremental or 
decremental amount of electricity used.  Prior to the RCR the flat energy charge was 
the marginal price.  FortisBC assembled a Control Group at the time of RCR 
implementation to aid in determining the impacts associated with the RCR.  This 
Control Group faced rates that were flat but designed to be equivalent to the RCR. 
 
Because price is not the only factor that affects the consumption level, both heating 
degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD) were included to reflect weather 
impacts.  Income levels were also considered as a potential factor influencing 
consumption.  Finally, the demand-side management (DSM) programs employed by 
FortisBC also have an impact on consumption levels that is distinct from the price 
impact associated with RCR.  
 
Data Collection and Analysis 

In order to examine the elasticity impacts, as well as the many other factors 
surrounding RCR impacts of interest to the Company and the Commission, it was 
necessary to collect residential billing data and parse it into many different groupings.  
The data that was collected was used for the regression analysis as well as for other 
comparisons.  Data was generated for a three year-period starting in July of 2010 and 
ending in June of 2013.  The data included one year with the RCR in place and the prior 
two years.   
 
FortisBC has four non-TOU residential rate groups.  Rate RS01 and RS01A are both 
served under the RCR; however, RS01A customers have requested monthly bills.  
While bills are sent out each month to these customers, the meters are only read on a 
bi-monthly basis, with estimates provided in between meter reads.  RS01 customers 
have the standard bi-monthly billing.  The RS02 group contains customers that are 
served on a voluntary time of use (TOU) rate and are not subject to the RCR structure.  
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Data for these customers was not included in the analysis.  The final group represents 
the customers that were randomly selected to be in the Control Group at the time of 
the RCR implementation.  These customers are served under Schedule RS03 which is a 
flat rate set at a rate equivalent to the RCR.  For the conservation analysis of the 2012-
2013 Report Period, billing data was collected from 83,425 customers in the RS01 
group, 14,235 customers in the RS01A group and 185 customers in the RS03 Control 
Group.   
 
While FortisBC does not collect data on the heat source for all of its customers, this 
data was collected from the Control Group to allow for better comparison data.  In the 
2009 Residential End-Use Study (“REUS”), FortisBC completed a survey of 
approximately 900 customers that included classification by heating source.  Data from 
this survey, along with the associated consumption data for this group, was used 
extensively within the RIB application.  This Survey Group was used in the current 
evaluation to determine the separate impacts on those customers with and without 
electric heat.  Billing data for the three-year period was collected from this group, 
however, only those customers that had information for all three years were included.  
The resulting number of customers in this group was 687.  Note that these customers 
included customers from both the RS01 and RS01A groups.  None of these customers 
were in the Control Group. 
 
The Commission also requested that FortisBC look at the impacts of the RCR on 
customers that do not have access to natural gas.  FortisBC was able to collect data 
from the portions of its service area that does not have natural gas available, including 
16,799 customers.  Again, customers in this group included those from both the RS01 
and RS01A groups.  While the Control Group is separate and distinct from all other 
customers, both the Survey Group and no gas availability group were also included in 
the total RCR group.  
 
In all cases, the analysis of bills and average amounts refers to a two-month billing 
period.  While data is collected for every month, each month’s average reflects two 
months of kWh sales.  Similarly, the threshold for the block 1/block 2 split is based on 
1600 kWh for a 2-month billing period.  All of the Control Group customers included 
were billed on a bi-monthly basis and therefore no adjustments were needed for that 
group’s data.  For all other groups there were a combination of the customers in the 
RS01 class that were billed bi-monthly and customers in the RS01A class that were 
billed monthly.  For the RS01A customers, the monthly data was collected and it was 
split between block 1 and block 2 on a monthly threshold of 800 kWh.  Since the usage 
in each month reflected only a month’s worth of kWh, the average billing amount 
when the group was combined was doubled to reflect a two-month cycle.  When 
combining the monthly and bi-monthly customers, this adjusted average was used. 
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A further adjustment was made to standardize the number of days in the billing cycle.  
Along with kWh use the number of days for each bill was collected with the data.  In 
particular, the Control Group had an abnormally low number of days for the first billing 
period of June 2012 when the Control Group customers were transferred to the RS03 
rate in the middle of a typical billing cycle.   There were also numerous cases of 
individual bills where the billing cycle was abnormal due to various circumstances.  An 
adjustment was made when calculating the average amounts for each month and for 
each group of customers by taking the average use per customer divided by the 
average of the number of days included in the billings and then multiplied by the 
standard number of days for the two-month period.  This adjustment allowed the 
average numbers to be compared on an equal footing without being impacted by 
variations that might have occurred in the billing days.  All of the analysis was 
performed on the adjusted amounts. 
 
The following shows the monthly average usage (adjusted for number of days) for the 
four main groups included in the analysis.  The time period shown is July 2010 through 
June 2013.  The bi-monthly usage follows a typical seasonal shape with much higher 
average kWh use per bill in the winter months.  The winter usage for the group with no 
gas availability is higher than for all customers, which is the expected result as they 
would be more likely to have electric heat.  The Control Group also has higher usage in 
the winter for the first two years, before the RCR was implemented. 
 

Chart A – Monthly Average Usage by Group 
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In addition to the main groupings, there were numerous splits of data used to provide 
more specific comparisons.  For the Control Group and the Survey Group, customers 
were also split between whether or not they had electric space heating.  There was 
also a portion of the Control Group that was also in the no gas availability group (42 
customers).  Billings were also split into several size categories.  Bills were first split 
between block 1 (up to 1600 kWh) and block 2 (over 1600 kWh).  Then each of those 
groups was split again.  Block 1 bills were split into a group of 20-800 kWh and 800-
1600 kWh.  Block 2 bills were split into a 1600-3200 kWh group and an over 3200 kWh 
group.  Note that bills with less than 20 kWh were excluded from the analysis because 
they typically represented customers with abnormal bills due to service termination.  
Customers in this category would also not be likely to have a price response as they 
would primarily see the customer charge.   
 
It must also be noted that for the regression analysis the average use data was based 
on the billings within a month, and not the totals for one customer for the year.  For 
example, one customer might have some bills in the block 1 category and some bills in 
the block 2 category.  The number of bills in the various usage categories therefore 
differed among the various months.  And the bills in block 2 included both block 1 and 
block 2 usage for the billing cycle, however, the marginal price seen in that case would 
be the block 2 rate.  Other places in this report do provide calculations of total kWh 
billed at the block 1 rate vs. the amount billed at the block 2 rate, or the number of 
customers facing block 2 anytime during the year. 
 
Regression Analysis Assumptions and Methodology 

To determine the elasticity associated with the introduction of the RCR, a regression 
analysis was conducted.  The regression compared the average use per customer by 
month for the three-year period against the marginal price of electricity, along with 
other relevant variables.  In order to determine the best fitting regression, many 
different combinations of variables were used.  It is common practice to use an ln-ln 
transformation to derive elasticity values.  What this means is that the natural log (ln) 
of both the average use and the marginal price were used, with the resulting price 
coefficient being the elasticity value.   
 
The y-variable used for the average usage per customer included the average for the 
block 1, block 2 and Control Groups.  Because each of these groups faced different 
prices, they had to be separated out for the regression analysis.  In all cases the usage 
was adjusted for the standard number of days. 
 
The primary x-variable for the regression was the marginal price that corresponded 
with each group.  All three groups faced the same flat energy price prior to July of 
2012.  Once the RCR was implemented the block 1 group faced the block 1 rate, the 
block 2 group faced the block 2 rate, and the Control Group faced the flat RS03 rate.  
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Average rates for each group were also calculated by dividing revenues by the kWh for 
the group.  While this was looked as an alternative, it was not the best theoretical 
alternative and it also did not yield the best results.  The marginal rates were adjusted 
from nominal to real values using the monthly CPI for British Columbia.  They were 
further adjusted to reflect a lag of two months as the usage in a particular billing cycle 
would include kWh from the two months prior.  The lagged price therefore reflects the 
price in place at the time the kWh was consumed. 
 
Actual rates in place for each month can be found in the following chart. 
 

Chart B – Monthly Rates for Flat Rate and RCR Rates 
 

 
 
The following chart shows the average usage per customer compared to the marginal 
cost of power in block 2, adjusted to real terms.  The marginal rate has been adjusted 
to a scale comparable to the average usage so they can be compared on the chart.  In 
real terms, the rate was relatively flat prior to the introduction of the RCR.  Average 
usage in the summer months did not decline with the introduction of the RCR, 
however you can see a drop in the average use for the 2012-2013 winter season.  
However, you can also see a drop in winter usage during the previous years.  The drop 
across all three years is due in part to the fact that the annual HDD dropped over the 
three year period and FortisBC had conservation savings associated with the dollars 
spent on its residential DSM programs.  While this chart is somewhat helpful, the more 
rigorous regression analysis that can account for HDD and conservation savings is a 
more reliable indicator of price response. 
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Chart C – Monthly Average Usage compared to Real Rate Block 2 

 

 
 

Other x-variables included in the regression analysis were the heating degree days 
(HDD), cooling degree days (CDD), average income per capita, and spending by 
FortisBC for DSM programs.   
 
HDD and CDD are generally used to reflect weather conditions as they are a better 
measure of heating and cooling use than the average temperature alone.  The HDD 
and CDD data was based on the Climate Canada data for Penticton.  Because the 
FortisBC service area is relatively homogeneous in terms of weather, the Penticton 
Station is used as the standard location and no further regionalization is needed.  The 
following chart shows the HDD and CDD for the three year period. 
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Chart D – Monthly HDD and CDD for Penticton, BC 

 

 
 
While each of the three years has a peak month HDD of roughly 600, the graph does 
not really show the overall annual differences very well.  The total HDD for the three 
years are 3418 in 2010-2011, 3409 in 2011-2012 and 3125 in 2012-2013.  The first two 
years are fairly similar; however, year 3 is 8% lower than the previous two years.  As 
this is the first year of the RCR, it is important to separate out the impacts of the lower 
HDD and the higher block 2 marginal rate. 
 
Because the billings in each month reflected kWh consumption that actually occurred 
in past months, the HDD and CDD used for the regression analysis were weighted 
averages.  The weighting included 25% for the current month, 50% for the previous 
month and 25% for two months prior.  This is a standard approach used for bi-monthly 
billings as it reflects when the usage occurs given that billing is done across all of the 
days in a month.  For example, a customer with a June 1 meter reading would have 
usage from April and May.  A customer with a June 15 meter reading would have 
usage from the latter half of April, May and the first half of June.  In the regressions 
attempted the weighted HDD and CDD provided a much better fit than the 
unweighted amounts.  Both the weighted HDD and CDD provided a strong statistical 
significance, as was expected. 
 
Average income per capita was explored as a variable as it generally is expected that as 
income increases the use of electricity would also increase.  It was also adjusted based 
on the CPI to reflect real values.  In the regressions completed, the income variable did 
not provide a statistically significant match.  This is likely due to the fact that incomes 
rose over the three-year period as did the marginal price.  This correlation between 
these two variables made it difficult to determine the impacts of each factor and 
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resulted in neither factor being statistically significant when they were both included.  
As price was the main focus of this evaluation, and because it provided a better fit 
when used independently than was found when income levels were included, income 
per capita was not retained as a variable.  Once a longer period of RCR rates has 
transpired, the income variable might become more of a factor. 
 
DSM spending in each year was also considered as a variable as there is a certain 
amount of kWh savings that is related to the conservation measures implemented by 
the utility.  It would be inappropriate to equate all of the conservation over the three-
year period to price alone as the DSM program is designed to capture customer 
savings through the payment to customers for DSM measures.  It should also be noted 
that there would be some natural conservation occurring due to changes in appliance 
standards and building codes.  FortisBC’s DSM program was in place for all three years 
included in the analysis, however, spending amounts and the corresponding kWh 
savings increased over the three year period.  As with the income variable, the DSM 
spending amounts were highly correlated with the marginal prices.  This made the 
DSM spending variable not statistically significant when combined with prices.  
Because this approach did not yield reasonable results a different approach was 
required. 
 
FortisBC provides estimated DSM savings along with capital budgets, and this savings is 
incorporated with its load forecasts so that the projected loads can be seen before and 
after expected DSM amounts.  Based on these estimates, the percent savings due to 
programmatic DSM were calculated for use in this study.  To separate out the 
programmatic DSM from the price response, the expected percent savings were added 
back in to the average use per customer amounts used in the regression analysis.  The 
average percent savings for each year was assumed to occur in July of each year and 
the percent was smoothed out to reflect the fact that spending and savings ramp up 
from the beginning to the end of each year.  While the marginal rate variable was 
statistically significant in cases before and after the DSM savings were accounted for, 
the higher savings attributed to price without incorporating the programmatic DSM 
would lead to misleading results.  Therefore the average use per customer prior to the 
DSM savings estimates were used in the final regression analysis. 
 
Regression Analysis Results and Elasticity Estimates 

The regression analysis completed considered many different combinations of 
variables in order to find the best and most appropriate fit for establishing the price 
response seen from the RCR implementation.  The final results selected were based on 
three different regressions. 
 
The first regression was based on the bills that were less than 1600 per two months 
and completely within block 1.  Average usage was adjusted for a standard number of 
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days and represented usage before any of the programmatic DSM savings.  This was 
compared to the CPI-adjusted marginal rate for those customers within block 1, lagged 
by two months.  An ln-ln transformation was used for both the average use and the 
marginal price.  The weighted HDD and CDD variables were also included.  The 
following shows the key parameters of the regression. 
 

Table 1 – Results of Regression 1 
Block 1 usage versus real marginal rate for block 1 with ln-ln transformation 

R Square 0.4420  

Adjusted R Square 0.3897  

 Coefficient t statistic 

Intercept 6.56 24.57 

Real Marginal Rate 
Block 1 Lag2 -0.078 -0.71 

Weighted HDD 0.00021 4.81 

Weighted CDD 0.00086 2.73 

 
The R Square provides a measure of the overall fit of the regression.  The closer to 
100%, the better the fit.  In this first regression the R square is below 50% and would 
not be considered a very good fit.  The second key indicator to examine is the t statistic 
for each of the variables.  A t statistic of 2 or more generally indicates that the variable 
is statistically significant.  In this case the intercept, HDD and CDD all have a sufficient t 
statistic.  The marginal price of electricity has a low t statistic and would not be 
considered statistically significant.  We therefore do not have any evidence of a 
response to the RCR for months where the bill is completely within block 1.  These 
results are not unexpected as the lower consumption level is likely for uses that are 
more necessary and less elastic.   
 
The RIB application assumed elasticity values for block 1 ranging from -0.05 to -0.20, 
although these assumptions were not based on any FortisBC-specific findings.  While 
not a significant value, the regression does yield an elasticity of -0.78, which is on the 
lower end of the range.   However, the lack of significance would indicate an elasticity 
of 0.  Also, because these findings would reflect a short-term elasticity, we would 
expect a higher number over the long term as customers have a chance to change 
their appliance mix.  Based on these preliminary results we would estimate a short-
term elasticity range of 0 to -.078 and a long-term elasticity range of 0 to -0.10, which 
is lower than the original assumptions.   
 
The second regression was based on the bills that were greater than 1600 per two 
months and had some usage within block 2, facing a higher rate.  Average usage was 
adjusted for a standard number of days and represented usage before any of the 
programmatic DSM savings.  This was compared to the CPI-adjusted marginal rate for 
those customers within block 2, lagged by two months.  A ln-ln transformation was 
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used for both the average use and the marginal price.  The weighted HDD and CDD 
variables were also included.  The following table shows the key parameters of the 
regression. 
 

Table 2 – Results of Regression 2 
Block 2 usage versus real marginal rate for block 2 with ln-ln transformation 

R Square 0.9229  

Adjusted R Square 0.9157  

 Coefficient t statistic 

Intercept 7.61 73.41 

Real Marginal Rate 
Block 2 Lag2 -0.086 -1.95 

Weighted HDD 0.0009 16.71 

Weighted CDD 0.0021 5.68 

 
In this block 2 regression, the R Square was over 90%, indicating a good fit.  All of the 
variables yielded a t statistic over or very close to 2, indicating that they were 
statistically significant.  The coefficient for the marginal rate resulted in an estimated 
elasticity of -0.086 for the period in question.  Because the RCR had only been in effect 
for a year, this would be considered a short-term elasticity as it would likely only 
reflect behavioral changes as there was not sufficient time for much appliance change 
among customers.   
 
These results compare to the original block 2 assumption of -0.10 to -0.30, which were 
provided in the RIB application.  The actual results are lower than what was assumed, 
leading to a reduction in the assumed values.  While the short-term elasticity is 
measured at -0.086, we would predict the long-term elasticity to be in the range of -
0.086 to -0.20.  While the long-term number is expected to be higher than the short-
term value due to appliance changes, this may be offset somewhat by the rebound 
effect where customers tire of behavioral changes.   
 
The third regression represents the Control Group that continues to pay a flat rate for 
electricity.  It was based on the bills for all of the 185 customers in the Control Group.  
Average usage was adjusted for a standard number of days and represented usage 
before any of the programmatic DSM savings.  This was compared to the CPI-adjusted 
marginal rate under RS03, which does not incorporate the RIB differential, lagged by 
two months.  A ln-ln transformation was used for both the average use and the 
marginal price.  The weighted HDD and CDD variables were also included.  The 
following shows the key parameters of the regression. 
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Table 3 – Results of Regression 3 

Control Group usage versus real marginal rate for flat rate with ln-ln transformation 

R Square 0.17  

Adjusted R Square 0.07  

 Coefficient t statistic 

Intercept 7.17 2.59 

Real Marginal Rate 
Lag2 -0.078 -0.07 

Weighted HDD 0.00100 2.20 

Weighted CDD 0.00411 1.33 

 
As with the block 1 group, the results for the Control Group have a low R Square result 
and the marginal rate does not show up as a statistically significant variable.  In this 
case, the marginal rate has very little change in real terms over the three-year period 
and therefore it is expected that there is little or no measurable change in 
consumption for this group.   
 
Again, the resulting coefficient was reasonable at -0.078, which is consistent with the 
block 1 and block 2 results, however, we have no statistical evidence that it is greater 
than 0.  Because the Control Group does not face the higher block 2 rate in any case, 
we would not expect to see a change in consumption due to the RCR.   
 
To examine the impacts on FortisBC customers that used electric heat and for those 
that did not have access to natural gas, regressions were also completed for those 
groups.  While the results were not strong and would not be considered statistically 
significant, the results are informative.  For the electric heat customers, the regression 
looked at the Survey Group block 2 average consumption for those customers with 
electric heat as their primary source.  The R square for the regression was about 60% 
and the t statistic on price was about 1.5.  The resulting elasticity was -0.30.  For the 
customers without access to natural gas, the regression looked at the block 2 average 
consumption for all of those customers.  The R square for the regression was only 
about 40% and the t statistic on price was about 1.0.  The resulting elasticity was -0.23.  
While it would not be appropriate to use these as measured results, they are 
consistent with expectations that the price response would be much greater for 
customers that have electricity as their heat source. 
 
Resulting RCR Savings 

In the RIB Application, FortisBC provided a range of elastic and related savings 
associated with the proposed rate.  Based on the rate structure that was adopted, the 
total savings for the class was estimated as follows: 
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Table 4 – Original Estimate of RCR Savings 

 Low Case Medium Case High Case 

Block 1 Elasticity -.05 -.10 -.20 

Block 2 Elasticity -.10  -.20 -.30 

Residential % 
Savings 

1.9% 3.7% 5.5% 

GWh Savings 19.7 38.4 57.0 

 
The residential savings percentages provided in the application are the combined 
impacts associated with block 1 and 2.  To derive the corresponding GWh savings 
amounts these percentages were applied to the actual 2011-2012 GWh for the 
residential class.  This year was used as it would reflect the consumption prior to the 
implementation of the RCR rates.  Resulting savings were estimated to be in the range 
of 19.7 to 57 GWh for the first year of implementation. 
 
Based on the preliminary elasticity estimates found in the regression analysis, updated 
savings found as a result of the RIB can also be determined.  Because the elasticity 
values were based on the kWh for all bills that had any usage in block 2, they must be 
applied to that same metric to determine the GWh savings.   The percent increase in 
rates was based on the difference between the current block 2 rate and the current 
RS03 flat rate.  Table 5 provides the results based on the measured elasticity of -0.086 
and the new upper end value of -0.20. 
 

Table 5 – Updated Estimate of RIB Savings 

 Measured Amount Upper End 

Block 2 Elasticity -0.086 -0.20 

% Price increase 32% 32% 

Resulting % Savings on 
Block 2 

2.8% 6.4% 

2011-2012 GWh in block 2 818.3 818.3 

Estimated GWh Savings 22.5 52.4 

 
These results show a range of savings from 22.5 to 52.4 GWh.  The measured savings is 
within the range of the original estimate, but is on the low side.  With the new upper 
end estimate, the value fall within the original range of savings, however, the range is 
now not as wide as originally thought.  This is an expected result as the impact of 
calculating elasticity values is to provide a greater level of certainty, which results in a 
narrower range. 
 
For comparison purposes, the savings expected from FortisBC’s DSM programs are 30 
GWh for 2013 and 42 GWh for 2014.  Given that the annual load growth in system 
energy is forecast at 50 GWh for 2013 to 2014, the RCR savings reflect about one half 
of annual load growth in the short term and one full year of load growth in the long 
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term.  When compared to the overall system rather than just the residential block 2 
GWh, the estimated savings are in the range of 0.7% to 1.5% of total system energy. 
 
Comparison of Average Usage Data 
 
The data collected for use in the regression analysis is also useful in making 
comparisons between the various groups..  As discussed, the usage data was broken 
down between multiple groups and by the level of consumption in each billing period.    
 
The key comparison to consider in looking at usage reductions due to the RCR rate 
alone is the Control Group vs. the group with all customers.  The following chart shows 
a visual comparison of average usage per customer for the various customer groups 
and across the three years.   
 

Chart E – Comparison of Average Annual Usage by Group 
 

 
 
Table 6 below also compares the average annual usage for each of the three years in 
tabular form with percent differences.  As the table shows, the usage for the all 
customer group is 6.6% below the Control Group for the 2012-2013period when the 
RCR was first implemented.  While on the surface this would appear as if this level of 
savings was achieved in response to the RCR rates, the table also shows that the all 
customer group was less than the Control Group by nearly 1% in the first year and 
nearly 2% in the second year.  For that reason, the savings due to the RCR alone are 
more likely to be much lower than 6.6%.   
 
In addition, it can be seen that while the all customer group sees a decline in kWh use 
each year, that decline is not much greater in 2012-2013 than it was in 2011-2012.  
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Given that some of the savings is related to programmatic DSM savings, and that the 
HDD in 2012-2013 was 8% lower than in the previous year, the reduction in usage of 
5.4% from the previous year is not all related to the RCR rate.   
 
While the comparisons in this table are useful, a better accounting of the price 
response can be found in the regression analysis which can account for these non-
price factors. 
 

Table 6 – Comparison of Average Use by Category 

  2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 

Average Annual Use 
   Control Group 2,207 2,119 2,108 

All Customers 2,186 2,081 1,970 
Survey Group 2,058 1,982 1,874 

Percent Difference 
   All Customers vs. Control Group -0.9% -1.8% -6.6% 

Survey Group vs. Control Group -6.7% -6.4% -11.1% 
Survey Group vs. All Customers 
Group -5.9% -4.7% -4.8% 

Year-to-Year Percent Difference 
   Control Group 
 

-4.0% -0.5% 
All Customers 

 
-4.8% -5.4% 

Survey Group 
 

-3.7% -5.4% 

 
Also included in Table 6 is a comparison to the Survey Group.  The Survey Group was 
included in the analysis primarily because it provides a breakdown of electric vs. non-
electric heat customers that is not available for the all customer group.  While the 
Survey Group faced the same RCR rates as the all customer group, the average usage 
was significantly lower.  For this reason we would not consider the Survey Group to 
still be representative of all customers, however, it still is useful in looking at the 
impacts on different types of heating customers. 
 
Table 7 shows the distribution of bills for the year in each usage category for each of 
the three customer groups.  This reflects the number of bills in each category as 
opposed to the kWh that fall within the category.  In all cases roughly half of all bills for 
the year are in block 1 and the other half are in block 2.  Of course these numbers 
differ when looked at on a seasonal basis.   
 
For all three groups, the number of bills in block 1 increases over the three years, while 
the number of bills in block 2 declines.  This decline is more pronounced between 
years 1 and 2 than it is in year 3 when the RCR rates are adopted.  In all three years, 
the Control Group has a higher percent of bills in the block 2 category, but that percent 
of bills declines from 51% to 49% in 2012-2013 despite the fact that they do not face 
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RCR rates.  The Survey Group has a similar split between block 1 and block 2 as seen in 
the all customer group.  However, they have fewer bills in the tail end categories of 20-
800 kWh and over 3200 kWh. 
 
The table also shows the percent of kWh that occurs for all of the bills that have some 
usage in the block 2 category.  Note this does not reflect the percent of kWh billed at 
the block 2 rate.  For kWh, the totals in this category are in the 75-80% range.  As with 
the number of bills, the percent of kWh in the block 2 category has declined over the 
three-year period.  It is likely that some of this is related to HDD and programmatic 
DSM savings, and not all of the shift in kWh usage can be attributed to the RCR rate. 
 

Table 7 – Distribution of Bills and kWh by Usage Category 

 
Percent of Bills Percent of kWh 

  2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

All Customers 
      20 to 800 kWh 19% 21% 22% 4% 5% 5% 

800 to 1600 kWh 30% 31% 31% 16% 17% 19% 
  Subtotal block 1 49% 52% 53% 20% 22% 24% 
1600-3200 kWh 32% 31% 31% 33% 33% 35% 
Over 3200 kWh 19% 17% 16% 47% 45% 41% 
  Subtotal block 2 51% 48% 47% 80% 78% 76% 

Control Customers 
      20 to 800 kWh 20% 21% 20% 4% 5% 4% 

800 to 1600 kWh 28% 28% 30% 15% 15% 17% 
  Subtotal block 1 48% 49% 51% 19% 20% 22% 
1600-3200 kWh 32% 32% 34% 32% 34% 35% 
Over 3200 kWh 21% 19% 15% 49% 46% 43% 
  Subtotal block 2 52% 51% 49% 81% 80% 78% 

Survey Customers 
      20 to 800 kWh 16% 17% 18% 4% 5% 5% 

800 to 1600 kWh 35% 35% 36% 20% 21% 22% 
  Subtotal block 1 51% 52% 53% 24% 25% 27% 
1600-3200 kWh 33% 32% 33% 34% 35% 37% 

Over 3200 kWh 17% 16% 14% 41% 40% 36% 
  Subtotal block 2 49% 48% 47% 76% 75% 73% 

 
Electric vs. Non-Electric Customers 

One of the topics raised by the Commission is how the RCR rate impacts customers 
with electric heat compared to those without electric heat.  The following two charts 
show the Control Group with and without electric heat and the Survey Group with and 
without electric heat.  As expected the electric heating customers have a higher 
average usage per customer and they also see more variability from year to year.  In 
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each case the average usage goes down each year as the HDD has declined over the 
three year period.   
 

Chart F – Comparison of Control Group Average Annual Usage 
With and Without Electric Heat 

 

 
 

Chart G – Comparison of Survey Group Average Annual Usage  
With and Without Electric Heat  
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The comparison for electric heat vs. non-electric heat is further shown in Tables 8 and 
9.  For the Control Group, the average use is roughly 30% higher in year 1 and about 
18% higher in years 2 and 3.  The differential is higher in year 1 due to the fact that 
that has the highest number of HDD.  The year over year change is a reduction of 9% in 
2011-2012 for the electric group.  Average usage was nearly flat during that same time 
period for the non-electric heat group, as would be expected since they would be less 
sensitive to HDD.  However between year 2 and year 3, the average usage is relatively 
flat for both types of customers.   
 

Table 8 – Comparison of Control Group With and Without Electric Heat 

  2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 

Average Annual Use 
   Control Group Electric Heat 2,562 2,322 2,314 

Control Group No Electric Heat 1,972 1,966 1,968 

Percent Difference 
   Electric Heat vs. Non-Electric Heat 29.9% 18.1% 17.6% 

Year-to-Year Percent Difference 
   Control Group Electric Heat 
 

-9.4% -0.3% 
Control Group No Electric Heat 

 
-0.3% 0.1% 

 
When looking at the Survey Group, the usage for electric heat customers is in the 
range of 60-70% higher than for non-electric heat customers.  In this case the two 
groups are more extreme than the Control Group.  The electric heat customers have 
higher usage in the Survey Group than in the Control Group.  And the non-electric heat 
customers have lower use in the Survey Group than in the Control Group.  This is true 
in years 1 and 2 when both group faced the same rate as in year 3 when the Survey 
Group faced RCR rates.  As the Survey Group is a much larger sample, it is likely that it 
includes more customers with extreme energy use, causing more variability in this 
group than in the Control Group.  Because of these differences it is important to look 
at the results in both groups rather than just looking at one or the other.   
 

Table 9 – Comparison of Survey Group With and Without Electric Heat 

  2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 

Average Annual Use 
   Survey Group Electric Heat 2,774 2,700 2,497 

Survey Group No Electric Heat 1,675 1,602 1,553 

Percent Difference 
   Electric Heat vs. Non-Electric Heat 65.6% 68.5% 60.8% 

Year-to-Year Percent Difference 
   Survey Group Electric Heat 
 

-2.7% -7.5% 
Survey Group No Electric Heat 

 
-4.3% -3.1% 
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One impact we can see from the Survey Group is that both the customers with and 
without electric heat see reduced consumption in year 3 relative to year 2.  This differs 
from the Control Group where the usage remains relatively flat.  We can expect this 
difference to be due to the fact that the Survey Group faces the RCR rate while the 
Control Group does not.  As expected, the electric heat group saw a much larger 
reduction than the non-electric heat customers. 
 
The distribution of bills within the various usage categories also differs between 
electric and non-electric heat customers.  While in total the number of bills is split 
roughly 50/50 between block 1 and block 2, that split is closer to 40/60 for electric 
heat customers and 60/40 for non-electric heat customers.  In terms of kWh usage in 
the block 2 category, the numbers are roughly 85-90% for electric heat customers and 
70-75% for non-electric heat customers.     
 

Table 10 – Distribution of Bills by Usage Category for Control Group 

 
Percent of Bills Percent of kWh 

  2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Control Customer with Electric 
Heat 

      20 to 800 kWh 21% 24% 20% 3% 4% 4% 
800 to 1600 kWh 19% 20% 22% 8% 9% 11% 
  Subtotal block 1 40% 44% 42% 11% 13% 15% 

1600-3200 kWh 31% 32% 37% 28% 30% 35% 
Over 3200 kWh 29% 24% 21% 61% 57% 50% 
  Subtotal block 2 60% 56% 58% 89% 87% 85% 

Control Customer without 
Electric Heat 

      20 to 800 kWh 19% 18% 21% 5% 5% 5% 
800 to 1600 kWh 35% 35% 36% 21% 20% 22% 
  Subtotal block 1 54% 53% 57% 26% 25% 27% 
1600-3200 kWh 32% 32% 32% 35% 36% 35% 
Over 3200 kWh 15% 15% 11% 39% 39% 38% 
  Subtotal block 2 46% 47% 43% 74% 75% 73% 

 
The Survey Group sees a similar split between block 1 and block 2 of about 40/60 for 
electric heat customers and 60/40 for non-electric heat customers.  It differs from the 
Control Group in that the survey customers with electric heat have more bills over 
3200 kWh than the Control Group, and the survey customers with non-electric heat 
have fewer bills in the over 3200 kWh category compared to the Control Group.  In 
terms of kWh split, the block 2 category is also 85-90% for electric heat customers but 
is only 60-65% for non-electric customers, which is lower than for the Control Group.   
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Table 11 – Distribution of Bills by Usage Category for Survey Group 

 
Percent of Bills Percent of kWh 

  2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Survey Customers with 
Electric Heat 

      20 to 800 kWh 14% 16% 16% 3% 3% 3% 
800 to 1600 kWh 23% 22% 24% 10% 10% 11% 
  Subtotal block 1 37% 38% 40% 13% 13% 14% 
1600-3200 kWh 31% 32% 32% 25% 26% 28% 
Over 3200 kWh 32% 30% 28% 63% 61% 57% 
  Subtotal block 2 63% 62% 60% 87% 87% 86% 

Survey Customers 
without Electric Heat 

      20 to 800 kWh 17% 18% 19% 6% 6% 7% 
800 to 1600 kWh 41% 42% 42% 29% 31% 31% 
  Subtotal block 1 58% 60% 60% 35% 37% 38% 
1600-3200 kWh 33% 32% 33% 43% 42% 44% 
Over 3200 kWh 9% 8% 7% 22% 21% 18% 
  Subtotal block 2 42% 40% 40% 65% 63% 62% 

 
While there are some differences between the Control Group and Survey Group, the 
findings basically show that the electric heat customers have a much greater share of 
bills and usage that falls under the block 2 category.  Therefore it can be concluded 
that the impact of the RCR on electric heat customers is also much greater.  This was 
also seen in the regression analysis that showed a higher elasticity of -.30, although 
not statistically significant, for this group.  
 
No Gas Availability Customers 

While this is likely considerable overlap between the customers with no gas availability 
and customers with electric heat, the Commission requested information regarding 
the impacts on both groups.  While customers without gas access generally have 
access to propane, the costs are higher than for natural gas.  It is also expected that 
this group represents a more rural environment where wood may be likely used as a 
primary or secondary source combined with electric heat.   
 
Chart H shows the average usage for the no gas group in relation to that of the 
customers with electric heat in the both the Control Group and Survey Group. 
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Chart H – Comparison of No Gas Average Annual Usage With the Average of Electric 

Heat Customers 

 
 
Table 12 compares the average use per customer for the no gas group with all 
customers and with the electric heat customers found from the Survey Group.  While 
the no gas customers have average use that is roughly 12% higher than the average 
customer, the usage is also about 12% lower than that of customers known to have 
electric heat.  It is likely that the no gas group has a greater than average use of 
electric heat, but they are not necessarily 100% electric heat. 
 
The table also shows that the 7.2% drop in consumption in year 3 is much closer to the 
electric heat customers than it is to the average customer.  This would indicate that 
they are likely largely impacted by the RCR rates.  It should also be noted that the -0.23 
elasticity found for this group, although not statistically significant, was in between the 
electric heat group and the total block 2 group. 
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Table 12 – Comparison of No Gas Group With All Customers 
 and Electric Heat Customers 

  2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 

Average Annual Use 
   All Customers 2,186 2,081 1,970 

No Gas Availability 2,457 2,348 2,179 
Survey Group - Electric Heat 2,774 2,700 2,497 

Percent Difference 
   No Gas vs. All Customers 12.4% 12.8% 10.6% 

No Gas vs. Survey with Electric 
Heat -11.4% -13.0% -12.7% 

Year-to-Year Percent Difference 
   All Customers 
 

-4.8% -5.4% 
No Gas Availability 

 
-4.4% -7.2% 

Survey Group - Electric Heat 
 

-2.7% -7.5% 

 
When looking at the percent of bills and kWh in the block 2 category, the no gas group 
had percentages that were very similar to that of the electric heat customers, with the 
number of block 2 bills at about 60% and the % of bills in the block 2 group of 85-90%.  
These results are shown in Table 13. 
 

Table 13 – Distribution of Bills by Usage Category for Survey Group 

 
Percent of Bills Percent of kWh 

  2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

No Gas Availability 
      20 to 800 kWh 20% 21% 21% 3% 3% 3% 

800 to 1600 kWh 20% 21% 22% 8% 9% 10% 
  Subtotal block 1 40% 41% 43% 11% 12% 14% 
1600-3200 kWh 31% 32% 32% 25% 26% 28% 
Over 3200 kWh 29% 27% 25% 64% 62% 58% 
  Subtotal block 2 60% 59% 57% 89% 88% 86% 

With Gas Availability 
      20 to 800 kWh 19% 22% 22% 5% 5% 6% 

800 to 1600 kWh 33% 33% 34% 19% 20% 21% 
  Subtotal block 1 52% 55% 56% 23% 25% 27% 
1600-3200 kWh 33% 31% 31% 36% 35% 37% 
Over 3200 kWh 16% 15% 13% 41% 40% 37% 
  Subtotal block 2 48% 45% 44% 77% 75% 73% 
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Summary and Conclusions 
 
To determine the impact of the RCR rates on consumption for various groups, FortisBC 
looked at average annual usage levels and the percent of bills and kWh that occur for 
customers that are in the block 2 category.  Regression analysis was also conducted to 
determine the price elasticity under the RCR rates after other factors such as HDD and 
programmatic DSM were accounted for. 
 
While on the surface the usage for customers with the RCR rate is 6.6% lower than for 
the Control Group that still has a flat rate, that difference takes into account multiple 
factors.  The regression analysis leads to the conclusion that savings for the residential 
class are on the order of 2.8%.    
 
The elasticity measured for the kWh in bills that face the block 2 rate is estimated at -
0.086.  This is lower than the range expected in the RIB rate application, however, it 
only reflects short-term elasticity as the rates have only been in place for one year.  
Impacts are expected to increase over the long-term.  For customers with all of their 
usage in block 1, and those in the Control Group with the continued flat rate, the 
elasticity estimates were not statistically significant and it cannot be shown that there 
was any impact as a result of the RCR introduction.  The assumptions used in the RIB 
Application were not based on any FortisBC-specific measurements and therefore the 
findings after one year are a better indication of elasticity impacts.  For that reason the 
range of elasticity impacts is now expected to be -0.086 for the short-term and 
between -0.086 to -0.20 for the long-term. 
 
These elasticity impacts yield savings in the range of 22.5 to 55.4 GWh.  These savings 
are within the range of the RIB Application, although on the lower end.  These savings 
compare to annual savings of 30 to 42 GWh for programmatic DSM savings.  The net 
impact on system-wide energy consumption is in the range of 0.7% to 1.5% and 
reflects 50% to 100% of the annual load growth on the system. 
 
For electric space heat customers, and to a lesser extent for customers with no gas 
availability, the higher block 2 rate impacts a greater portion of their bills and kWh 
usage.  While the regression results for these groups were not robust, the findings did 
seem to infer a much higher elasticity in the range of -0.23 to -0.30 for these 
customers.  Because electric heat customers see a larger bill impact, they also have a 
bigger reduction in their energy use.  And because there has not been sufficient time 
for much change in heating source, it is likely that these customers are reducing their 
usage through lowering their thermostats.  This behavioral change may not continue 
over the long term for all customers, and the higher bills may eventually lead to a shift 
away from electric heat.  While it may be desirable for the RCR rate to promote the 
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efficient use of energy, in the short term it may be coming at the expense of 
customers’ comfort levels in their homes. 
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Introduction &Objectives

• FortisBC was directed by the BC Utilities Commission to implement the Residential Conservation
Rate (RCR) for its residential electricity customers. On July 1, 2012, FortisBC introduced the RCR
— a two-level rate where customers are charged a lower rate for the firsfi block of electricity used in
a billing period (up to 1,60 kWh} and a higher rate for any electricity used above that amount.

• FortisBC has been asked to prepare a report for the BC Utilities Commission fio evaluate the
impact of fihe RCR. As such, FortisBC was interesfied in conducting market research with its
electricity customers.

• The key objective of the research was to measure awareness and perceptions of the RCR to help
determine whether the RCR has incented residential customers to reduce electricity consumption.

• Insights West conducted an online survey with FortisBC electricity customers from
September 3-10, 2013.

• FortisBC's RCR was also discussed during the Corporate Reputation focus groups. Two
in-person focus groups were held with Kelowna residents on August 22, 2013 and an online
discussion board was conducted with Kootenay residenfis from August 27-29, 2013.

• This summary report highlights the key RCR findings from both the online survey and qualitative
focus groups.
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• The samples for the online survey and focus groups were obtained from a combination of FortisBC
customer email lists and Insights West's representative online panel of British Columbians.

• The sample was weighted by age, gender and region according to Census Canada figures.

• Survey respondenfis were screened to meet the following criteria:

— Not employed in marketing, market research or public ufilifiies;

— Play a role in energy decision making for their household;

— Reside in FortisBC's electricity service area; and

— FortisBC is their electricity provider.

• A total of 1,620 FortisBC electricity customers complefied the online survey.

— The margin of error for a sample of this size is ± 2.4%, 19 times out of 20.

— The breakdown of respondents in each region is provided below:

Region Sample Size
_ _ _ ---

KootenaylBoundary 729

;Kelowna/Central Okanagan' 551

South Okanagan ; 340

TOTAL 1, 620

• Signifiicantly higher differences between sub-groups are noted with red circles (~}
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Key Findings

Three-in-ten (29%) FortisBC electricity customers are aware of the RCR, with the highest awareness levels
reported by RCR opposers, South Okanagan residents, high consumption customers, those aged 55+and those
who have noticed a change in their electricity bill.

Among all respondents, one-in-five (19°/o} are very or somewhat familiar with the RCR, while one-in-ten (10%) are
not familiar. Interestingly, the majority of those aware of the RCR are familiar with it (66%).

Among all customers, nearly six-in-ten support the RCR (18%strongly support), while one-third oppose the RCR
(20% strongly oppose).

Those who support the RCR are more likely to: come from groups that have benefitted somewhat from the RCR:

Have smaller household sizes;

Live in an apartment/condolrowhouse/duplex/triplex;

Be low consumption customers (bi-monthly electricity bill of less than $200);

They also more likely to be:

• Be women;

• Be younger;

• Reside in the Kootenay/Boundary region;

• Be unaware of the RCR; and

• Have noticed a decrease or no change in their electricity bills.

Interestingly, even those who have experienced an increase in their electricity bill show moderate levels of support
for the RCR (43% support vs. 48% oppose).
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Key Findings con~;nUed

Approximafiely two-thirds of FortisBC electricity customers agree that the RCR encourages people to
use less electricity (69%), lowers bills for lower-than-average consumption (68%) and is better for the
environment (66%). However, only thirty percent agree that the RCR is revenue neutral fior FortisBC
(42% disagree and 28% don't know).

More than eight-in-ten agree that the RCR penalizes those that must use elecfiricifiy for heating (85%)
and larger households (82%}.

• Even among those who support the RCR, roughly eight-in-ten agree with these concerns.

Customers also report relatively high levels of agreement with the RCR resulting in higher electricity
bills (68% agree), the RCR being a way for FortisBC to get more money from consumers (63%) and
people not changing their electricity consumption habits (60%).
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Ke~/ F I h C~ I h g S Continued

• More fihan half (52%) of FortisBC electricity customers have noticed an increase in their electricity bills over
the past 12 months, while 13% have seen a decrease. Close to one-in-five {22%) have not noticed any
change in their bills, while the remainder (16%) were unsure.
Among those (52%) who noticed higher electricity bills, nine-in-ten (90%) attribute the increase to changes
in the cost of electricity/monthly fees, while seven-in-ten (71 %) attribute the increases to the RCR.

Even those who oppose the RCR think the changes in elecfiricifiy costs/monthly fees were a more
important reason for their bill increase than the RCR (91 % vs. 80%).

Among the one-in-eight (13%) who have nofiiced a decrease in their electricity bills, most attribute the
decrease to changes in elecfiricity consumpfiion (85% important) and changes in electricity costs/monfihly
fees (76%), while six-in-ten think the RCR is an important reason for the decrease.

• The only significant difference is that those with prior awareness of the RCR are more likely to have
invested in better insulation/windows. This suggests that fihose unaware of the RCR were conducting these
activities on their own — nofi directly as a resulfi of the RCR.

• More fihan half (52%) of FortisBC elecfiricity customers have turned things off when not in use, while one-
third have adjusted fiheir thermostats settings and one-quarter (27%) have turned off heat in specific rooms.

Those who have noticed an increase in their energy bills are more likely to have conducted most
conservation activities.
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Key/ F I h d I h g S Continued

• High consumption customers are likely to notice an increase in their electricity bills, which prompts them to
find out why their bills have increased. They then become aware of the RCR, and because their bills have
increased, fihey are more likely to oppose the RCR.

• Those who oppose the RCR are:

• More likely to be aware of the RCR;

• Mare familiar with fihe RCR;

• More likely to have higher bi-manthly electricity bills of $300f;

• More likely to agree with all of the proposed RCR concerns;

Less likely to agree with all of the proposed RCR benefits; and

• More likely fio have noticed an increase in their electricity bills over the pasfi 12 months.

• During the qualitative focus groups in Kelowna and Koofienays, the RCR was not step-of-mind concern.
Only when prompted did people recall the RCR and voice concerns aboufi the fiwo-tiered rate.

• The RCR is not well undersfiood; many participants think it is just a way for FortisBC to get more maney
from its customers. They want ForfiisBC fio be transparent about what the RCR is, the reasons it was
implemented and how the rates were determined.

FORTIS ~,c~ '1~5~ h~~r - ; ,~...:. ,



Implications and Recommendations

Insight:
• Those with prior awareness of the RCR likely became aware of the RCR because they had been

personally impacted by it.

• The majority of customers suspect that the RCR is a way for FortisBC to get more money from its
customers, and this negative sentiment may negatively impact FortisBC's overall corporate reputation.

• FortisBC could conduct significant advertising to make customers better understand the RCR and the

reasons it was implemented.

• The advertising campaign should:

— Let customers know that FortisBC was directed by the BC Utilities Commission t~ implement the
RCR;

— Outline fihe proposed benefiits of the RCR and the reasons it was implemented (promote energy

conservation); and

— Clearly articulate that the RCR is revenue neutral for FortisBC —that it does not receive additional

funds as a result of the RCR.

Ft?RTIS iic° Ill$I[~ ~lt$
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-~"~ ~ The majority of FortisBC customers have never heard of
the RCR.

• Only 29% of FortisBC electricity cusfiomers are aware of the RCR. Higher awareness levels are reported by those
who oppose the RCR, South Okanagan residents, high consumption customers, older residents aged 55+ and
those who have noticed a change in their electricity bill.

Not Aware
61%

4ware of
RCR
29%

Base: A!I respondents (n=1,620}

A1. Have you heard of FortisBC's Residential Conservation Rate?

FORTIS Bc

REGION

KelownalCentral Okanagan 24%

KootenaylBoundary 27%

South Okanagan 44%

AGE

18-34 21

35-54 25%

55+ 3f%

BILL CHANGE

No change 23%

Increased 33%

Decreased 33%

RCR SUPPORT

Support 23%

Oppose 4Z~~o

lns ghks 1 s
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Among those aware, the FortisBC bill insert is the
main source of RCR awareness in all regions.

• Compared to those in other regions, Kootenay/Boundary residents are more likely to have heard of the RCR
through TV or Internet news, while South Okanagan residents are more likely to cite the newspaper as a source
of awareness.

FortisBC bill inser

TV/Internet new;

Newspape

FortisBC websiti

Friendslfamil!

Othe

Don't knov

KelownalCentral'Kootenay/Bound South
Okanagan ary Okanagan
(n=137) (n=195) (n=184)

t 56% ~ $6%

1

51%

[

~ 54%

14 /o.° 10%3% ~ 23% ~

r . 8% 6% 5% 15%

--~8% 11% 6% ~%
- -- —

►' 4%

-

4% 3% 5%

----- 3% --

I
~ 5% 2% _____~ 3% '

- ----- - - ----------- -_..__~

7% ~ 5%

_

9%

I _._..._E _...

7%

Base: Aware of RCR (n=516)

A2. How did you first hear about FortisBC's Residential Conservation Rate?

FoRTIS~c~ ~rl$I~rItS 14
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0 The m~jarity of those who are aware of the RCR are familiar with fihe two-level rate for el~~tricity.

l6~a°y f~ro~i9iaa°
Among those aware of the 5%
RCR, 66% are very (16%) or
sornevvhat familiar (54%)

with the RCR

No# aware
7 `D

Base: All respondents (n=1,620)

A3. How familiar are you with FortisBC's Residential Conservation Rate?

Familiar:
~oa~~we~at '~9°/a
far~uloae°
1~%

Not v~r~
f~rr~ili~e°
~%

fVot at aIG
€amiliar
2%

Not Familiar:
10%

~c~r~T~s ~~ Ins ht ~i ~,,.~~_._



Familiarity with the RCR is highest among those who
oppose the RCR, high consumption customers &those
who have noticed a change in their electricity bill.

• Familiarity with the RCR is also higher among South Okanagan residenfis (25%), older residents aged 55+ {22%),
those who live in single detached homes (21 %) and those who own their home (2a%).

TOTAL Q _ _ 19%

RCR SUPPORT

Oppose

CONSUMPTION

Low (<$200)

Medium ($200 — <$300)

High ($30Q+)

_ 7 4%

30%

19%

BILL CHANGE

No change ~ i 13%

Decreased Q _ _; 24%..................

Increased Q_ _ 22%

■Very familiar Somewhat familiar

Base: All respondents (n=1,620)

A3. How familiar are you with FortisBC's Residential Conservation Rate?

s~
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RCR Description

• Respondents who had not heard of the RCR were provided with the following description:

Last year on July 'I, 2012, FortisBC introduced atwo-level rate where

customers are charged a lower rate for the first block of electricity

they use in a billing period — up to 1,600 kWh — and a higher rate for

any electricity used above that amount. FortisBC was directed by

the BC Utilities Commission to apply for and implement this type of

rate because it is designed to encourage conservation and incent

customers to use less electricity.

Fo~T~s ~~~ lnsigh~s ~ s
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Overall, FortisBC customers are more likely to
support the RCR than oppose it.

• South Okanagan residents, men and those with larger households are more likely to oppose the RCR.

Oppose

Somewhat oppose Strongly oppose

33% 20%

26% 75%

32% 20%

39% 26%

27% ~rJ%

TOTAL

REGION

KootenaylBoundary

■ Strongly support Somewhat support

:, rJ~%

Kelowna/Central Okanagan

South Okanagan

GENDER

Male

Female

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

30% 17% 1 — 2

38% 26% 3 or more

Base: All respondents (n=1,620)

A4. Given what you know about the Residential Conservation Rate, do you support or oppose it?

Ft?RTIS Bc~

so°io

' - - 59%

46%

Don'fi
know

'11

~ s°io

53% 8%

~_ GO% 14%

~ ' ~ 58% 12%

(~' ~ 53% 9%

Insight ~ ~



Greater RCR opposition among customers living in
single detached or mobile/manufiactured homes &those
who use electricity as their primary heating source.

• Support is highest among those who live in multi-family building where heating demand is generally lower.

Oppose •••

Somewhat oppose Strongly oppose ■Strongly support Somewhat support
Don't
know

33% 20% TOTAL : ' , S6% 11

HOME TYPE

36°0 24% SinglelDetached •' . 53% 11%

17% 11 % ApartmentlCondo ~ ', 70% 13°/a

25% 10% RowlTown/DuplexlTriplex ' ' ~ 67% $%

35% '~8% MobilelManufactured home •' ~ _ 5'I% 13%

PRIMARY HEATING SOURCE

36% 23% Electricity ~_ _ __ S2% 12%

29% 18% Natural Gas ' ' ~ _ 61 % 10%

Base: All respondents (n=1,620)

A4. Given what you know about the Residential Conservation Rate, do you support or oppose it?

FQRTIS [3c• ~1l$IC~h~S► 2p



Those with prior awareness of the RCR, high consumption
customers &those who have seen an increase in their
electricity bill are more likely to oppose the RCR.

• Interestingly, even those who have experienced an increase in their electricity bill show moderate levels of
support for the RCR (43% support vs. 48% oppose).

Oppose ~ •~•

Somewhat oppose Strongly oppose ■Strongly support Somewhat supporfi Don't
Know

33% 20% TOTAL : ~ , 5~% 11

PRIOR RCR AWARENESS

48°/m 32% Aware ' ~ ___ 45% 6%

26% 16% Not Aware ~- -- -_ 61 % 13%

CONSUMPTION

17% 9°!o Low (<$200) . , ~ 71 % O

34% 22% Medium ($200—<$30Q) ~ ' . S5% 11

64°0 45% High ($3Q0+) Q--- -' 29% 7%

BILL CHANGE

18% 9% No change :' , 73% 9%

10% 6% Decreased gpo/a 10%

4$°~ 32°~ Increased m 43% 9%
Base: All respondents (n=1,620)
A4. Given what you know about the Residential Conservation Rate, do you support or oppose it?

FORTIS tic ~ II'1$IC~I"lt$ 2 ~
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Majority of customers agree fihat the RCR encourages energy
conservation, lowers electricity bills for lower-than-average
consumption & is better for the environment. However, they are least
likely to agree that the RCR is revenue neutral for FortisBC.

• Only 30% of FortisBC customers agree that FortisBC makes the same amounfi of revenue before the RCR, while
42% disagree (26% strongly disagree). A further 28% say fihey "don't know".

Don't know

It encourages people to use less electricity :' , ! 69% 6%

It results in lower electricity bills for customers gg% 10%with lower-than-average consumption

It's better for the environment 66% 11

It's revenue neutral for FortisBC —they ~ , 3d% 28%make the same amount of revenue as before

■ Strangly agree Somewhat agree

Base: All respondents (n=1,620)

A5. Regardless of whether or not you support or oppose the Residential Conservation Rafe, there are a number of proposed benefits. These are listed below. Please
state your level of agreement with each.

FQRTISBC~ IIISIC~IItS 2~
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Highest agreement with proposed benefits among RCR
supporters, those who have noticed no change/a decrease in
their electricity bills, low consumption customers &
KootenaylBoundary &Central Okanagan residents.

REGION RCR SUPPORT CONSUMPTION BILL CHANGE

%TOTAL AGREE TOTAL Kootenay!KelownalC' South Low
Medium
($200 High No

Boundary entral OK ;Okanagan; Support Oppose ' (<$200) <$340) ($300+) Change Decreased Increased

- ',------ -
(n=523)

-~
(n=676)

r— ---
(n=421)
----- - -

(n=892) (n=554)
-- _ --

(n=737)
---- ---

(n=487)
-- ---

(n=367) (n=307) (n=203)
--- _ _ -

(n=859)

Encourages people j
fio use less electricity

~

Q69 /o o69 /o J o~ 71 /o ~ o62 /0 o90 /0 ~ o34 /0 080 /0 066 /o 048 /0 0 080 /0 89 /~ ~ o58 /o ~

Results in lower € ~ ~ ~ f I
electricity bills for (
customers with F 68°Io

~
70%

~
69% ~ 63% 85% 43%

~
76% ~ 66% 54%

i
78% ~ 8fi% ~ 58% f

Flower-than-average ~ ~ ! ~
consumption ~ j ~ I ` f

'Better for the
environmenfi 6G% 66%ao77% 63% 86°!00 36% 77%0:64% 46% 78% 76%oo~ 58% j

3 Revenue neutral for t F

FortisBC —they make
the same amount of ~

30% 32%O F 37 %O,25% 41 %O 10% 37%O 31 % ~ 17% 40% ~ 47% ~O O ~2%a
revenue as before f

---__-_ _.—__ ______-- - --- --- --~--- ----~--- —~----- ------

Base: All respondents {n=1,620)

A5. Regardless of whether or not you support or oppose the Residential Conservation Rate, there are a number ofi proposed benefits. These are listed below. Please
state your level of agreement with each.

FC?RTIS Bc• ~I'~Si~~'1tS ~3
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Customers' laiggest RCR concerns: it penalizes households
that must use electricity for heating, as well as larger
households.

More than S-in-10 FortisBC electricity customers agree that the RCR penalizes households that must use
electricity for heating (53°/Q strongly agree) and penalizes larger households for their higher electricity
consumption (43% sfirongly agree).

• Two-thirds are concerned that the RCR results in higher electricity bills (37% strongly agree).

• In addition, more than 6-in-10 customers believe the RCR is a way for ForfiisBC to get more money from
consumers (29% strongly agree).

• Customers are skeptics! that the RCR will lead to a change consumption habits.

Don't know

It penalizes households that must gS% 7%
use electricity far heating '

It penalizes larger households for their higher
electricity consumption

It results in higher electricity bills

It is a way for FortisBC to get more
money from consumers

People will not change their
electricity consumption habits ~ ~ - --

■Strongly agree

' _ 
82% 7%

__

~8% 15%

i 63% 17%

60% 6%

Somewhat agree

Base: All respondents (n=1,620)

A6. Regardless of whether or not you support or oppose the Residential Conservation Rate, some customers have voiced concerns. Provided below are some of #hese
concerns. Please state your level of agreement with each.

FORTIS ~C~ ~IlSIC,~FItSF ~~.
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RCR opposers &those with larger household sizes
are more likely to agree with all of the proposed
concerns.

• Even among those who support the RCR, eight-in-fien agree that the RCR penalizes households that musfi use
elecfiricity for heafiing and larger households wifih higher consumption.

• Compared to Kootenay/Boundary residents, Okanagan residenfis are more concerned that the RCR results in
higher electricity bills and is a way fior Fortis6C to get mare money from consumers.

%TOTAL AGREE

It penalizes households that
must use elecfiricity for heating

It penalizes larger households
for fiheir higher electricity
consumption

It results in higher elecfiricity
bills

It is a way for FortisBC fio get
more money from consumers

People will not change their
elecfiricity consumption habits

REGION i RCR SUPPORT

TOTAL 'Kootenay/Bo ; KelownalCent South
undary ralOK Okanagan Support Oppose
(n=523) (n=676)

—
(n=421) ' ; (n=892) (n=554)

~

85% t 82% F 86°/aFe 87% $1 % ~ 98%

8~°fo i 80%

fib% i 62%

63% ~ 58%

60% 57%

8.3% ~ 82%

71 % f 73°l0
--- --- ..

66°/a ~ 65%

62% t 61

78% ~ 93%

55% ~ 95%
-- --~

51% ' 87%
-- --~ _~_

52% 75%

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

1-2
(n=737)

82%
ii
'j'; ___— __....

~~ 7s~~o
,; ~----
i

64%

!; 59%

58%

3 or More
(n=487)

90%

88%

76%

70%

65%

Base: All respondents {n=1,620)

A6. Regardless of whether or not you support or oppose the Residential Conservation Rate, some customers have voiced concerns. Provided below are some of these
concerns. Please state your level of agreement with each.
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High consumption customers &those who have
seen an increase in their electricity bills show
greater concern for al I factors.

TOTAL AGREE

CONSUMPTION BILL CHANGE

TOTAL Low (<$200) Med ($200-<$304)' High ($300+) ' ̀ No Ghange Decreased
(n=737} {n=487) (n=35.7} (n=307) (n=203)

ffi penalizes households that must ~
for heating

o
~ o

p$O /o ! o~ 85 0 96% 7$% 77%use electricity ~ ~

! It penalizes larger households for i
f their higher electricity 82°l0 77% 84% 90%0 78% ~ 75%
consumption ~ {

E

It results in higher electricity bills f 68% 57% ~t1 73% € 86% 54% f£ 50%

It is a way for FortisBC to get more; o63 /0 o54% ~ o66 /0 o80 /0 - o ~52 /o a43 /omoney from consumers
f i l ~ i

~
F'

People will not change their
3

o ~60 /o o56 l0 o59 /o ~ o~ 70 /0 o58 /0 45%electricity consumption habits

Increased
(n=859)

90%

85%

VL%

76%

65%

Base: All respondents (n=1,620}

A6. Regardless of whether or not you support or oppose the Residential Conservation Rate, some customers have voiced concerns. Provided below are some of these
concerns. Please sfiate your level of agreement with each.

-,
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RCR supporters are more likely to report lower
electricity bills, while those who oppose it are more
likely to have higher bills.

• Consumption is also higher among non-natural gas users (33% $300+), larger households (32%) and those who
live in single defiached homes (28%).

TOTAL ' • ' ~ 30%a 22%0

RCR SUPPORT

Suppor# : ~ , 29%0 11%0

Oppose - ~ , 31% 43%

■Less than $200 :Between $204 - $300 More than $300 ~ Don't know
every 2 months every 2 months every 2 months

Base: All respondents (n=1,620)

A7. Approximately how much is the total amount of your average bi-monthly {every 2 months) electricity bill?

FC?RTIS [3c~ ~Il'SIC~, IIkS 2gw~~



More than half have noticed an increase in their electricity bills
over the past 12 months; these increases are more likely to be
attributed to changes in the cost of electricitylmonthly fees
than to the RCR.

• As expected, those who oppose the RCR are more likely to have noticed an increase in their electricity bills (77°l0
vs. 40°/a among RCR supporters).

No change
Don't know ,~ g%

'i 6%
Increased
52%

Decreased a
loft
2%

Decreased a
little
11%

Bill Increase

Changes in the cost
of electricity and 62% 2$% 9U%

monthly fees

The Residential 4~% 30% 71%
Conservation Rate

Increased a
Changes in thelot

24% - __ _ _ __ amount of electricity 21% 29% 50%

Increased a you used

little Very important Somewhat important
29%

Base: All respondents (n=1,620} Base: Noticed bill increase (n=859)

A8. Over the last 12 months, have you noticed a change in the total amount of your electricity bills?
A9. How important do you consider each of the following reasons for the change in your electricity bills over the last 12 months?

FC}RTIS [~c~ IIlSIC~II~S 29
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~,; Even those who oppose the RCR think the changes in
electricity costs/monthly fees were a more important
reason for their bilk increases than the RCR.

BILL INCREASE: %IMPORTANT TOTAL

Change u~u "9~~ co~~ ~~ elec~~u~ut r an~1 c~o~c~thly 
90%0fees ~

The Residential Conservation Rate

Changes i~ the amount of electricity you used

71%

RCR SUPPORT

Support Oppose
(n=368) (n=411)

90% 91%

66% 80%

62% ~ 37%

CONSUMPTION

L,ow Medium High
{n=267) '; (n=287) (n=298)

91%

58%

59%

Base: Noticed bil! increase (n=859)

A9. How important clo you consider each of the following reasons for the change in your electricity bills over tl7e ~as4 12 months?

~ °1~

72%

54%

', 9 ~

83%

38%

FC~RTISBC~ IIISIC~~1~S 3p
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Only 13% have noticed a decrease in their electricity bills
over the past 12 months, with most attributing the decrease
to changes in electricity consumption &changes in
electricity costslmonthly fees.

• Those who support the RCR are more likely to have noticed lower electricity bills (18% vs. 4% among those who
oppose the RCR}.

• Among those who experienced a bill decrease, 6-in-10 fihink the RCR was an important reason for the decrease.

Don't know 
No change

19 /o Decreased Bill Decrease16% 7 3%

Decreased a Changes in the
.r lot amount of electricity 33% 85%

2% you used

Decreased a Changes in the cost
little of electricity and 35% 76%

Increased a 11% monthly fees

lot
24%

--_...___._ _ - The Residential 
39% 60%

Increased a Conservation Rate

little
29% ■Very important Somewhat importanfi

Base: All respondents (n=1,620) Base: Noticed bill decrease {n=203}

A8. Qver the last 12 months, have you noticed a change in the total amount of your electricity bills?
A9. How important do you consider each of the following reasons for the change in your electricity bills over the last 12 months?

FURTIS Bc~ ~1'1S~C,~~'1~$ 31
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The top energy conservation activity is turning things off
when not in use, followed by adjusting thermostat settings.
Those who have noticed an increase in their bill are more
likely to have conducted most conservation activities.

• The only significant differences befiween those aware of fihe RCR and those who are not is that those with prior
awareness of the RCR are more likely to have invested in better insulation/windows (17% vs. 11 %}.

• This suggests that those unaware of the RCR were already conducting these activities and not directly as a result
of the RCR. BILL CHANGE__,

No Change Decreased Increased
(n=307) (n=203) (n=859)

Decreas

Invested in

Turned things off when not in use g2~/a 45% ~ 59% 57% ,

Adjusted thermostat settings 33% 24%
--------

38%
-- -
_ 39%

---- . ___---
Turned off heat in specific rooms 27% 21% 24% ~ 31%

-- - -- - -
Invested in more efficient appliances 20o~a

_...—_

14% 21%
- _
24%

Installed a programmable thermostat ~q,o~o 1p% 14% 16%

:d wafter tem erature on hot water thermostat op 13 /o 0't 3 /o 011 /o 015 /o

Invested in better insulationlwindows ~30~0 11% ~ 13% ~ 14%

~ ~ ~'Considering using non-electric ^~
~ 9%

~~
~_ 4% 7a~° ~2%heating or hotwater

----- -------'-------'-'----f -~

i
---'

new electric space heating or cooling system ■ 7~/p 4% 1~%

Invested in new electric hot water heater ~ 6% ~ 4% $ova

_7%

~ 7o~a ~
~---------- -------I_._---

Invested in new non-electric hot water heater ' 3%
~

2% 3% ~ 3%

Other 10% 3% 10% 14%
------- -- -------------

None of the above 3g% ~
— — - -

43% 30% 30%a

Base: All respondents (n=1,620)
A10. Have you done any of the following as a result of FortisBC's introduction of the Residential Conservation Rate on July 1 , 2012?

FC~RTISBC~ ~nsights 3~
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,, Majority did not have any comments on the RCR. Close to 3-gin-10
provided negative feedback, with the mast common criticisms
being high bills &penalizing homes that only use electricity.

s2°~o
29%

Bills are too highl expensive/ increasing rates 10%

Penalizes homes that only use electricity 8%

Cash grab! gimmick to take advantage of consumers 7%

Threshold too low! cannot sfiay under it 4%

Penalizes people with lowerlfixed income 3%

Penalizes larger familieslhouseholds 2%

am considering other sources of energy 2%

Vlfould switch provider if I could! BC Hydro is betterl cheaper 2%

Penalizes renters ~%

Other negative comments 7~/Q

71%

Already try to save electricifiy 7o/Q

Need more information 3%

Live in a new homelhave new appliances ~%

POSITIVE —NET 5a/o

Good idea/concepfillike it 2%

May encourage melpeople to save electricity 1%

Other positive comments 2%

Base: All respondents (n=1,620)

A11. Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with For~isBC?

Ft)RTIS aC~ ~ns~hts 33
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Qualitative focus group results are consistent with
survey res u Its.

• During the Kelowna and Kootenays focus groups, the RCR was not top of mind, with only a few
participants mentioning the two-tiered rates on an unaided basis. Only after respondents were
prompted on the issue, did they started asking questions and voicing concerns about the tiers.

• Overall, those who were aware of the RCR had difficulty accurately describing how the RCR works. In
tact, it was often confused with time-of-use rates.

• Those who held negative views of the RCR expressed concerns about large families that cannot stay
within the lower tier and low income/fixed income households that cannot withstand the higher charges.

• Those in favour of RCR believe it is fair fio charge more to those who use more electricity; what is
debatable is the charge within fihe tiers.

• Parfiicipants assume the RCR is a way for FortisBC to collect more money from its customers. They
want transparency; they want fio know why and how the threshold levels were sefi.

"lf you use mare, you should pay more, if you use
less you shnc~ld pay less. !think the question is, are
where they put ~f~e fhreshofcls rea!!y fair, and do we

even rea!!y know what is fair?" — Kelowna

'°Vt~e don'f know, ps i# time of day tb~at you use if? We~ ~'o~a't
l~now because they're rro~ transparent."— Kelawr~a

"lt does not help out the average homeowner, i.e., busy family, kids,
T1/s, computers, loads of laundry etc. etc. !t may work frne in a 1 or 2

person household, albeit with discipline re: when and how much
power consumption / conservation is going on .. __. I believe it es

simply a substantial rafe hike in disguise."— Kootenays

"Overall f waufd ~r~ve ~o say that 1 oppose f~e~r
plan. Besides, Tn my opinion, the only reason Fortis
came up vrfPfh fhe plan irr the first place is that the

less B.C. residents use power the more power they
cars sefl to fhe U. S. Rgain, if's all abauf the money
and profits far the company, Rot for arry conc~m for

the general public. °— Kootenays

F(?RTIS roc° ~IlS1C~f'1~$ 34w~$~
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REGION

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

c ,$50K - 2g%

$50K — $100K 31

school or less - 15%

CollegelTech/Some University

University degree

Refused' 4%

Average:
2.5 _people. _

50%

`~ ~~

EDUCATION

48%

32%

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

32%

2%

$100K+ _ 20%

Refused ~ 19%
Base: All respondents (n=1,620)
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FortisBC Customer Profile cont1nued

ENEF~GIr DECISIOfV 11lIAKING ROLE

Sole decision raker
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Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

1 

I had a large credit from FORTIS BC when I switched from monthly averaged billing to actual billing, therefore 
it is difficult to compare costs from last year vs. this year. But, I am still trying to keep my electric use as low 
as possible.   In this area, the major objections to the Residential Conservation rate come from people who, 
when they built their homes in the 1960s to 1980s were encouraged by the Utility companies to GO 
ELECTRIC. Electric heating, electric appliances, electric tools, etc. Now they are paying for that decision. They 
have no access to natural gas because it is not supplied to their neighbourhoods. Those people on limited 
pensions cannot afford to switch to solar. What can they do except complain? I sympathize with them. 

2 I don't agree with it. I think it should cost the same no matter how much we use.  

3 Have always tried to conserve. 

4 

Our home was designed to be energy efficient, so none of the 'improvements' asked about in this survey 
apply. Our home is a recent, newly constructed building. We were not treated well by Fortis (electricity) 
during the construction of our home, and think their level of service is very poor and the rates they charge 
are much too high for the service they provide. With regard to Fortis (natural gas), the service was good 
during construction (Teresen). Recently, however, we requested to have a line located for us, we were 
emailed a map of our property but our request to have a Fortis worker mark the location was denied. One 
Call service? 

5 Nothing but an unwarranted cash grab. 

6 

those us us who have electric heating are being penalized and now have to pay more each month. There 
should be an adjustment for electric heating. My home has never had duct work for me to use a oil furnace 
and the cost to put one in would be extremely costly. Whoever dreamed up this two tier billing obviously 
never took into consideration those who have no choice but to use electric heating. As a result we have 
ended up paying far more so your company can look good and say " see what we are doing to reduce 
electricity use in our area so we can sell more to the USA."  

7 
this program is just a joke, another way for the big conglomerate companies to hose their customers & side 
with the existing Gov't.  

8 I agree with the comments forwarded to the utilities commission and Fortis by the RDOS 

9 Consideration should be made for homes that DO NOT have access to natural gas. 

10 Make it clear on bills how much consumption is charged at a lower rate. 

11 
I think there should be rewards and insentives for using eletricity in lower consumption periods. for example, 
I put my dishwasher on during the night.  Even though I do that I am not rewarded. 

12 It's a rip off 

13 
we do not have access to natural gas so the only heating options are electric, wood , solar or propane. Solar is 
expensive to purchase and install, electric costs keep rising , propane is quite expensive in comparison, wood 
is free (sweat cost) from our property 

14 
Just wait until the Smart Meters are installed. Then everyone's bills will increase. Fortis rates are apparently 
higher then BC Hydro.I do not trust Smart Meters. Some of the safty concerns are bypassed because of the 
loopholes. Example: They do not have to meet ULC or CSA standards and that worries me. 

15 
It ends up costing us the same or more after your monthly consumption. It is not really a break for the 
consumer at all 

16 
I am on fixed income. ! No matter how much I conserve my electrical use, my bill keeps going up.. The gas bill 
keeps going up,  yet I am cutting back drastically on both.  Fortis is raping the elderly. It is time they cut 
back... 

17 I feel it penalizizes people living in rural areas that do not have access to natural gas 

18 
I think it is strictly based on maximizing benefits to Fortis, and sold to the consumer under the "greening of 
BC" umbrella! Consumer uses less electricity in a 2% CPI world, and Fortis gets a 6% increase across the 
board. Not hard to see the charade! 

19 
Since its implementation, our bills have really gone up, but our consumption from previous years has gone 
down. Definitely causes us concern as we are on a fixed income.  



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

20 
You have a tough job. Make money for the company and save money for the average consumer. I am still on 
your side but with wage increases in the general work force low or not at all and all {most] coperations asking 
for increases........ Start thinking really outside the box.The answer is there. 

21 
Just another money grab to hand out bigger bonus and pension rates to executives that in my opinion are 
already over paid. 

22 There is no natural gas available in my area, so I am penalized for my electric heat and hot water. 

23 

This company's high charges for electricity will hinder economic growth in the South Okanagan for many 
years to come as it has already started.  Seniors in the area must unite and start a war with Fortis as no one 
has any use for these lying bunch of thieves who take money from struggling seniors.  the best advice for 
Fortis is to go F--- yourselves! 

24 No choice or options so useless to complain.   

25 
I have two households on my meter and nothing I can do to lower my use of electricity and find this change 
to be unfair. No one in these two households are extravagant in the use of power. We have not used air 
conditioning this summer and most clothes are dried outside.  

26 You know the Endgame! 

27 

It makes sense for the people who are in a position to participate. If the household is large, with kids/teens, I 
can see where they would have difficulty with taking advantage of any savings and/or controlling household 
members to think about it.   I applaud the fact you have made an effort. I knew about the program to 
improve the heat retention in the home and the financial benefits that were offered, but I have no idea if that 
is the program you are speaking of. I think it is a different program.  

28 Still don't totally know how it works ...basically how it affecctsy bill. 

29 
I have also insulated the floorspace of my basement and see no difference in heating cost.I see less usage but 
with the increase in charges my bills was exactly the same as last year. I would switch to BC hydro in a second 
if I had that option. 

30 

Years ago we learned to turn off those things not in use, We had a programamble thermostat installed to go 
with our air source heat pumps.I do laundry only in cool water. I use my Fortis-supplied outdoor clothesline at 
every opportunity. All winter we use our wood stoves so that we use as little electricity as possible.. We are 
among the most energy conservant households I know! We have a large home and household and our bills 
have gone way way up since the introduction of the 2-tier system. the next step for us in saving will be to set 
up for solar, which may very soon be much cheaper than Fortis, or alternatively freezing in the dark. 

31 No reason to give a comment, Fortis will do whatever they want,to increase profits. 

32 

We have done EVERYTHING we could and can to reduce electricity usage over the years. R50 Insulation in the 
attic, new energy efficient furnace, heat pump etc. etc.We were on the we fell under your new rules and 
ended up paying equal monthly payment plan and always paid ahead. As a result  we ended up paying 
more.We talked with Fortis and they agreed. We have no access to natural gas for heating so depend on 
electricity. We have lived at the same location for 31 years. We have a energy efficient Hearthstone wood 
stove but due to lung issues I cannot use it.We turn lights off.We are totally fed up with Fortis and the B.C. 
Energy Commissionwho hold us ransom. The new towers above us are unsightly as well. 

33 

If we received this info, we've missed it. Our electricity bill is outrageous, and every time when we question it, 
we're given outrageous responses. How is it justified, that a 5100 sf house, when not occupied, be billed 
several hundred dollars a month.  We have ALWAYS been conscious of consumption, as we are 
environmentally aware, but to face the bills we do, is not at all acceptable. Long before it became neessary to 
turn off all appliances, computers, lights, etc etc.. we were doing it. But now, the bills...it does contribute to 
my disgust with how our country is being run into the ground. I'll stand corrected, but believe it may have 
been tax dollars that built the hydro electric sites, funded it all, and now years later, we are billed to death.  
The wage structure in Fortis is beyond my understanding.  I own a very successful business, and am known to 
reward employees, and did it all with MY money,,not tax dollars,,,,but there is no way I can compete wage- 
wise with the Fortis crew. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

34 

We have a new very efficient heat pump system. We control the heat/cooling in our home with a new 
thermostat.  We changed to a hot water on demand gas system.  We have a new energy efficient dishwasher 
and washer and dryer.  We use our gas fireplace to help heat the house in winter. We use a gas stove.  We 
have double paned windows.  We have had an energy audit. And our electricity bill has doubled.  There is not 
anything more we can do.  We are angry about the Residential Conservation Rate.  

35 
We operate a very seasonal Vacation Rental, so monthly electrical bills are highly variable. As I am waiting to 
move, home modifications are both irrelevant & unrewarding at this time. I do expect to review electrical use 
in my new home. 

36 

It's a good idea.  I think Fortis BC should have even greater benefits to consumers who have low power usage.  
People in large home, one must assume they have a large family, must teach their children to be good 
steward of the use of electricity so we don't have to built dams everywhere.  The power in this province 
should be the cheapest in the land not because we use more but because we use less and we sell the surplus 
to the United States to reduce BC consumers costs and improve already existing infrastructures. 

37 Would like to hear more about it in the media 

38 
I feel it is a huge money grab. I do not believe that anyone can fit under the cap which has been imposed. We 
use electricity only for lighting and appliances, all of which are energy efficient, yet our bill has increased by 
more than $100.00 per month.  

39 
I really do not think it makes any difference - Many people have to use their electricity/gas at certain times of 
the day because of work hours and many other factors. It is the wrong time of the day to take advantage of 
the Conservation rate. 

40 

I have had two occasions where I have been charged for electricity because it reached tier 2 level. In fact, that 
was not so, was much higher than the real amount used. The problem was the estimated electrical used. On 
both occasions when this happened, I went outside and checked the actual reading. I phoned customer 
service and the necessary changes to my bill were made. I have always been very conscious of our use of 
electricity and have done many things over the years to be environmentally correct to cut down my use. The 
problem now is that whenever people cut their consumption, the power company must increase its rates to 
ensure greater profit. Customers are never in a winning situation because rates just continue to climb so that 
stockholders and companies can make money. 

41 Scrap it.  2 tier system is unfair to consumers. 

42 

I have no alternative but to use Fortis electricity as it is the only utility available to me, we do not have natural 
gas in this area.  The residential conservation rate is totally UNFAIR to those who have no alternative and 
must heat their homes with electricity.  In particular, I am a retired person on a modest, fixed income and the 
introduction of this rate structure has resulted in an EXTREME BURDEN on my finances... I still have not yet 
fully paid off last winter's heating bill. The idiots who dreamed up this inane rate program should be shot.  
Totally unfair.  I guess I'll have to cut down more trees.  The program may be well intentioned, but is STUPID! 

43 
Revenue neutral:  Rarely is anything Revenue Neutral.  It would be fairer to place a limit on electricity charges 
during the hot/cold season where less affluent people are subsidised in order for them to have a reasonably 
comfortable existence during cold winters and hot summers. 

44 
Qver the past 2 years we have invested in new energy efficient hot water heater , washing machine, 
dryer,cloth drying line, rewfrigerator, kitchen stove, heatpump.(new air source type0 Had an energy efficency 
check and made recommended changes. Cut our electricity coverage in half and still pay more than before.  

45 

The jury is still out as far as I am concerned, including the matter of so-called smart meters.  However, I feel 
very badly for area residents who heat with electricity because I remember - all too well - when British 
Columbians were urged to "live better electrically" as the future was on the side of those who made more use 
of electricity rather than oil, etc. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

46 

I think the Residential Conservation Rate is a good idea if Fortis would implement it properly.  As it is, Fortis is 
estimating our consumption at much higher than previous years, charging us the higher rate and then not 
giving us a fair deal when they actually read the meter. Made my husband furious and he asked to be put on 
the old system. He is not the only one complaining about this - it is very bad for the company's image. They 
have used what should be a reasonable system to rip people off. Even if the amounts are small per person 
the negative impression is huge. 

47 

Yes, it is unfair towards people who have no other choice. We bought a condo that has baseboard heaters 
and a wall a/c unit. Everything is electric and there is nothing we can do about it. I like using electricity, as it is 
the cleanest form of power that is available to us. Using wood or gas pollutes the air. I have severe asthma 
and struggle to breathe every winter because of people using wood in their homes. Using wood for heating is 
just archaic and wrong!!!!!!! The lung association will tell you that wood smoke is one of the worst pollution 
for people's lungs---stop using wood now!!! You should be encouraging people to switch to electricity.  

48 it is far easier for me to know i'm getting the same rate each month. 

49 Take the carbon tax on natural gas & shove it up your ass 

50 
I had already taken a number of the conservation measures before the Residential Conservation Rate came 
along.  Since my electricity bills have not changed noticeably, I assume that the rate charged for lower usage 
has not gone down, but that the rate charged for higher usage has gone up. 

51 

I dont remember hearing about it. I live alone, with a mild physical disability, the medication affected my 
short-term memory, so I will look into this RC Rate. I rent in subsidized housing where I pay my own utilities, 
but I dont have a lot of control over changing things, nor have I had the extra money it takes to invest in more 
efficient appliances for example. The suite I am in is poorly insulated, it is very hot in summer, and cold in 
winter. The cost of utilities here may force me to move at some point, but I am not sure where I will go. Fortis 
sent me a free energy savings kit which helped a little, I appreciated that. Thank you for listening :) 

52 
I think it is a sham that we were encouraged to go electric and now are being severely penalised for doing 
so!!! 

53 

I renovated my house in 2009/2010 installed energy efficient everything, I installed a new efficient heat pump 
last winter and my bills went up dramatically with the new conservation rate. I am disappointed that the 
cleanest energy source is the most expensive, I will be burning more wood in my fireplace in an attempt to 
save money. We have no cheaper alternative to heat our home in my area, or I would go natural gas instead. I 
am disappointed in the conservation rate, it is NOT a realistic amount for any one raising a family. I am okay 
with a conservation rate, i think the base amount is far too low for anyone that is raising a family.  

54 

We use the same amount of electricity as before, but our bill went up a bit as a result of the increase to 
electricity on Jan 1/2012.  The Residential Conservation Rate was too abstract to make us change how we use 
electricity.  There was no advice about how it would affect our bill if we cut down on usage.  It will take a 
DETAILED analysis of our usage and exactly where we will save for us to make any change to our 
consumption. 

55 
There is no excuse fir the continued large increases in the cost of electricity while Fortis BC (a monopoly) 
shows continuing record profits. The so-called 'regulation' by the Province has become a rubber stamp for 
approval. 

56 conservation rate hurts consumers that have no other option than electric heat. 

57 
Stop raping the public so you can show enormous profits and give back what you've already stole from us. 
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH ALREADY. 

58 
the rate should be adjusted a bit higher, our household already adjusts thermostats, lites are turned off, 
appliances are unplugged but our rate is still high 

59 
It should somehow be based on the number of people in the household.  Obviously a single person will use 
less than a family of 8 like ours.  I think this is very unfair that we are charged on the same rate scale. 

60 
Fortis is investing in a lot of costly unnecessarily  capital expense to justify raising our rates   eg.  waneta 
expansion how much generation will it produce in the fall and winter nothing U steal water from the original 
plant of which U upgraded to generate more power  people are not stupid 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

61 
We took advantage of all the incentives and rev=bates a few years ago to upgrade our heating/AC use.  Now 
we have an inefficient heat pump and fortunately a high efficiency furnace.  Not looking forward to our 
summer AC bill - not a lot of choice when it's in the mid + 30's !!!  The threshold is way to too low! 

62 

We installed a programmable thermostat several years ago. We have always taken a conserving approach to 
use of electricity and natural gas. Our house is a very tight R2000 house. There is not much more that we can 
do to reduce energy consumption. I feel that the present rate structure still penalizes our best efforts to 
conserve so it inevitably puts more money into Fortis BC's coffers. 

63 
I would rather pay 1 flat rate than have a tiered system.  I feel that people with larger families really suffer 
with the tiered rating system.  You have to do laundry and cook.   

64 
just another try at tricking people to think Forskin B.C. is being responsible to it's customers...when in real 
time they are trying to find new ways to increase profit 

65 

We did all the energy saving installations four years ago.  The new rate structure doesn't affect us yet....but 
people who were encouraged for years to go all electric are really suffuring especially with electric heat.  We 
no longer use our electric fireplace as we did.  We do watch to not leave TVs, lights on, etc running when not 
using.  I don't believe it is residential usage as big a problem as commercial buildings....over air conditioned 
etc.   

66 
WE HAVE ALWAYS MADE AN EFFORT TO TURN THE THERMOSTAT DOWN AND TO USE ELECTRICITY WISELY, 
FOR EXAMPLE, TURNING LIGHTS OFF WHEN NO ONE IS USING THAT ROOM. 

67 
Live in an all-electric Manufactured Home, only 960square ft., and our bill has gone up a lot, for no dicernable 
reason. 

68 
yes I would like to know more about the residential conservation rate.could you send out some information 
on this. 

69 

I have set up my account on the monthly installment program. Every month I receive a bill either stating that 
the consumption for the previous month as either estimated or verified. The conservation rate is then set for 
800Kwh per month. I have found that on the estimated use cycles the estimate is typically rather low 
resulting in the verified month showing more than 800Kwh of consumption.  In doing it this way I feel I am 
being over charged.  Here is an example. Say someone uses 1800 Kwh over two months. Month one it is 
estimated that one uses 600Kwh and the next when verified it comes to 1200 Kwh. Resulting in 400kwh 
charged at the higher rate. If I was not on the same system and was invoiced bi-monthly there would be a 
result of only 200 Kwh.  I would suggest that on the estimated months people be charged 800Kwh and then 
what ever the verified amount comes to.  I know when I looked over a year of bills I had a savings of over 50$ 
This feels like Fortis is taking advantage of me. 

70 
Regardless of your questions the object of this lesson is to increase the taxes paid to the Liberal Government 
This would include the installation of "smart meters", another ripoff 

71 
Another way to get more money for Fortis. How is less (water powered) electrical use good for the 
enviroment. More like the less we ( Canaduian customers) use the more can be sold to the Americans!! 

72 

British Columbia consumers are being sold a bag of goods about environmental concerns and the real reason 
for lowering consumption is to sell power on the grid to the Yanks.  We should be looking after our own 
power needs at reasonable rates and the Americans can develop their own. This new system is a ripoff.  We 
are being charged more to boost someone's profit share and the meters are going to really soak consumers in 
the future. I have always been satisfied with Fortis until the last year.  Greed has no limit I suppose.  This 
company can rip us off and our only recourse if to buy new appliances to suit their aims enough already 

73 
All it did was give the big shots at Fortis more money in their pockets. Their pay is outrages and the Board 
should cut it by approx. 300 to 400 %. There is no one worth the monet the top brass at Fortis deserve the 
money they are getting. We the consumer have to use electricity and they are the only one we can buy from. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

74 

I find that this rate penalizes those that have no other choice than to use electricity for their main choice of 
heating.  We have no access to gas, and therefore must rely on electricity for everything.  We have an Air 
Source Heat Pump unit, our home is under 10 years old, we have new, thermal windows, turn down the temp 
in rooms we don't use, have window blinds on all our windows and new, energy star appliances (stove, fridge, 
microwave, washer and dryer).  We run the dishwasher once per week and do laundry one day per week.  
Last year our Dec 5 to Feb 3, 2012 bill was $555 using 5288 kwh.  This year our Dec 5 to Feb 3, 2013 bill was 
$608 using only 4855 kwh.  If we had used 5288 kwh during the same period this year, it would have cost us 
$512 instead of $608.  THIS IS A 19% INCREASE IN ONE YEAR!  This is completly unacceptable and unfair to 
those customers who have no other option than to use electricity for their main source of heating. 

75 It sucks 

76 Need to read the details which I did not do 

77 
I didn't even know about it.   I think Fortis has a responsibility to provide more education and awareness for 
its customers.   

78 

My major concern is with estimated billings that bear no relationship to past usage.  The result is that since 
April, I have been charged at second stage rates for electricity that has not been used.  If it was only charging 
ahead of time for what will be used that would be annoying enough.  It is difficult not to be cynical about 
Fortis' motives as I pay at the higher rate while noting that on bills such as the most recent, estimated usage 
was 24 kwh per day while the usage in the same period one year ago was a mere 9 kwh per day.  As of today 
(September 8) my meter reads more than 1000 kwh below the July 29 estimate. 

79 
It doesn't matter.. I'm a single working mother of three!! I provide for my kids on a single income. I live in a 
rental and I pay the electricity. I can't afford to move to a home with energy efficient windows.. Appliances.. 
Etc!!! All of us single or low income families suffer . 

80 
I have done most things long before the conservation rate, to reduce consumption including fluorescent 
bulbs which often don't even last 2 years 

81 I have only moved here two months ago, so I can,t give an accurate opinion of this program. 

82 Already have energy efficient appliances, programmable thermostat, extra insulation, etc 

83 
We are trying to minimize our electricity consumption and cannot come close to the Residential Conservation 
maximum usage.  To me that indicates that the maximum is set too low. 

84 
It's ridiculous! We have basically had the house shut down for the months of May June July and August . . . 
and cost is up??? 

85 
unfair threshold for those with no options other than electric total unfair to larger family household fortis 
should save money with less adevtising promotion, corporate pork barrelingmake more options avail to those 
with creeks to supply themselves affordably  

86 
As I live on the lake my entire house is heated with electricity as no gas is allowed here.  My bills have more 
than doubled - not impressed with this rate increase at all. 

87 It's just another social engineering gimmick that provides essentially nothing for the consumer. 

88 

the last question has no value as I have have done some of the things listed, but not "as a result" of the 
changes, they were done without the knowledge that the program existed.I doubt that Fortis or any other 
utility really cares about the environment, do you generate less, not likely! I would say that when customers 
in BC reduce their consumption for any reason this just frees up MW's for you to sell on the open energy 
markets for greater profits.Happy feduciary corporate agenda!!Let us know if you "change" your corporate 
structure and actually do something for the environment. 

89 

we are very conservative in our usage of electricity.  Our home only has one source of heating - that is 
ELECTRIC.  What we have notice is that using the same amount or less each year; we are being charged more 
because of the RCR.  Maybe you could consider rising the threshold for the RCR so that it affects the 'higher' 
user but not the conservative saver.  I feel that we are being punished with higher fees for being very 
conservative.  thank you 
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90 
I believe it a horrible program and I am thoroughly discussed with the whole system no one vendors except 
the salaries. It is unacceptable and we need our energy sources to be privatized. Government should not have 
the monopoly here very wrong.   

91 
replaced the standard "through the wall" air conditioner with a minisplit heat pump, with a capacity of 12,000 
BTU and a SEER rating of 18. Some savings achieved by this, but am unable to quantify. 

92 
What is someone to do when they cannot afford electricity?  I am close to that. Fortis, in my opinion, is ONLY 
interested in making more money for their shareholders so I don't believe that these changes are revenue 
neutral. 

93 

For an all electric house, i have no control over the electricity i use. If i had time of use metering, then i would 
be in control and choose cheap or expensive electricity. Fortis already said at the commission hearings that 
they wanted to reduce peak demand. so time of use would help that issue. i would heat my hot water, off 
peak, hot tub off peak, dish washer off peak etc. The RIB plan doesn't address these fundamental issues. 

94 It affects me as I don't like gas 

95 

Before the conservation rate change (2010) I renovated the house and upgraded the attic insulation, 
upgraded the exterior and interior wall insulatio,n replaced a patio door with a heat efficient window, 
replaced a 40 year old electric furnace with a new one, and installed a heat pump. What else was the 
Conservation rate supposed to motivate me to do?  I think the rate is totally unfair to those who use 
electricity alone for home heat. I would welcome further discussion.  Keith MacMillan 250 764 1325. 

96 

This rate penalizes renters who do not have a choice in what kind of heating they have.  We are stuck using 
electricity due to the landlord not wanting to spend extra on new appliances, windows, and hot water 
heaters.  Our powerbill this winter was 400 which was double what we spent at another property the winter 
before  

97 

I am one conservation-minded person living in a small house with primarily wood heat (but would prefer 
electric if I could afford it, due to lower CO2 emissions).  I line-dry my laundry, and turn off anything not being 
used.  Despite all this, I still get charged the higher energy block rate on many of my bills.  I fail to see how 
this is supposed to save any low energy-use customers any money. 

98 
Unfortunately there has been a push towards using electricity over gas for heating. I converted to a energy 
efficient heat pump, but now with the increase in electrical rates I'll be using gas again. Seems a bit 
suspisious.  

99 Disagree with it.  Just another moneygrab and dumb idea to justify some burocrats job 

100 
The threshold between "base" and the higher rate is far, far too low.  We use geothermal and an instant hot 
water heater (NG) and my energy bill is beyond comprehension.  If we didn't use any appliances and/or lights 
I'm not sure we could stay at the base rate and we don't have a huge house - and there are only 2 of us in it. 

101 
Its a really bad idea and very unfair on people who have no choice but to use electricity from a monopoly 
supplier. I have little choice aboput how much electricty I use unless I want the kids to be cold. IT SHOULD BE 
SCRAPPED 

102 Quite happy if rates don't go up; 

103 

As a renter/tenant I have no choice as to how my home is heated. Being a person on a fixed income this new 
Residential Conservation Rate has me literally cold!!! in winter months and I have NO SAY about how this 
home is heated. My bills were so high that I had to seek assistance to cover them and am still trying to catch 
up from last winters bills while Fall is almost here again! I am not happy about this service for persons who 
cannot afford this tiered billing.......it's fine for those with larger residences and can afford it. I am not one of 
those people. 

104 don't know enough about it. 

105 
I think this is a good initiative for households to use less energy. It would be interesting if Fortis launched an 
initiative to teach consumers on ways to reduce their electricity consumption through the means of a mailed 
brochure. That would help some people and nobody could claim ignorance. 

106 
Nothing but a cash grab by Fortis and has an extremely adverse affect on those that have no choice in the 
matter (ie cannot choose gas heat as opposed to electric) 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

107 
The bills in the summer are way down thanks to the new rate, but the bills in winter have skyrocketed as we 
have baseboard heating and a small wood stove in the basement that doesn't do a whole lot. 

108 

The revenue neutral statements are grossly confusing. The lower block rate was never 10.22/kwh as stated 
on your website. My billings were only ever 9.44/kwh and reduced by approx. 10%. While the upper block 
was increased by 50%. There is no way that can be revenue neutral, you are exaggerating the stated prior 
rates in favor of attempting to make it look closer to revenue neutral. But as usual you are caught by the 
simplest simpletons looking at the exaggerated lower block rate. 

109 
Quit exporting our power to the United States and give Canadian consumers a fair price.  Canadian tax dollars 
paid for the power plants. 

110 

We are a family of two adults and two children and we have good energy usage habits.  Even our children 
turn lights off when not in use and we unplug transformers and other equipment when not in use whenever 
possible.  I work from home and use energy throughout the day for heating/cooling and my computer / 
coffee maker.  We do our laundry  during off-peak hours.  This new RCR increases our $$$ by a LOT even 
though the consumption must remain the same.  The only improvement we could make, at this time, to 
increase our heating/cooling efficiency is the insulation in our roof.  ** I strongly recommend finding other 
ways to encourage efficiencies and good habits instead of just disguising making more money with 
encouraging people to use less energy.   

111 

I have utilized all energy saving measures that I can afford and have registered for the Kootenay Energy Diet 
to upgrade my attic insulation. I do not have natural gas as an option to heat so my only choice is to use a 
heat pump which I cannot afford.  I understand the rationale behind the Residential Conservation Rate 
however do feel that I am penalized since all my heating and energy costs are electrical.  Those that use 
natural gas for heating may not be using the same conservation measures that I do however they will pay a 
lower rate because they do not require as much electricity. 

112 I have an electric car and would like to see a lower rate for early morning charging 

113 

I am very disappointed with the change. I am a mom of two young children and work from home, and have 
always been conscience of energy/gas consumption. I had thought my family would not be effected so 
significantly with the disgusting cost increase-- we do all we can to not use energy unnecessarily and now fear 
getting behind on our bill, or worse, not having the means to pay it at all. I hope things change immediately 
and consider the "Conservation Rate" ridiculous. 

114 

Besides that there is ABSOLUTELY no way for me to stay below the lower amount - I put plastic up on my 
windows, I have insulated my crawl space and plastic on the ground and new insulation upstairs. Yes new 
windows are on the list of wants and needs but a single mom can only do so much! I am still paying off my 
loan for the heat pump.  

115 
I'm in support of it, based on my belief that individuals that over consume should pay more. We are mindful 
users of our worlds resources and support initiatives that encourage conserving  

116 
My beef is the high wages you pay to management for the small customer base you have. Get real and 
impose wage reductions to the select few and pass on savings to consumers. 

117 

Firstly, the way you are treating your workers is deplorable.  The fact that we produce most of the province's 
power, and pay the highest rates is indicative of your true level of "community engagement".  Zero.  The 
attempt at forcing smart metres on us as well as this 2 rate scheme are transparent attempts to remove the 
peaks and valleys in the daily consumption profile freeing up generation capacity for US sale.  Naming this 
measure a conservation rate while having publicly stated that a net zero reduction in energy usage is 
expected is despicable. 

118 
I guess I should be looking at it more intensely. In the meantime, I am quite happy at the rate per kwh. I do 
not run any lights or appliances not necessary! I have always been a very frugal and conservative 
homeowner. Thank you. 

119 
I would rather see smart meters and timed metering. I would love to see a reasonable price paid for customer 
generated electricity. 2.6 c per kwh is pathetically low for a clean solar energy installation that would 
generate electricity at peak demand times.  



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

120 

I have seen my rate rise considerably since the introduction of this tariff. We installed a geothermal system a 
year prior to this tariff and initially our bill went down drastically. Since the new tariff our bill has gone back 
up drastically. The amount of energy before the Conservation Rate needs to be increase substantially for 
home relying on electricity to heat/cool their homes.  

121 
Fine for those who use gas for heat and hot water. But it must be penalizing for those with all electric heating 
and air source heat pumps. I hope it discourages the building of monster houses. 

122 

Yes I do. We had already completely renovated our home, on nearly every single point from your previous 
question. We already did every single thing you can reasonably do to keep our electric bills low. We also try 
to be environmentally friendly. For example: we now heat our home with a heat pump. It is far more efficient 
and environmentally friendly - especially in the climate we have here in Kelowna. Our gas only comes on a 
few days each winter ( the coldest days when it is more efficient to use gas!) Yet, now we are penalized for 
using that system!! Thanks to your ARBITRARY conservation rate, which does NOT take into consideration 
home size - we have a large house; number of occupants - we house four active adults; heating system - 
already noted; or expensive renos which all attempt to SAVE energy! But your system penalizes us, despite all 
our efforts. 

123 

The only reason I somewhat agree is because if a person rents such as we do , our options are pretty limited 
when it comes to heating hot water etc. As we do not own the house so we can't make the necessary 
upgrades for lower power consumption. So there for older houses cost a bit more to heat etc. So its a tad un 
fair as far as that goes . I do agree with it other then what I stated .  

124 
A person on equal pay plan pays more because the averaging is only base on two months and not an entire 
year . 

125 

My wife and I just built a house in tulameen in the last two years.  We have used every energy efficient item 
that we could purchase during construction:  the most efficient heat pump on the market, more than double 
the recommended insulation, the most energy efficient windows and doors.  Programmable thermostats, 
energy efficient appliances and use our wood heater when we are in the house.  The ridiculous cost of energy 
that we have experienced in the last year has been a crime and Fortis should be ashamed of themselves.  We 
live in an area that has no option but electricity or propane and we are being penalized to the ninth degree 
for it........you people need to wake up. 

126 
We have now switched to a propane boiler,  This is our second home at a ski resort.  the infloor heat is set at 
16 and we warm it up with a wood fire place.  Our electric bill for last year was 3100.  I'm sure if you hadn't 
done the conversion rate we wouldn't have changed the boiler.  Looking forward to lower bills 

127 

We are a large family that does alot to conserve energy. We always have but it's horrible to force larger rates 
even though we do everything we can. We can't afford to buy a house so we are beholden to what kind of 
maintenance the landlords do for the furnace and hot water heater. Also it's awful for families poorer than us 
and old people that can't afford it as it is.not very nice. 

128 

I've always found electricity very expensive. I'm always making sure to turn things off when not in use. I don't 
leave lights on when not in the room. If I go out in the evening I don't turn a light on so I can find my way in 
the dark. I don't heat rooms that aren't in use in the winter and even then we turn all heaters off in bedrooms 
and only turn a heater on for a couple hours in the morning and evening when we are home, in the 
livingroom. We have extra blankets on the beds and make sure to wear our sweaters and have blankets to 
wrap up in while reading or watching a video. I don't even have cable for tv to save money. We only do 
laundry once a week (3 loads) and wash on cool setting. We don't have baths, we shower, with a 3 min timer 
for my son (he's a teenager). I do whatever it takes to make sure to keep costs for electricity down. We even 
have a kerosen lamp to read or play games by in the evening. We do whatever it takes to try and keep the 
electric bill under $100/mth but it's really hard. 

129 
We haven't made adaptations because we are in new home. All appliances etc. are new.  We would like you 
to make the use of individual solar power more appealing to your customers. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

130 

We have a large property and have a number of out buildings, etc. on it, which we minimize the amount of 
electricity we use constantly.  We even have 8 solar panels that heat our hot water tank and pool.  We have 
two air conditioners that we do not use (a preference for us) and our last bill was $915.20 which we think is 
over the top.  Our appliances, windows, furnaces, etc are less than 3 years old.  We are in a position where 
we can afford this cost but we know of many who are struggling with the new system. 

131 

One of two things needs to happen. Either you guys need to raise the allowable amount from 1600 to 
something higher, 2400 or something, or you guys have got to cut the cost from 12 cents down to 10. Also 
having monthly bills would take the sticker price shock down for a lot of people. BiMonthly billing for the 
most expensive utility is STUPID. 

132  This doesn't seem to have been well advertised.  I'm interested but didn't know about this program. 

133 Do not want the new meter even though I've used is in another city and it did change when I used electricity. 

134 not that I fully understand it but it seems my electricity cost has increased noticeably in the past few months 

135 
Your a bunch of crooks '! There is a hydro dam right across the road from my house. So why the hell are my 
bills so high ?  

136 
All I know is that our bill, and our nneighbours bills went up significantly when the program was initiated. It 
remains a hot topic. 

137 

I have had to go off the equal payment plan as your computer system does not seem to be able to make any 
adjustments, therefore I have had to call Fortis every 2nd month since October as my bills were all 
overcharged and I also assisted other Seniors in the area with their bills. So I made the decision to go oof the 
plan which I had been on for many years. 

138 It would be nice if you could look over a persons bill and make suggestions about ways to save. 

139 At this juncture in time, I'm not well versed on the programme. I need to research more. 

140 
I live out of town/province and receive my bills electronically - I don't recall getting much or any information 
on the new method of billing. I am not aware of the rate likely because I don't read BC newspapers. 

141 

Since 2006 our household has cut our electrical consumption from 17 kWh per day to 9 kWh. That is a 47% 
reduction in electrical consumption. The introduction of the inclining block rate came after we decided to 
change our appliances, light bulbs and water heater consumption. FortisBC opposed the introduction of an 
inclining block rate and in general has done little to encourage conservation among consumers.  

142 

It is an unfair penalization for customers who have no choice but to heat with electricity.      It is not fair to 
penalize those who cannot afford to Buy New appliances or change their heating methods.                                                                                                                   
It is not fair to penalize those who cannot afford to buy a new water heater.                               It is ignorant of 
Fortis to think that customers do not have enough sense to conserve energy wherever possible, like turning 
off appliances etc.   when not in use. 

143 I have no idea about this program, I believe your information delivery is weak. 

144 

You need to fix the billing system. I had to go to payment every 2 months so that my bills were accurate. I had 
been on the equal payment plan, but if the estimates were off then so was my bill. A service rep was very 
helpful and recalculated my bills and issued a refund for what I was overcharged. I  was told that the 2 tiers 
do not work very well with equal payment plans. Now with the lock out of your employees, meters aren't 
being read , So we are back to estimates. I have been reading my own meter and submitting online but doubt 
you have staff to enter those readings so that my bill is correct.  

145 I support the Res. Cons. rate.  

146 
If a meter read is 'estimated', then measured the next month on a 'high usage' month or 'increase usage' 
month due to heat/cold, then the tiering may be broken because the extra usage would be carried into the 
new month.  Fortis receives benefit for the less accurate reading. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

147 

As a new resident ( ~ 4 months) - I have yet to face the heating season. However, I've heard nothing but 
financial horror stories from neighbours who do not have gas as a viable heating option.  Personally, I find the 
strategy of a tiered rate a form of bullying to move customers to natural gas, which is NOT a viable option for 
many people.   If there is indeed a desire to reduce electrical usage - why not provide people with the tools 
and resources to increase the energy efficiency of their homes.  Provide loans, subsidies, and education.  
Work with insulation companies, window companies etc.  Why not provide encouragement and financial 
incentives for alternative energies at the home such as solar hot water.  Personally  I am taking part in the 
Livesmart BC energy incentive program...however this is more of a personal preference as the financial 
benefits are minimal. 

148 

I do have serious concerns. Not so much for myself although I think where the rate changes should be 
changed. I have energy rated appliances, use natural gas for heat and hot water. I am very careful about 
turning lights off when not in use and yet I still find I am going slightly over each billing period. It bothers me 
because there really isn't anywhere I can further conserve and my usage is quite minimal. My biggest concern 
is for users who do not have choices. Many consumers live in areas where natural gas is not currently 
available. I feel strongly that this should be taken into consideration. There are no options for these people 
and many of them are struggling even more so than ever because of the two tiered rates. 

149 

Only an idea....perhaps there could be a 3 tear pricing for electricity for those that heat there homes with 
electricity especially for those customers that do not have easy access to natural gas.  Fortis would need to 
source out such customers.  In addition, could offer incentives to switch to a natural gas heat source for those 
customers that do have access to natural gas. 

150 
It appears that  our electric bills are at the higher rate. It may be due to the practice of estimating our 
consumption. 

151 
The ceiling for the lowest rate is a little low, as I have a 1400 sq ft home in which we can only afford to heat 
the bedroom in the winter months (we just can't afford to heat anything else) and my bill still goes way over 
the conservation level ($350 over 2 months at it's lowest). 

152 

I conserved the amount of energy I used regardless of the conservation act. I live in low-income housing and 
the bills here are ridiculous because they have not updated anything. The little packages we had received 
from you were pointless. If you could give them a better incentive to upgrade that would be extremely 
helpful. We cannot afford anything as it is. It just makes it really tough to get by in the winter months. 

153 
The RC rate could be more widely advertised.  I only recently heard about it from friends.  Also, does it make 
a difference when the electricity is used ?  (such as between 4 and 6 pm)     Also, when the smart meters are 
installed, will customers be better able to monitor their consumption? 

154 

We are one of the many customers who do not have a choice of energy sources for our home; electricity is 
the only source available to us. We are very dissatisfied with the two tier rate system given that we have no 
choice of energy source and that we invested a significant amount of money to install an air source heat 
pump, new air handler, improve duct work, increase the energy efficiency of our home and replace doors and 
weather seals. We reduced our energy consumption by 40% year over year in the peak months while our bill 
only decreased by 10% due to the tiered rate system. I do appreciate the roll of the regulators and service 
providers to provide users with incentive to become more energy efficient, however in this case we do not 
have a choice of energy source,have taken measures to optimize our energy consumption and are being 
penalized. I suggest that for households in the same circumstances as ours, electric energy only meeting 
standard requirements, a standard lower single tier rate structure be implemented. The standard 
requirements should include an air source heat pump, minimum efficiency air handler and other key energy 
savings programs. 

155 Hate smart meters 

156 the base rate is set to low 
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157 

I find it a penalty to home-owners who cannot afford to buy a new woodstove when a newly-purchased 
home is inspected as needing a new woodstove to heat my home. My insurance will not cover my home if we 
use the woodstove that exists (even though it was safely used by past owners & is in good condition), it does 
not sport a fancy approval sticker. Therefore we are forced to heat our 2-level cooler home via natural gas & 
electric and leave a wonderful woodstove sitting unused. If our bills are high, we cannot afford to buy a new 
woodstove & have the inspection. Stuck! 

158 

I think Fortis rates are too high. We used BC Hydro in West Kelowna for 12 years before moving to Kelowna 
last year. We had a full basement home with two kids with 2600 square feet. We now live in a condo with 
1400 square feet with only two people and pay more than our last house. I think this conservation rate is just 
a way to make more money. I had already made many modifications to our electricity use over the last 
number of years which I carried to the condo. These were not done as a result of the conservation rate but to 
be aware of the environment and the reduction in costs all along. 

159 I am always looking for ways to keep the bills down, but there is only so much that a person can do. 

160 

This program is nothing more than sly money grab by Fortis for those homes (like mine) which have no choice 
to use electricity for heating.  Fortis will not provide gas for heating or water tanks so we are stuck.  I don't 
understand how the regulator is fooled by a two tiered plan knowing this will result in more than normal rate 
increases for those who have only electricity as an option.  Fortis sucks. 

161 

We have a heat pump that we have now set not to come on when it is colder then plus 4 degrees in the 
winter.  We already unplug items when they aren't in use, turn off lights, have high efficiency appliances, a 
14.5 SEER heat pump, and a DC motor on our furnace.  We have a gas drier, gas HWT, gas range...  There is 
nothing more we can do to 'conserve' electricity, yet our power bills, on average, are 25% more than before 
for the same basic usage.  We also find it frustrating that the BC govt gave grants for people to install heat 
pumps as their primary heat source, only to introduce the 'conservation rate' that now makes the heat pump 
a wasted investment. 

162 
If you want people to use less electricity supplied from fortis, you should provide affordable alternatives 
(wind/solar).  Some folks have no choice to use less power, depending on family size, heating needs, home 
efficiency etc. 

163 

why does Fortis really give a damn what their customers think ?  I highly doubt it ... How can the CEO's 
increase their income & future pensions if they don't increase our power usages ?  Fortis is no different than 
this damn Gov't. we got in power, look after themselves & too hell with the people of B.C.  Ivan D. Vlahovic - 
evoh2@telus.net  

164 
Great idea - should also go to time-of-day based rates to even out the load. However, you do need to provide 
more incentives for people to upgrade their homes to lower hydro consumption. 

165 

I have never seen such high electrical bills. Conservation should be encouraged, but I am tired of corporate 
profits where I have no choice on who I can buy that product from. As soon as solar panels or other means to 
get electricity become available at a completitive price, goodbye Fortis. Don't think it won't happen 
remember a company called BC Tel? 

166 

I feel as a senior on a fixed income..this really penalizes people.I use very little, as some-one living alone..yet 
even though I have a thermostat that I program and do not turn the A/C on much..when it got terribly hot 
last year, which effects my health...I was nailed for barely going over the allowable rate. To me it is a terrible 
injustice to the elderly and / or the poor..who seem to be the only ones really effected by this new RCR 
rating. 

167 pressure the BC government to scrap the 2 tier system 

168 

It is a flawed system. I was charged $295.20 on my March bill to heat an empty condo, with all thermostats as 
10 degrees, and the hot water heater turned off, no fridge to use power, no other appliances plugged in, and 
no lights on. AND almost half that cost was because I apparently went into the second tier! How on earth is 
that possible? Because of FortisBC, I've just sold my condo because I refuse to pay such astronomical bills. It's 
robbery - your rates are higher than B.C. Hydro's. 

169 
The new system is absurd.  The notion of what constitutes average is not fair.  Does it take into account the 
number of people in the home.  No 
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170 

I think this is bullshit my bills keep going up and I am very energy aware, I changed all my light bulbs and 
barely use them but still my bills go up this is just another cash grab from a big corporation. Thanks for 
picking on the little guys. If I could I afford it I would change over to solar and wind electricity.  I'm saving up 
now so see if you get any $ from me in 3 years.  

171 
I think the difference should be made more significant. That means, low usage households should start at 
very low rates, and as people use more, they should be higher rates than before. Only with increased costs 
can people be convinced to care about the environment.  

172 

It defies a basic business principle that is called "quantity purchasing" ... and penalizes the customers who use 
electricity for all their needs, while rewarding those who use electricity for nothing other than lighting and 
outlets.  It is particularly onerous for those of us on fixed incomes, and is a staggering blow to the budgets of 
those of us on poverty level pension incomes.The Public Utility Commission must have been unconscious 
when they allowed this system.  To revert to the old system (ie. old rates) for those who qualify for the 
Federal Guaranteed Income Supplement would be a PR master stroke for Fortis. 

173 
We are very conservative with our energy use but rent a house that uses electricity to heat. Unfortunately, 
this means we rely on using our wood stove as it is much more cost effective. We unplug appliances and only 
heat certain rooms, but still remain with very high Fortis bills as a result of the Conservation rate.  

174 
Possibly put into effect that power usage between 4-7 pm be at a higher rate...as that is when most people 
use or abuse the electricity. 

175 
We have in fact done a number of consumption reduction steps as the opportunities arose but it had 
absolutely nothing to do with Fortis and I certainly resent this program for obvious reasons! 

176 
Houses where they will not put natural gas to the end of the street just the first half and everybody else has 
to soly rely on electricity for everything  is punishing them. Even after they upgrade windows Insulation  
appliances  hvac systems . 

177 

I would prefer to use other sources than electricity to heat and cool my townhouse; however the builder 
designed it to run on electricity only. The new RCR leaves the hands of home owners in my situation (electric 
only option) tied. Regardless of lowering thermostats, turning off A/C, converting to more energy efficient 
light bulbs, and un-plugging electric devices when not in use, the usage allowed under the first tier rate is 
insignificant thus resulting in much higher bills. 

178 
Your billing system is the most convoluted I have ever come across. Usually this indicates a desire to keep 
something hidden, which results in a disbelief of the companies motives.  

179 
This was a poorly worded survey with ambiguously worded questions. I believe this was intentional, to 
extract responses that Fortis wanted to hear.  

180 It is such a cash cow and excuse for Fortis to rip off their customers!!!!!!!!!!!! 

181 

We have practiced power reduction in our homes since we have paid power bills.  A reward for those who 
have little need for power use except for appliances (seniors) is fine but not at the expense of charging a 
growing family (twins etc) or someone who tries to make a little extra money through food prep or hobbies 
that can raise some extra money.  The fiasco of paying ten to twenty times the price of bulbs for so called 
benefits that are not true - eg they burn less energy - because they hardly shed any light and I ended up 
giving those bulbs away - nothing like living in dim light when you NEED to see things. 

182 
One constant figure is that electricity costs will never go down but what we pay to Company executives will 
always go UP! 

183 only that if you use more you should pay more 

184 Don't like 

185 

I had no idea about the Residential Conservation Rate because I receive bills by e-mail and only look at the 
amount owing.  I never log in to view the breakdown.  A separate e-mail notification would have been useful 
to let me know about the change (or maybe you did and I just deleted it).  I think it's a good idea.  People 
won't change their usage unless they are forced to and hitting people financially is a good motivator. 

186 
I do like the idea. You get a better rate if you think twice what you turn on or what you use. People get 
rewarded if they handle the power thoughtfull!! 
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187 

I think the Residential Conservation Rate is a good idea, even though we plan to put in a pool and possibly hot 
tub next year.  As we know our energy usage will increase once we install a pool and hot tub, we are 
considering upgrading to a tankless gas water heater.  We were hoping that there would be a FortisBC rebate 
in place for moving from an electric hot water storage tank to a gas tankless water heater, but I was told from 
a FortisBC employee that there was not.  Even a small rebate of $100 would be helpful.   

188 

We have tried everything to try to get into Tier One, with no success, save selling our home and buying a 
smaller one.Natural Gas heating is not an option for us as there are no gas lines close to us.We have reduced 
our consumption considerably. eg  September 2013  38 kw /day. Sept 20012 49 kw / day. Sept 2019 64 kw 
/day.The rate certainly favours people with Natural Gas and severely penalizes those who have to rely on 
electricity for everything!! 

189 

I've always been an energy conserver as it is about good practices more than personal savings for me. I 
always minimize the heat in my home when not home, and turn off appliances and lights I am not using. I 
recently moved from a natural gas-heated home to an electric baseboard home, and the bills seem to be 
about equivalent. 

190 I like the concept of lower rates for conservative usage. It's is the same way it is structured in Mexico. 

191 
Would like to know what the definition of 'average consumption' is.  I am a one person household with 
electric heat not being the main source and I'm rarely below what the 'average' is.  Would like to meet these 
average people. 

192 

Fixed income residence with no other option , (thats affordable) are being punished by Fortis, Living in the 
country should have a better option than 2 tier system. Govt. over the years have taxed the public to stop city 
drivers from driving,  With no concern for country living, We have to drive to survive,yet we still pay extra 
taxes when there are no bus or taxi services that are affordable, (shopping, etc) now they want the taxes 
from our heating costs as well.   There needs to be a better choice for getting a Utility Board that looks at the 
public problems and not just at the Hydro,s bottom line. 

193 

I think it is a really unfair program. We live in a condo and have no choice over the way our unit is 
heated/cooled and how the hot water is heated. NO CHOICE---and yet we are penalized. I thought electricity 
was a clean form of energy, so why are we now told differently?? Why would anyone burn wood or gas when 
those forms of energy fills the air with pollution. I have severe asthma and struggle to breathe as it is, with all 
the smoke in the air--I resent companies/govt encouraging people to burn anything, especially wood. A lot of 
cities have banned the burning of wood. Our condo is heated by baseboard heaters and only has one small 
wall air conditioner that has to run all summer long as we are on the third floor---and it gets hot in Osoyoos. 
We cannot ever open windows due to my health issues. 

194 I like the service, and prices are not all that bad when electricity is used with regard to kw/hr.  

195 
stupid idea,just deliver the electricity and stop the attempt at social engineering.Build another dam,don't 
export so much electricity! 

196 

You're very greedy and you're hurting families. I've conserved wherever possible long before this was put in 
place. My electricity bill is on average $75 more expensive than it used to be. Even though I'm JUST barely 
over the cap. Try applying the rate on a monthly basIs instead of every 2 months. Now I must choose-heat or 
food. Which would you choose?  

197 

The lower base amount should be adjusted annually. The lower base amount should be adjusted for people 
with electric heating & electric hot water --- or grants should be given to help people convert water heaters 
to gas from electricity. Billing every second month causes financial pain with $345 invoices to pay all at once - 
electricity is really too expensive for retired fixed-income individuals. 

198 

I have noticed a substantial increase in my bills.  In fact, I thought that something was wrong with the meter.  
I feel sorry for those on restricted incomes, such as seniors and low income families.    You should look at 
rebates for seniors and for those on low income if you want to be fiscally and socially responsible to the 
communities.     
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199 

In my opinion, the conservation rate threshold is way too low considering that electricity is the primary and 
only heat source in our household for winter. Consideration should be made to raise the threshold for 
households that rely exclusively on electric baseboard heat to keep warm during winter. It seems wholly 
unreasonable for low income households to have to decide on whether to buy groceries or heat the house 
just in case the conservation threshold is exceeded for the month (or billing period). Also unreasonable is the 
basic customer charge applied just for the privilege of being a FORTIS BC customer.   

200 
This new rate has certainly left me in a difficult position. I sought to conserve energy before the change, so 
there weren't any more changes I could make there. Now my rates have doubled, do the money I would have 
liked to use for new insulation and windows now goes to fortis.  

201 Sorry never heard of it,but it could be a good idea. 

202 higher rates should not apply to new houses with no other options for heating but electric 

203 
We only use as much electricity as we have to, regardless of any new programs or whatever. Turning off lights 
when leaving a room is an old habit, nothing to do with rates. It is all about my pocket-book, I don't like to 
pay any more than I absolutely have to. Will new meters or the like change that? No. 

204 
It is a strong incentive to go to wood heat and oil lamps. Solar and getting off the grid is becoming more 
affordable 

205 Please go after the commercial persons who leave lights on all the time. 

206 

It will completely raise our bills as we have no alternative to using electric heat we already conserve as much 
as we can nobody home all day use lights sparingly yet price will continue to rise with the new 2 tier rate all 
should pay same rate for same usage. Fortis has locked out hundreds of employees for several months 
reducing service and safety of grid not paid millions in salary yet do not offer a rebate to customers while 
lining pockets with profit. They do not produce the water like you would have to with coal or LNG and dams 
have been in place for decades. Upkeep not same as building new. Yet costs continue to rise. 

207 
I am not able to make any changes to appliances or energy services due to my rental agreement, strata 
restrictions, the nature of the building I am in, and my landlord's reluctance to invest in this way.  Many 
features such as a programmable thermostat were in place well before July 1, 2012. 

208 

The rate should be individualized at 85% of prior year consumption. Second tier would kick in at that point. 
This would equalize the fairness of the system and encourage all consumers to conserve equally. Current 
method does not encourage conservation by anyone below the 1600kw threshold and unfairly penalizes 
those who have no alternative but to go over threshold. 

209 

Over the winter my electric bills were almost 1000.00 plus a 30.00 reconst fee from Fortis.  I have infloor 
heating for one-half of the  house and our Temperatures are kept at 68 degrees.  we use a propane fire place 
to supplement the heat.  This is a little wild for electric bills, and it doesn't look like its going to get better 
unless I start generating my own power or put in a different heating system.  This  whole system is  nothing 
but a money grab and has not that much to do with conservation.  Also where does the 30.00 dollars plus 
reconstruct fee go to.  We have been without for 7 plus hours two time in two week so the fee really must be 
used to  up-grad.  

210 
I think it is a good idea, but you have to keep in mind that a family of 4 or 6 may not be wasting energy....they 
just need more because there are more people in their house.  Don't get me wrong, if there is a single person, 
living in a palace and they use alot of electricity...they should be charged more. 

211 
The idea might be okay, But the threshold is too low, we haven't any choice but to use electricity for 
everything, so that results in a very high bill for us. 

212 The first block of electric use is too low. Increase it, then the block system will be more fair. 

213 

Our monthly payment over doubled while our time at home is much less. We turn off all we can while away 
and have installed heat pumps. We can't understand how a home can be expected to use only the first tier 
when our bill was well into the second tier while we were away for months. There is something very wrong 
with this system. A single parent we know now pays more for hydro than she does for rent. We are looking at 
alternative ways to run our house. This is just outright criminal.  
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214 

the first level is barely enough to run or maintain basic home maintenance use even while away on vacation 
so no matter what you do to conserve electricity it is impossible to stay in the first level charges, or close to 
first tier, for a reasonable electrical bill, so no incentive to reduce electrical use. I even changed all my light 
bulbs throughout the to the twister bulbs, to no savings on bill. I think Fortis is gouging and tricking the 
consumer to believe they can reduce their bill and save energy costs. but the scale of difference between the 
2 tiers is starting too low and not realistic for basic use consumption. while the fear of a high electrical bill 
cause one to be more diligent with lights on etc, it still would not be enough as the level of tiers are too 
unrealistic. 

215 
I live in a brand new townhouse which does not use a ton of heat however, I do find my electricity bill more 
than I thought it would be. I have geothermal heating which I think is quite efficient. 

216 explain 

217 

I have kept records of my Electical bills, and in 1991 the yearly total was $482.25 and it has increased over the 
years to $2013.43 in 2012.  The increase has taken a larger increase in the last few years. I have also had the 
enviromental survey done on my home which claimed I did not need to do any retrofits. So don't tell me or 
my friends that the Residental Conservation Rate will lower my costs. 

218 Electricity is simply too expensive. 

219 Have found I am using less but paying much more and only heated with wood last year. 

220 

I do agree with the block system but the blocks should be lowered slightly. I own a 2,600 square foot house 
with LED lights in all fixtures and some fluorescent tube lights. I heat with a heat pump, have an electric hot 
water tank and turn off all lights when not needed. My monthly electric use is in the 1,600KWhr range, I will 
never be able to get down to the lower block therefor I am stuck paying around $180 per month. I am still 
trying to understand why the price on a renewable energy source is ever increasing on a parabolic scale. 

221 

We must heat our small home with electricity and the cost of doing so has escalated very alarmingly.  The 
only change we CAN make is to heat more with wood but we are both seniors, living in the snowy mountains 
and that becomes increasingly difficult.  With all our baseboard heaters on in a cold winter we cannot heat 
our house to a comfortable temperature, even with rooms closed off and heating the basement with light 
bulbs only.  We are worried about further increases! 

222 

Simply way for fortis to make more money! BC hydro bills 30% less for the same electricity. Having to replace 
infrastructure is a ridiculous excuse, Fortis has made millions in profit it could have been used to fund these 
improvements and upgrades. Offloading costs onto the customer is poor and most off us people who struggle 
to pay our monthly bills are contentious towards Fortis for it! If I had a choice of electrical companies(which I 
don't) I would switch simply on the principles you so obviously portray. I have a relative in Fortis, and your 
salary structure and methods of paying employees so excessively really disturbs me. I know full well you are 
all getting rich on our pocketbooks while we struggle and then you blame it on aging infrastructure.  I WISH I 
had a choice of companies, I could only wish........ 

223 I would have to know more about it before I can make any informed comments 

224 

Fully support a shift of cost share to households that waste more power.  We just moved here and I didn't 
think of the angle that the new system "punishes" people "forced" to use hydro for heat.  (I am now in that 
demographic with a forced air electric furnace.  tough luck for me)  I your customers insist on doing what 
okanagans do best - complain - about the rate "hike" they would be well reminded that we might have the 
best hydro rates anywhere.  I pay less than 3/4 here per kwh than I did in the maritimes.  that said, if there 
were a policy change that would cut a break to people with hydro for heat, I would take advantage. 

225 
We purchaed an energy saving fridge now we are having trouble getting rid of the old fridge we replaced.  So 
we just are just thinking of plugging it back in and using it.  There should be an easier way of getting rid of old 
appliances.  I now understand why people just toss them in the bush. 
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226 

I think electricity is safer than gas and is renewable.  The two tier system is not fair.  And as far as the 
environment concerns, electrical has no emissions.  Also we have dams with water power but no one worries 
about the environmental impact of no fish ladders.  That's just a food supply.  As long as we are warm at night 
I guess.  And why does Fortis not give any rebate incentives to go from electric to gas furnaces instead of 
raising our electrical rates. Even with all the new windows and appliances, it is impossible to stay on the 
lower tier. 

227 

We already are using our energy as wisely as we can, however, we are not in an area where natural gas is an 
option.  We are using wood as our primary heat source, so our electricity bill has to do with our lighting, 
appliances and hot water tank mainly.  These items we already use wisely.    I would like someone to come 
out and investigate our house/outer buildings and explain to me what is using all this energy as we can not 
figure out why our hydro bill is so high!  Thank you 

228 
I am happy that Fortis BC is trying to educate its customers to be more proactive with their electricity 
usage.I'm waiting patiently for Smart Meters to be installed so that I can monitor my electric usage...see what 
time of day I'm using more energy etc.  Hopefully the smart meters can be installed in our condo building. 

229 
I am very skeptical of your proposed "positive' changes as they are simply disguised ways in which you can 
implement higher monthly charges for the commodity. 

230 

I think that this is a dangerous game to play with people who can't afford to spend 20,000 or more upgrading 
windows, doors, insulation, appliances, water heater, furnace, etc. !!  This winter we couldn't afford the 
$1000 plus bills for our old mobile home so I tried using our old wood heater which at first threw dangerous 
sparks into the room and at the end the piping deteriorated and the whole house filled with extremely 
dangerous smoke while we were sleeping !!!!!!  Luck for us there are companies that care, we ended up with 
a propane furnace and financed everything on an equal payment plan through Superior.  Now that we are 
using as little electricity as possible our bills are still $500 plus and it's summer !!!  and just because I was 7 
days late with our payment Fortis threatened me !!!!!  They will cut me off, ruin my credit, demand a deposit 
that they will keep for years upon years interest free, and demand a $300 hook up fee, Oh and were excited 
to tell me if I refuse to pay them my pipes will freeze and my HOME will be destroyed.  Wonderful caring 
company eh ??????  Destroy my home and kill my children and I while we sleep - nice.  The BEST part is all the 
times I pay early don't count :) 

231 

It is unfair to large households. It is unfair to multi-use households (I run a business out of my home). It is 
unfair to those who live in extreme temperature regions of the province (air conditioning, secondary heating 
is required in some parts of the province). It is condescending (I do not need arbitrary pricing programs to 
conserve energy - I can do so on my own thank you very much.) I have already taken all reasonable measures 
to conserve energy - high efficiency appliances, high efficiency lighting, insulation, etc. Despite all of these 
measures, I am still being penalized. You should let the natural market dictate energy prices. I could go on 
and on, but this is cositng energy. 

232 The concept seems valid -- the mindless Procrustian application to all domestic consumers is heartless. 

233 
Currently I have a great deal of dificulty in paying my power bill,if there is any suggestions or anything you can 
do to help pay my power bill,i would like it.I simply dont use as much power as my bill reflects as compared to 
other people,thank you. 

234 
My opinion is that as we consumer use less electricity the rates will increase in order for Fortis BC to keep 
their revenue up. 

235 

The 2 tier system is VERY unfair to your customers that have no alternate fuel as we do not. My bill rose 50% 
for the 2 coldest months as opposed to the same 2 months in 2012. This was and still is unfair to anyone that 
has NO ALTERNATE FUEL available to them. I have since installed a Mini Split Ductless Heat Pump at not a 
really small cost, ONLY because you have asked for and introduced the 2 tier system. I did lodge my complaint 
with the BCUC last year and they have told me that these problems regarding no alternate heating fuel's 
available to some people was NEVER CONSIDERED when this system was implemented. Therefore I request 
that FortisBC reconsider this 2 tier system for those with no alternate fuels available to them. 

236 
Why do we have to pay $22.00 or more every time the meter is read?  Our meters are in a shed and we have 
no access to them.  I would like the opportunity to read them myself.  I could gladly use the $22.00. 
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237 

It's a cash grab by the utility. Based on best practices of only a few years ago, I installed a high-efficiency heat 
pump with supplemental gas heating. The cost of operating the heat pump is now significantly higher that the 
cost of natural gas, so I have stopped using it for heating and rely on the gas furnace only. What a waste of 
money that was! An abundant and cheap electricity supply should have been the goal of BC Hydro but due to 
poor planning, government interference and unnecessary "green initiatives", the company has failed the 
residents of BC. 

238 
Had already made the energy conservation measures before the residential conservation rate was 
implemented. I did notice a huge increase in cost when I moved from the Cariboo to the Okanagan.  

239 Very nice survey, thank you 

240 I am penalized for having a heat pump, and conserving on my natural gas heating. 

241 
a similar plan has existed in the UK for decades - the primary incentive is to reduce the need for capital 
intensive new sources of electrical power - of course with increasing population and the possible 
requirements for new LNG plants, new sources of power will be required in any case. 

242 It is a good one 

243 NEEDS EXPLAINING BETTER.     KEEP IT REAL SIMPLE 

244 this residential conservation rate saves nothing for the consumer and is a money grab for Fortis BC 

245 
The limit for when the rate goes into effect should be raised.  There should be considerations for those who 
only have electricity for heating. 

246 

I have followed quite closely the available information in the newspapers and I do agree with the principle of 
higher rates for higher consumption.  However the level at which the higher consumption kicks in is definitely 
a hardship for people who have no alternatives.  I consider myself to be very energy conscious and a lot of 
the suggestions for energy conversation were in place long before the two tier system such as a 
programmable thermostat, CFL bulbs, outdoor clothes line and energy star appliances.  One of my big issues 
is not being able to determine with some degree of accuracy where significant energy is being used as 
typically 75% of the base rate KWH are charged at the higher rate. It would great be able to make changes by 
knowing where consumption could be cut and am really disappointed at the slow pace Fortis is at 
implementing the Smart Meters which would give me that capability.  With that information cost effective 
economic decisions could be made about replacing appliances, water heater or furnace. 

247 
It is a rip off for people who have no choice in the heating of their homes. The upper level should be raised. 
Very tough on seniors and retired people. NO smart meters!!! 

248 
Lake Country consists of four municipalities, Winfield (not Warfield) Oyama, Okanagan West and Cars 
Landing.   

249 

Electricity is an essential service, and since I do not have the option to use gas (no service) I am left with no 
choice but to use Fortis electricity.  Furthermore, Fortis has the monopoly on electricity, so I am left with no 
options whatsoever.  It seems that every time I turn on the news, Fortis is applying for rate increases.  5 
percent here, 10 percent there.  Well, I am here to tell you that my wages do not go up like your rates.  It is 
my opinion that your company is using its monopoly status to charge UNREASONABLE rates.  Believe me 
when I say that if there were any option other than Fortis, I would use it. 

250 
I would rather have a smart meter together with different rates for different times of the day or week. I 
would use less electricity during the high rate times. 

251 
As a renter I cannot replace the appliances so I dont think its fair. I have what is here and I cant change it but 
yet I seem to pay for it. 

252 
I feel the new rate structure increases the average bill by 25%  This is caused by the tier one level is not 
adequate for the average house. 

253 Please send me more information on the details of the dual rate program. 

254 If I had on option to get electrisity from a different supplier I would defenitely do so. 

255 We would like to go to instant gas water heaters,  we are commercial/residential  
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WE ARE ON THE EQUAL PAYMENT PLAN - OUR USAGE HAS NOT CHANGED -  WE ALWAYS HAVE TURNED OFF 
THINGS WHEN NOT IN USE - AND ROOMS NOT IN USE HAVE NO HEAT.  WE PAY $188/MONTH, SO THE 2 
MONTH ESTIMATE OF OVER $300 APPLIED...I DON'T KNOW WHAT ELSE WE CAN DO ON A LIMITED INCOME - 
CANNOT AFFORD NEW APPLIANCES - SO IF THE RESIDENTIAL CONSERVATION RATE IS GOING TO INCREASE 
OUR MONTHLY PAYMENTS, THEN I WOULD SAY THIS IS A PENALTY FOR LOW INCOME FAMILIES.  WE HAVE 
NO SECONDARY HEAT SOURCE, SO WHEN FORTIS TURNS OFF THE POWER IN THE WINTER WE GET VERY 
COLD. 

257 
I do not know about this program, and therefore have no feedback. I do try to conserve electricity and gas 
but feel Fortis is charging way too much! 

258 
My consumption has actually decreased from previous years, however my power bills have increased. I do 
not have the money to bring natural gas to our house or replace the furnace or hot water tank. Eventhough 
the gas line is at our property line. 

259 

As an energy producing province, there should be a realistic cost to consumers that do not have a gun 
pointed at there heads to pay the outlandish costs for electricity. If I expand my business to be successful I 
cannot charge my customers up front and the Provincial government has adopted a policy to charge us for 
capital expansion before it happens and give us no return when it is sold. What ever the traffic will bear. G 
Kind 

260 

I oppose the benchmark set for this conservation rate as it is too low and simply allows Fortis to garner 
additional revenue.  Fortis is only interested in their shareholders and is not interested in fairly serving it's 
customers.  Fortis has invested in expensive infrastructure upgrades that they justified by saying demand for 
power is increasing.  However as that is not occurring they must raise funds in other ways in order to keep 
share prices and dividend high.  This conservation rate provides the needed revenue for Fortis. 

261 
Doesn't help the smaller income residents in older communities that have no other options for heating.  
People in one family, sharing a home to reduce power and their carbon footprint end up paying more. 

262 

Don't know what it is. We are away for five months of the year. We had a huge problem with our heat 
pump/auxilliary furnace and our monthly rate skyrocketed. We have since discovered the problem, corrected 
it and our monthly rate has decreased greatly. (from $211 per month to $58) We also live in an area where 
there are lengthy and frequent power outages. 

263 

I inquired about this rate by talking with the Director of Public Relations with BCUC. She told me that this new 
rate was to punish people like me who have invested in a larger square foot house. I pay more taxes, 
insurance, etc because I have a larger house. I feel that BCUC who derive their operation costs from the 
utilities that they police are using their power to gouge the public. Further I find that Fortis are using their 
power to gouge the public. All users of electricity should pay the same rate. Does Fortis and BCUC want all 
people to live in small squatter type houses. Fortis and BCUC management certainly do not and further those 
management certainly enjoy very large salaries and bonuses thanks the ridiculous rates that they set or 
charge. Both BCUC and Fortis have no right to tell certain people that they will be treated better then others. 
Shame on you 

264 
The last question did not make sense if you did not know about the conservation rate.  I used to pay more 
attention to the bills, when I received them in the mail.  After going paperless, I do not go over the bill in 
detail, like before.  This sounds like a good move, going when a user pay idea. 

265 Penalizes large families; stop this practice immediately 

266 If it saves me money down the road, im happy. if it dings me because im using the same electricity, i'll be mad 

267 
Would rather see further encouragement of small scale grid-tied renewable energy generation, in the form of 
improved net-metering policies or a feed-in-tariff. 

268 

No but I will inform myself. My major concern is that we try to conserve in fear of the higher bills and wages 
are not increasing. We try to do our part with environmental concerns but so many waste energy. But my 
question is how renewable is it and to what extent is the foot print we leave and my biggest question is how 
much of OUR energy is shipped elsewhere at lower costs. It like many countries with resources...the 
resources get sold making some people very rich while the people pay higher rates or starve to death 
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269 

the new rate penalizes people who were sold on the idea of electric heat and now because of older 
construction they are paying a large bill every month. A lot of them are seniors or live in mobile homes so 
upgrading is not possible.I spent $12,000 plus to put in new windows upgrade my heating/cooling system and 
insulate to modern standards. As a result my electric and natural gas are not a concern to me. 

270 
As a Senior I beleive that we will be at a disadvantage do to needing warmer temps.in our housing and not 
being able to take advantage of doing cooking,laundry etc in the less expensive time periods. 

271 
I believe it is a cash grab. We are a family of 3, and all work, my electricity bills are way too high. If I could 
change providers I would. 

272 
I read your leaflet, found it a bit confusing in regards to  the right time to use appliances.......I sew and use an 
iron as I am a quilter am I suppose to do this during the night when there are no peak times.i prefer to sew in 
the. Early morning and to me that would seem to be the peak period.thanks for listening  

273 
I would like to see the lower rate applied each month rather than each billing period.  There would be much 
more incentive and easier planning to reduce electrical consumption if each _ contained both rates of usage  

274 

My bill has gone up, the Fortis rates are higher than BC Hydro and I don't have a choice of my provider. As a 
renter, my landlord doesn't care how much my power bill is as long as he gets his rent every month. Home 
incentives don't apply to me. So what can Fortis do to make my landlord work with the system of reducing 
electricity for an old mobile home. NADA!!!!! 

275 
I think people who heat with electricity will be penalized.   I dont use alot of electricity because i live by 
myself.  Now I know about it I will only use natural gas heat to get the lower rate.   Burning natural gas can't 
be better for the environment then hydro-electric power.    

276 
My last bill was ridiculously high compared to prior months, easily doubled. No I am not happy with the cost 
of electricity! 

277 

It penalises users who cannot modify their current electrical use, often users who are already struggling 
financially such as us.  Any such coercive changes should not assume that users are not exercising energy 
conservation to the extent they are able.  We built our retirement home in 2007 to the highest standard of 
minimising energy use, but now the price of gas has dropped and the price of electricity has skyrocketed.  We 
therefore turnoffed off our heat pump which was once the most energy efficient device.  Fortis and the 
Commission should focus on helping users reduce their energy use to save money and promote conservation.  
Punitive pricing is not very well thought out; it's a simple solution to a complex problem.     

278 
I live in an older home on a limited budget.  I do my best to conserve electricity but when it is cold I need 
more heat and electricity is what I have mostly.  When it is hot it is hot and I need cooler air.  My options are 
few. 

279 

Our home is 5 years old and all windows, appliances and heating system are of the highest effiecny available. 
In the last 3 years our cost has gone from $1450.00 to $1600.00 annually. Our consumption has gone from 
15,000kwh to 14,000kwh. So our consumption has dropped 1,000kwh/ann. and our cost has increased 
$150.00/ann. Seem to be paying more for using less?? 

280 
I think this rate 1600 Kwh is too low.  It should be at least 2100.  It is impossible for most people to stay 
within the tier 1 rate.  No matter how we reduce power (we were cold last winter) we still go beyond the tier 
1 rate.  This new system is unaffordable for most households. 

281 

From what I can tell the electrical charges are through the roof during the winter for people that only have 
electric heat and by the time winter is over people are broke,part of the problem as I see it is that a lot of 
your clients are low wage earners working two or three jobs just to survive and can't afford what's being 
charged. I believe that there should be consideration given to that when applying for more and more rate 
hikes  
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282 

Had done just about all of the energy saving suggestions(including new windows) previous to the RCR 
implementation. House was built when power in the Kootenays was reasonable. Power in the West Kootenay 
is generated by hydro and should be considered very green. Why do the residents of the West Kootenay have 
to pay higher rate than other parts of the province. Hyro is the ultimate renewable solar storage system. 
Fossil fuels are solar storage too if you really get down to it, maybe just not so renewable. We should get a 
rebate for living where we do. At least, the incentives for heat pumps and such should be a lot more 
substantial. 

283 fortis should be cheaper as is b c hydro 

284 more details please.  If by hour, which hours are cheaper.  I will run my dishwasher at off peak hours etc 

285 

Punishment doesnt' work, it went out with spanking. Wake up and come up with plans to reward instead of 
punish, to incent is to provide actual incentives, what do I get for using less electric, and does it punish those 
who aren't able to make changes.. for example renters. (low income families, etc.) Just some things to 
consider.  

286  do like to see this res.cons.rate more fairly distributed and the rate be reversed to a lower level of charge 

287 
I will probably switch to oil heat this winter because of the 50% increase I pay for electric heat under the 
Conservation Rate. If this is your idea of helping the environment you need to reconsider. It will use less of 
your product which seems to be your insane goal. 

288 
We are retired people who have always conserved energy mainly to keep costs down so have been as energy 
efficient as possible for as long as we can remember. 

289 
I think the way the rate is set should reflect the amount of residents that are in a home and the location 
where they live to take in  for the weather differences in the different regions.  

290 

An estimate every second month for the equal payment plan does not work because an estimate may be too 
high.  I saw this on the first bill and changed to two month billing.  They had not thought of this at the time.  
The solution is simple I pay the same each month and they reconcile every two months based on actual 
consumption.  do not bill on estimates. 

291 
This is a complete rip off.  Because someone who has a larger house, doesn't mean that they should have to 
pay more per use then someone who has a smaller home.  This is just another way for you to get more 
money out of me, which in turn, means less money for me or my family. 

292 

Problem is it is incorrect to do the measurement over 2 months with a multi tiered tarrif. If done monthly, I 
would pay less due to paying less at tarrif 2. e.g. say 4,600 kWh over 2 months (2,300 kWh/month)Cost with 
current 2 month billing = $559.74, but if per month billing would be $493.35. Also, as this is not a time of day 
messurement, it is very difficult to plan any type of meaningfull reduction in electrical usage. 

293 

I think that while BCUC was the agency for instructing Fortis to bring in the RCR to conserve electricity it 
poorly serves those who live in rural and colder climates and those who have limited options for alternative 
heating sources. I would also strongly suggest that Fortis end the lock out of their workers and bring everyone 
back to the bargaining table. You do the Fortis company brand great harm to its reputation to continue with 
this lockout.  

294 

With the exception of our water heater, we use very little electricity.  We are a two person home so the 
clothes dryer is also a relatively minor contributor to electricity usage.  The stove is gas.  WE rarely use the 
oven. We use energy efficient lighting wherever possible, use light timers and programmable furnace 
thermostats, yet still hit the more expensive rates.  That doesn't seem logical! 

295 I wasn't aware, so would be interested to know was it marketed?   

296 
When the RCR came into effect, we made a point of using the washer dryer and dishwasher during non peak 
electrical times, but RCR can't determine when electricity is used, only total amount. Kind of unfair, don't you 
think? 

297 I need more information befor commenting 

298 Revenue neutral? HahahahaahahahahHhHhAhahHhahahahahaha 

299 
I thoroughly dislike the two tier system on how electricity is charged. There is simply no way we could ever 
stay within the tier 1 charges. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

300 people should be encourged and rewarded for savings. 

301 

How about giving the consumer a billing discount if they use electricity off peak hours. It's still a compromise 
for the consumer but everybody likes to be treated fairly.  Do you have special rates for manufacturers or saw 
mills?  Ontario has set a precedent with smart meters and off peak billing hrs.  Can you not look at the 
results?  Thank you, Bernard Brazeau 

302 
I was not aware of a Residential Conservation Rate.  My bills have increased a bit, and I have always used the 
most effective conservation methods.. I used as little electricity as possible, but still, my rates have not 
decreased.I have a feeling that this my be a cover up for Fortis.  It has not helped me. 

303 
I used 1197 less kilowatt hours but my bill increased due to the increased rates.  There is only 1 person in my 
household.  I rent my house and landlords do not wish to make any changes.  They did put in a new electric 
furnace but there was little change due to lack of insulation, old windows and old light fixtures. 

304 

I think it's good to offer people an incentive to conserve their use of energy.  Most people are very wasteful.  
Why should those of us who are sensitive about waste not be recognized and rewarded?  This new plan will 
reward the careful ones and penalize the careless.  Hopefully, it will make the wasteful think about what 
they're doing. 

305 

We feel that it was a total scam put to the utilities board so that most residents would not be able to stay 
under the 2 month base rate during the dark winter months and the hot cooling months, you have done a 
good job in taking extra money out of our pockets, We are OK with annual inflation but being part of a cash 
grab we do not feel good at all. Unfortunately we have no options as Fortis have a Monopoly on the hydro 
service.  

306 
I believe it effects homes that have only electricity as a source of power in a negative way. Revisions should 
be made to accommodate homes with this circumstance.  

307 
I did all the "savings items" prior to the change in rates and am still paying more. I would not buy an electric 
powered vehicle for fear of the rates killing me. 

308 

As a homeowner with three kids, my consumption is well above that of someone who li rs in an apartment or 
small townhouse, yet we are both given the same "low consumption" base to start with. Same goes for 
geographic location: Vancouver or Victoria have lower extremes than we do in Kelowna, so when the 
temperature is in the high 30's here or well below zero, we need to use more energy than those on the coast, 
yet we are billed as if our weather patterns are similar. My perception of this billing system, is that it's similar 
to our income tax system, only in this case, rather than using income as a determinant your using 
consumption. The problem with that though, is you are penalizing people who in fact may be more efficient 
with their energy use but have greater need in their household based on number of occupants and 
geographic location. Bottom line, not sure who thought it up, but it's a cash grab disguised as an 
environmentally strategy. You are subsidizing smaller households at the expense of larger ones, which are not 
necessarily the financially stronger ones.  

309 

The system is punitive to users with geothermal systems with no other carbon consumption (ie natural gas).  
Geothermal results in overall energy savings per household which is not realized with two tier system that 
charges user more for consumption over Tier 1 rate in order to minimize consumption and/or become more 
energy efficient.  Being geothermal, are already more efficient than standard household with combined nat 
gas and electrical consumption.  Program does not consider geothermal and provide exemption for Tier 2 
rate  

310 

As we do not have access to gas for heating and hot water, I believe we are being penalized..   as it is not 
possible to heat our home and stay under the limit for the lower rate.  We installed a heat pump a year ago to 
help with our heating costs and still cannot get under rate.  We put in programmable thermostat, unplug all 
things not in use, turn off the computer, etc., still power costs rise. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

311 

I live in a condominium so the water is heated by natural gas as the water heaters supply water for all 72 
suites.  However, the only source of power for heating is electricity and I know that for some of the elderly 
people in the building the conservation rate has been a financial disaster.  This is an age restricted building 
with a minimum age of 50.  Exactly how does the public utilities commission think people are going to 
conserve electricity when that is ALL the have with which to heat their suites.  IMHO this is a stupid idea. 

312 It is very difficult to reduce electrical consumption when it is our only source of energy 

313 
People have testified that the low-to-high level rate is so low that to achieve the low rate is practically 
unrealistic. More customers end up paying a higher rate.  

314 
I wasn't aware of the new rate, so couldn't really have an opinion on it. Our bill has increased quite a bit. I am 
very conscious of saving in any ways I can.  

315 
Would like to see more incentives for home owners and fewer restrictions on taking advantage of rebates, 
etc. 

316 

I would like to say that I am disgusted in the amount of my hydro bills over the past winters months. 1200 
dollars for 2 months is rediculous.  4331 poplar ridge rd. when I phoned fortis to find out why these bills were 
so high, they would not help me. I feel that 1200 dollars is a high price to pay for keeping my family warm 
over the winter. I have since moved out if that house and using gas but if I ever get a bill that high again, the 
shit will hit the fan! 

317 think the new smart meter steals extra money 

318 

We have a household with only 3 people so we don't use a lot of electricity. We don't leave lights on in rooms 
we are not in, we don't leave an outside light on over night, we have installed a motion sensor light so it is 
only activated when someone or something approaches. We have gas heat and hot water and STILL our 
electricity bills are $200 - the cost of electricity is CRAZY! And gas is not any better.   

319 
I do not feel that it is fair to everyone to have a two tiered systme.  I feel the BC Public Utilities Borad did not 
ask enough questions of this company before they approved this rate structure.  How can Fortis prove that 
this conservation rate sturcture is saving energy? 

320 
I would like to have the option of registering my credit card to guarantee on time payment when I happen to 
be traveling on the due date for my power and natural gas bills. 

321 

We are sick and tired of increased rates which appear to be introduced with no reason at all. There are way 
too many Senior Staff who are grossly overpaid. It is time for Fortis to cut away the senior deadwood.  Typical 
of the over-expenditure and lack of financial control is this survey which is costing millions of dollars, it's a 
placebo,  and will be totally ignored by Fortis.  

322 
It's a scam. Don't penalize people but rather educate and where is that additional revenue going? Who's 
about future technologies such as electric vehicles that require more electricity? I am very careful on energy 
consumption but sometimes you need it to live.  

323 

I just moved in to this residence so I don't have enough data to give the proper feedback but I like the 
proposal for the most part. Some families may be large or have larger homes and may be unable to get below 
the first tier of electricity use but in that case it should be expected that they pay more for electricity. I think 
the proposal is a good first step in changing how we use electricity but more drastic changes need to be made 
at the source of the creation of the electricity in the first place. 

324 Just read my meter so that I don't have 3=4 months of estimated charges.....   Thank you  

325 
I called Fortis on the fact that they estimate billing every second month, and they were putting us into the 
second, more expensive, level of power usage, when we never are that high.  They refunded me a cheque, 
and I notice they are not estimating as high now. 

326 

For the last question re steps to reduce consumption, we had already installed programable thermostats and 
turned off lights when we are not in those rooms, turn down the heat or A/C when we are away, etc.   We 
have an electric furnace - this policy is pushing us towards sending a perfectly good electric furnace to the 
landfill and replacing it with a gas furnace simply as a result of the change to this prejudicial billing practice. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

327 
I would like to be aware about the best ways to manage electricy or natural resources for my home. I know 
and I have tried some of them, but not all. I would like to pay less for using those resources. Thank you, and I I 
wish you the best in this research ... for you and for me. 

328 I am not aware of this and would appreciate more information 

329 

this system ic completely unfair for fixed income families. it also penalizes families for thier power usage. it is  
felt by myself and my co-workers that fortis is trying to get people to use less power so they can sell excess 
on the open market at higher prices during peak times. it is also felt by myself and my co-workers that smart 
meters should not be installed by fortis. we also feel that fortis is gouging power users and is being greedy 
when it comes to power rates regardless of how our rates compare to other communities. we generate the 
power within 30 miles of trail however we still pay dearly for our power. fortis is a HATED company in this 
area and should start trrating it's costomers with the respect they deserve. the cost of living is continually 
going up and it ia high time that companies like fortis realize their power rates are forcing people to have to 
decide between food and heat (especially when it comes to the elderly and young families with low incomes). 
I work at celgar and a large number of my co-workers feel the same way. 

330 It punishes large families. 

331 
I was unaware of it until now, I am going to start trying to conserve more energy in my home now. This may 
be an unfortunate program though for lower income families who cannot afford to make their houses more 
energy efficient so therefore will be stuck with higher bills now. 

332 for the size of house that we heat or cool, our rates seem very high. 

333 

I don't have gas in the house so am solely reliant on electricity. I already keep my thermostats at 12 degrees 
Celsius, only use a light right where I am working or sitting, don't use air conditioning, go to bed early so 
minimal usage of lights at night, wash in cold water, only do 2 washes per week, only do dishwasher once a 
week,....not sure what else you expect me to do. I freeze in my house in the winter already! I am angry that 
the first rate is so low and so penalizes those of us that only have electricity in our older homes. It should be 
based on a higher number for level 1. 

334 

There is a base of amount of energy that is used by customers, most of which is not wasteful. I think that this 
kind of rate classification should be based on normalized use based on existing conditions. Any punitive rate 
should be targeting use that is clearly wasteful. I would also add that most of B.C.'s energy supply comes from 
green hydroelectric sources which we are already paying for. 

335 
I like the idea of user pay and so many people waste electricity.  I was brought up thinking about conservation 
so it's second nature to me and I look at it as a challenge, a game. 

336 You can guess what I think 

337 

I am just an average person making average edges using average electricity and you are killing me along with 
others with your HIGH rates. I don't use more or less electricity today as I did a year a go but I along with 
others STRONGLY hate what you charge. Criminals!!!  Reply to that with your argument, charge the super 
rich, not us average people. Change your rates to adjust for the middle class. You will read this and nothing 
will be done about it.  

338 
I have been conserving electricity for some years now, so the implementation of the Residential Conservation 
Rate didn't change my behaviour.  However, it does seem a very useful encouragement for all to conserve 
energy use.  

339 
as a small consumer I have not noticed too much change in my bill but I know personally of people who have 
had a large in pact on their bills, with not much option for any change 

340 
I think that the Residential Conservation Rate is a sound idea overall, however I feel that the threshold to 
recieve the lower rate is unrealistic in an average home. 

341 Your min of 1600 is too low! 

342 

I am so mad at Fortis right now.  I just got an estimate for 2 months.  It is $320 and yet my consumption has 
never been over $120 for 2 months.  Last statement was $82.  What kind of rip off would put me in the block 
2 at the higher rate.  What kind of system do you have that could calculate this.  I have talked to other people 
that are having the same problem.  I would switch is I had the chance. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

343 I think it's great--a real incentive to reduce consumption. 

344 I would like someone to call me about my bill every two months would like the new programme installed 

345 
It should benefit the consumer first and fortis last.  Their rates are too high for many people -low income, 
retirees, 1 income family. 

346 

electric baseboard heating is the reason we have a problem with the new rate structure. we have a 
woodstove that we use constantly but still need the electric heat on to avoid freezing overnight and when not 
at home. Thermostats are set at 15 degrees so a suggestion to turn it down isnt going to help. as for the hot 
water we have considered going to propane when this one dies or help with paying for a more efficient one 
would assist us. we would consider natural gas but of course we dont have that service out here 

347 
I think it is ridiculous, we have to heat our home with baseboard heat. Our bills are higher than ever now. We 
are a middle class family trying to get by and this did nothing for us other than make things harder for us. 
Thanks Fortis 

348 

Not only does it penalize those dependent on electricity for heat, it also penalizes those who work. I am now 
an empty nester and, despite being the only person in the home and making all the possible modifications, 
my bill has gone up. I can only account for this by my use of electricity during so-called high use times but I 
have no other choice as I work full time and am not home to do laundry (for example) in off peak times.  

349 The break point at which the higher rate kicks in should be set higher 

350 
I do turn off lights and appliances when not in use. I have a high efficiency washer, furnace and hot water 
tank.  Cannot afford to update windows and insulation.  The cost to upgrade far exceeds the savings. More 
rebates on upgrading would be helpful. 

351 

The rate is not fair for rural users. City/town water users are supplied by the community whereas our water is 
supplied by pump, and we pay the electrical costs for such water. Also our outdoor lighting is paid for by 
ourselves and is included in our overall electrical usage. Urban users have a unfair advantage in taking 
advantage of the two tier rate system as compared to rural users.  

352 

I feel the cost of elec. is to expensive it has increased steadly in the past few years and with the introduction 
of the 2 tier billing I feel our bills have gone up considerably, the first tier (1600kw) is to low and the 
remainder the cost is to much. I am confident the average household is never below the fist tier I feel for the 
families, the elderly and the low income earners ( and their is lots of us)the cost of hydro is putting a hard 
ship on many people. We can't live in the dark. In closing the cost of hydro and the two tier system is unfair 
and I feel it is a money grab. 

353 

We are unable to get natural gas in our area. As a result we can only heat and cool with a heat pump (or we 
could choose to heat with dirty sources such as wood or oil). We have taken great efforts to ensure our home 
is as energy efficient and we heat to a maximum of 20C. However we still require considerable amounts of 
electricity to heat in the winter. The Fortis Residential conservation rate does not take into account regional 
heating and cooling requirements. For homes in colder (and more rural) regions of BC the rate unfairly 
increases heating costs for homeowners and effectively gives them no way out of the problem except to 
spend more money on electricity or utilize polluting sources such as oil or wood. I believe strongly in being 
environmentally responsible with my heating decisions and I prefer to use electricity. But your conservation 
rate makes that prohibitively expensive. It is fine to penalize those who waste energy, but the residential 
conservation rate is not doing that effectively or responsibly. 

354 
I believe it is just a way to charge customers more because we cannot stay under the low rate and we have 
done everything we can think of to do so 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

355 

As a potter, I have found my bills have almost doubled which is appalling!  I am seriously considering having 
to stop doing what I love because, thanks to the RCR, I am paying much more than $300 per billing period (I 
have had $800 bills!)and I am a single dweller in my home and I work away from my home four days a week.  
I am ridiculously conscientious of the little amount of electricity I use on a daily basis.  How is it even feasible 
that I fire my kiln about four times a month, live alone, and am at home only about three days a week and 
have a bill exceeding $800!  Absolutely disgusting!  If there were any other method of acquiring electricity, I 
would not hesitate for a second.  I have even called Fortis to discuss why my bills are so exorbitant and how 
to reduce them (ie: small business rates, etc.)and no solutions were available.  I am disappointed because I 
also have Fortis as my natural gas provider and I have no complaints where that account is concerned. 

356 
i tkink i am missing something   you should educate people on what is going on. heard off it but did not know 
it was in place since my kids left my pwer bill was cut 20% they are the worst for leaving lights etc on this is 
where we should start  

357 

Although it works fine for me being a pensioner living alone and I am always in the lowest allowable at the 
better rate, I think it is highly unfair to families with children that would consume more and for those that 
have electric heat. I would do everything I could to avoid having electric heat if I moved because of it. Hitting 
families that can least afford it and those on low incomes already in homes that have only electric heat is very 
unfair. It definitely needs to be re assessed. 

358 

In our Kitchen Wall unit we have an Electric box for all the meters 10 of them in total. We feel it would 
damage our health if we were to go with this transition. We have 22 units in our Strata and each group of 
four or eight has about the same amount of meters in each Electric Box Unit.Unless you consider moving each 
meter to individual town houses than we would consider going through with the change.Peter Neave 
Secratary of Riverside Villas/Oliver/Bc (145 Redwing Place) 

359 
I use only electricity for all my heating and cooling needs in my household and feel like I am being penalized 
because we were encouraged to use electricity a couple of decades ago when the house was built. 

360 

I can't imagine why you asked the last two questions - they will give you skewed data.  For instance, the last 
question asks what I've done since the new program.  All but one of those listed items, I incorporated into my 
lifestyle years ago.  Isn't it important for you to know that?  In other words, your questions are limiting and 
leads me to wonder just why you're doing this survey.  Is it for PR purposes? 

361 
My comments got ignored the last time I tried, they told my o well and when I said I am going to call the 
business bureau, they said to call. Good customer service. They know they have you and don't care  

362 
We made improvements before RCR was introduced. The feeling I had when it was brought in was certain 
households may be affected with a higher charge. 

363 

We have lived in our current house for just over one year. It is a new built townhouse. Our electricity bills in 
this residence have been considerably hight than in any house we have ever lived in. This house is somewhat 
larger than previous houses but is the only new-built house we have ever lived in. Our electricity bills have 
fluctuated wildly over the year from Over $550 for two months in winter to $130 for two months in summer 
even though we have a gas furnace and electric air conditioning. This amount of fluctuation makes no sense 
as all other uses of electricity, i.e. hot water, appliances, electronics, etc., with the exception of increased 
lighting in winter would be consistent throughout the year. Reduced lighting in summer would be offset by air 
conditioning use one would think so something is very strange with the electricity billing by Fortis. I have no 
confidence it is accurate at all and think it must be completely manipulated by Fortis. 

364 
People will use what they need I use only what is necessary and try my best not to over use or waste power. I 
feel there are other methods od power like wind and others. 

365 Got new hot water heater, furnace and air conditioner last summer. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

366 

I purchased a new energy efficient fire place, but not because of the program, as I was unaware of it. I think 
that there are larger families with children who will feel the extra cost, while there are wealthy individuals 
and couples that will see a reduction in their electricity bill when they could afford to pay an equitable 
amount. Larger families of lower income, do whatever they can to minimize these bills already. I WOULD 
MUCH PREFER TO SEE INCENTIVES FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES for homes and the ability to feed back 
into the grid. I WOULD ALSO PREFER TO SEE FORTIS GETTING RID OF OVERHEAD POWER LINES and burying 
them all. It is an eyesore that many countries got rid of decades ago. 

367 

Any comments expressing how I really feel about this disastrous initiative are not printable in a polite 
communication.  We live in a new house that was designed to be as energy efficient as possible with extra 
insulation, energy-efficient appliances, etc. Unfortunately, there is no gas service available where we live so 
we are forced to use electricity. We also have a small vineyard that requires electricity to irrigate properly. It 
is grossly unfair that we (and many others in similar circumstances) have to pay the outrageous surcharges 
for electricity that Fortis has imposed on us. We feel as though we are being held hostage. There should be 
some consideration given to those like us who have no choice except to heat with electricity.  

368 
It is strange to me to have Geothermal heating and cooling, which is supposed to be the best for the earth, 
and still pay a crazy amount of $ to run the fan to push the "free" hot and cold around the house 

369 

To some extent I feel we are penalized by choosing electric heat for our house even though I think we made a 
sustainable choice for energy usage in our home.  Our house completed construction in August 2011 and is 
heated by a ground source heat pump (which also preheats our hot water).  It is a well insulated home, it uses 
energy star appliances, we have programmable thermostats, air-to-air heat exchanger on incoming air, waste 
water heat recovery and the lighting is LED or fluorescent.  We achieved an EnerGuide 88 rating, which is very 
high even for new construction.  We plan to install solar hot water and solar PV as our budget allows and may 
get close to a net zero house.  Our electricity bill is up 15% year over year since the start of the residential 
conservation rate.  I wish there was some sort of process where you could be apply for an alternate rate if 
you could demonstrate energy efficient practices / design in your home. 

370 IT'S A OTHER WAY OF DRIVING UP THE PRICE.  

371 
Fortis electricity rates for the first level of power consumption are ALREADY 30% higher than BC Hydro's in 
the Vancouver area, so the claim that the Residential Conservation Rate saves money is total BS! 

372 
We have Geothermal heating which uses huge amounts of electricity which does not allow for a lot a 
flexibility in our use & consumption.  Our electrical bills are almost unmanagable.  We would never have 
geothermal ever again. 

373 
No major comments - I think it's a good program.  People need to learn to pay for energy or else to use less.  
Keep up the good work :) 

374 
I think Fortis puts a lot of thought into updating and making changes.Keeping a large utility company updated 
and efficient requires is very challenging.Keep up the good work.Fortis is doing an excellent job.                          
Walter Trudeau 

375 

This new residential conservation rate does not take into account those properties that do not any other 
alternative for power. I live at Apex resort in a single family dwelling that was built in the last 7 years, my 
power consumption remains approx. the same every year but my cost have almost doubled. I could look at 
propane as a second chose but the cost of that fuel can not justify the installation. This new rate is nothing 
but a way for the utilities to grab more money. I would like to see a comparison of revenues before and after 
this rate was introduced along with the amount of power consumed in the same comparisons.    

376 I should have been aware of it but for some reason I wasn't.  I will pay more attention to it in the future. 

377 

I believe it could help lessen consumption of electricity but more education is needed.  Not simply glib things 
like turn out the lights but real education like how much does it cost to run your dishwasher, washing 
machine, dryer, have a hot shower, a specific wattage light bulb in a lamp costs so many cents per hour.  So 
we could see how much our electricity is costing.  We installed a ductless heat pump and it seems to still be 
very expensive.  Perhaps your cut off of 1600 is too low.  A large family using more should not be penalized.  
This is simply a way to get more money from people who use more electricity and does not seem fair. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

378 
I am very concerned about the cost of power if we have a very cold winter.  I fear my bills will double  even 
though we have tried to do some upgrades. 

379 It's just one more thing I have to think about on a daily basis. 

380 

I am extremely frustrated with your new rates.  We have a legal basement suite in which we are considered 
two residences by the city. We pay higher taxes, twice the garbage removal etc., however Fortis penalizes us 
as if we're a "greedy" energy user.  We've spent thousands upgrading our home to be more energy efficient 
only to be paying considerably more.  In the same time period in 2012, compared to 2913 bill, we used a 
difference of 5 kW, but our bill was $350 more.  It's ridiculous. Our legal suite must have their own heat 
source so we're stuck with electric.  The cost to put in a separate meter is well over $4000 including your 
costs.  I believe that as a legal suite, approved by the city, Fortis should acknowledge that we are two 
residences and allow us twice the conservation rate. 

381 

The RCR has lead to an increase in our electricity costs. My bill went up despite my already frugal methods of 
trying to save energy. In the winter, we already turn off our heat completely every night (from about 10 pm 
until 6:30 am), even when temps get down to -15 C outside. Plus, we rarely ever have the heat warmer than 
65 F at any time and, we only turn the heat on in our basement bathroom when we shower in the downstairs 
bathroom. The heat is NEVER turned on in our basement at any time of the year. The basement generally 
averages about 12C in the winter time (I have a thermometer hanging to keep track of the temperatures in 
the basement). Despite all these energy saving methods, our bill still went up after the RCR went into effect. 
The 1600 threshold did not help us at all. It should be at about 2000 to make a difference in our bill. From all 
the comments I have read from other consumers, their bills have increased, some significantly. In my opinion, 
the RCR is just a marketing gimmick that just covers up a significant increase in our electricity rates. 

382 
I absolutely refuse to have one of those meters to be installed on my house. They are not healthy and I will 
not have one.  

383 

We already have individual thermostats for each room, and new windows. We rely mostly on wood heat 
during the winter. We've tried to make our home as efficient as possible, but no matter what we do, our 
electrical bill is getting higher and higher. When I first decided to go all electric for my home, back in 1980, we 
had West Kootenay Power as our supplier. Since it was taken over, and replaced by other companies, our 
electrical bill has gone sky-high in comparison. A bit disappointing. 

384 
The amount of electricity used to cause higher rate should be set a higher amount. Many people can't afford 
renovations, such as newer high efficiency Windows, to decrease electrical costs.  

385 
This is a new energy efficient home that is costing us considerably more than our previous homes in the lower 
mainland. 

386 I think it is an unfair rate for consumers who have not choice but electric heat such as in condos. 

387 

I am a property manager who manages about 50 properties.  I've received numerous complaints from owners 
about abnormally high electricity bills - even when there has been significant vacancy and no more usage 
than in previous years.  Tenants have also come to me asking about excessively high bills when they turn out 
lights and work 5 days a week and are conscientious.   

388 I'd never heard about the conservation rate until now. 

389 

My daughter and I have done many things to reduce energy usage, but the majority of my bill is the service 
fee, not the energy used.  My bill is usually around $50 per two months and $30 of that is an administrative 
fee that I would get charged whether I reduced my usage or not.  That being said, the RCR is probably a good 
thing. 

390 
To this household, your new rates was a major penalty to us and a harsh increase on our fixed income. If 
there was a possibility of a cheaper supplier I would use them. I believe you, as a BC Corporation, have 
screwed us.    

391 
The only time people can stay within the lower limit is during the summer months IF they do not use air 
conditioning.  It is unattainable for the majority.   



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

392 

You penalize those that don't have access to better alternatives.  Do we really want to go back to burning 
wood and oil....are these better for our environment?  You have made no accommodation for the difference 
between those that just burn lights everyday and those that are heating a household....a huge difference in 
cost here and I think it is extremely biased!!!! Why can't there be an adjusted cost base for those that heat 
there houses with electricity...changing to other sources is an expensive proposition. 

393 It penalizes households that do not have a cost effective alternative to electric heat. (IE Gas not available) 

394 
I think this is a great idea.  Despite not doing anything in response to its introduction,  we are very conscious 
of energy consumption and do everything we can to reduce our consumption. 

395 The threshold rate is set too high for customers to get any advantage. 

396 

This rate system gives no consideration for the number of people living in a home.  It also really puts the 
screws to the people that have no alternative heating options. Not all people  can burn wood or have natural 
gas. Also people that have rental basement suite's are getting fleeced. Heat pumps are the most efficient and 
best for the environment method of heating a home in the south okanagan. Yet when you go over your 1600 
kw it encourages you to use gas..  How is this helping the environment. The hydro electric power is generated 
by Portis but the  water resource belongs to all British Columbian's and it seems very unfair we are paying so 
much for the power.  I am not happy with this program.    

397 

I am sorry to be a Canadian when it is associated with a company like yours.  The labor disputes and contract 
disputes between this organization and the union is totally ridiculous and nothing but money motivated. Your 
company is corrupt and a vile and money hungry organization with no real concern about citizens, 
environment or health. The studies used to justify your conservation rate are flawed and funded by the same 
people who stand to profit from the rate. I will not support the use of smart meters to justify this rate either. 
As soon as there is another option for power in my area I will switch so fast without hesitation. I can not 
agree with any monopoly on power or any other essential service in this country. Your company gives BC and 
Canada a terrible reputation which you try to justify with flawed studies and misleading public info. I am 
simply disgusted with the lack of morals and ethics from a company like Fortis  

398 

When you brought the Residential Conservation Rate into effect you did not consider the repercussions on 
your clients who pay a monthly amount and have only electricity to heat and run their home. We have taken 
many steps to keep our use of electricity down over the years in our home but it is much too costly for us to 
consider a heat pump or conversion to gas heating. Our monthly payment of $333 per for 2012 jumped to 
$449 this year due to your negligence by not running a simple computer program to see who is heated by 
electricity alone therefor would not be able to reduce their consumption. Our consumption has not changed 
over the last year.   

399 
Probably a good idea but it seems the Conservation Rate is set too low and many people with less than 
extravagant consumption are being penalized with part of their comsumption being billed at the higher tariff 
and they are paying more. 

400 
Why is a public company using a socialist income redistribution program? Is it just a trendy way to line its own 
pockets under the guise of helping the masses? 

401 

It is set way to low. For years hydro companies and government encouraged people to use hydro, go to heat 
pumps, etc then later penalize the people that followed their advice for being high users. Using Ontario Hydro 
One's figures for average power usage of appliances, a household using typical household appliances on 
average would use 1700 KWH per month. This is already above the threshold. The limits should be achievable 
in order to encourage people to conserve. They primarily affect low income seniors and poorer families who 
have to go without to save money on their hydro bill. What are we conserving? We are really saving hydro 
from investment in new infrastructure. Fortis rates should be lower than BC Hydro as Fortis does not have 
government taking its profits instead of using them to invest in needed new infrastructure, yet they are 
higher. I no longer trust any hydro company to tell the truth...it is all spin. 

402 
Even before the change in rates, electrical costs were becoming prohibitively expensive, despite our attempts 
to be conscious of limiting waste of energy in the house.  The new rate structure does not alleviate the 
situation. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

403 
I have a distrust of large companies that have a monopoly ie Fortis. They appear to pay their executives large 
salaries at a time when the economy is poor. 

404 Revenue grab.i'm retired from awestern electric utility, and don't really like it. sooner see time of use rates 

405 
If people had a meter say in the kitchen that told them the real cost like a gas pump there would be a big 
saving in money and use of electricity.  But I am sure Fortis BC can find a way to justify the smart meter 
program.  Common solution are never looked at by big corporations. 

406 
I find it some what difficult to complete the survey without more information.  For example is the 1200 kw 
cut off reasonable?  Does it apply to all sizes of households, or is there a per capita aspect?  What about areas 
like ours that have no access to natural gas as an alternative? 

407 

I didn't institute any power saving practices because I already do all those things.  The Residential 
Conservation Rate has caused extreme hardship among some of my poorer friends.  Someone without 
resources to change the source of power for heating getting a bill for more than the monthly income is very 
stressful. 

408 
Limit for lower cost needs to be more realistic. Low cost electricity is only for 800kw which is not a realistic 
amount for a household.  

409 We have not used anymore power, perhaps even less, but our bills are bigger 

410 
Obviously in the winter when you need heat, that drives up the consumption and by using this formula, you 
are penalizing people for using electric heat.Also, I am a senior on a fixed rate and think I deserve more 
financial consideration instead of being forced to deal with this. 

411 

This has caused significant rate increases for those of us who have no other alternative to electric heat.  In 
Kaslo we have no gas heating options so we are unfairly discriminated against with the new Residential 
Conservation Rate.  We reduced our electrical use this winter and our costs still went up significantly because 
of the new conservation rate system.  We need to get some consideration in terms of a rebate or relief from 
a system that discriminates against us. 

412 
I dont agree with Fortis method of "estimating" usage on bimonthly billings.   If they are going to estimate 
using, then they should adjust it for the Residential Conservationg Rate.  On one of my bills I ended up paying 
more, as they underestimated my first billing, which made my next billing over the base rate. 

413 
The Bottom line with Fortis will always be profit not the environment.  You will never convince me or any 
members of my household differently......and we're pretty good folks. 

414 
the base rate is way too low it should be higher so then there is actually a benefit to having a two tiered 
system 

415 
For a number of years our Electrical Utility has encourage the use by offering insentive to convert from gas to 
Electric, i.e. hot water tanks and heat pumps. Previously the first block would cover normal usage. Now that 
block has been reduced from 2,500kwhrs to 1,600kwhrs it effects a larger group of customers.  

416 
How do I know the tier one number set  is beneficial and not a catch-all for revenue purposes. I have done all 
possible to insulate my home from high energy bills. Power smart ++ 

417 
I think it would be very good to have competition - how about becoming de-unionized - salaries and benefits 
are too much. 

418 Fortis has a monopoly on this market they can do whatever they wish . We need B.C. Hydro  

419 

Our house is 2 1/2 yrs  old so we have all the items and have done everything listed in previous question. We 
are very energy conscious, have no access to gas as we are rural and our electrical cost increased over 15 per 
cent in the last yr. the 2 tier system was the cause. We would convert to gas but we dont have that option so 
feel we are being penalized for living rural 

420 

I already use such a small amount of electricity (about $65/2 month period, less spring-fall) that it's almost 
impossible for me to reduce my use further.  I'm very glad that Fortis has implemented the two-tier fee 
system though as it seems impossible to get most people to reduce their energy use without hitting them in 
the pocketbook. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

421 
It would be much better to reward individuals for less electricity usage during peak hours.  The residential 
conservation rate assumes that all households are equal.  Our household has always been conservation 
conscious but our bills have increased dramatically with the RCR.   

422 

Why was there no mention of Geothermal? Fortis BC's website confirms this opinion citing ground source 
heat pumps as saving "up to 65% on your home's heating and cooling costs". Since that time the BC Utilities 
Commission has approved the new Residential Conservation Rate, which "is designed to encourage 
conservation and to incent customers to use less electricity".  However, this policy is overly punitive to home 
owners that have been encouraged and supported (through the Livesmart BC program even) to invest in 
geothermal heating and cooling, the most environmentally sensitive home heating/cooling system available.   
It is simply not possible to operate a geo-thermal based home on 1,600 kWh in a billing period. With the new 
two-tiered electrical rates I believe it is no longer economical to use geothermal heating / cooling systems in 
British Columbia. It is now more economical to heat with natural gas. Given British Columbia’s desire to be a 
leader in sustainable renewable energy this is very unfortunate. Since homeowners such as myself have 
intentionally chosen to follow the environmentally sensitive direction encouraged by the Province of BC, I do 
not believe it is fair or appropriate to subsequently turn around and punish us with exceptionally high 
electrical rates. I appeal to you and your sense of responsibility and fairness to examine establishing a policy 
that will treat geothermal home owners more appropriately.  We have spent a tremendous amount of our 
personal financial resources in an attempt to 'do the right thing' for the environment.  Please don’t punish us 
forevermore with exorbitantly high electrical rates.   I would suggest geothermal homeowners could be given 
a rebate on the electrical use associated with the geo thermal unit or be able to purchase a larger quantity of 
electricity at tier one rates.  

423 The cost of water flowing through the dam has not cost more. Why do our rates need to be increased? 

424 We live in a near new house that is very well insulated and our out appliances are new.    

425 

I think people that need to conserve energy for financial or other (moral) reasons, do so with or without your 
"incentive" program. I believe this is not about conservation, or the environment or there would be other 
alternatives, such as incentives for solar. I believe this to be a money grab, and to direct and control 
households to get on to the system you want them to be on, then, hike up prices. There are little energy 
source choices, unlike in Europe. 

426 
We have only electric heating, therefore we are at the mercy of Fortis BC no matter what they do regarding 
billing. 

427 

The residential conservation rate unfairly penalizes homes that use electricity for heat.  I built a modern high 
efficiency home in the past 5 years and chose electric heat because there are no other options; gas is not 
available in my area. I can't turn my heat down and I can't buy any appliances which are more efficient, yet 
my electric bill almost doubled.  It has come to the point that I must choose to buy less food in order to pay 
my electric bill.  I am completely disgusted that FORTIS was allowed to double my bill without warning and 
that I must choose between heat and food for my family.  There in no doubt in my mind, and in the mind of 
my neighbours, that this is just a corporate cash grab which has been greenwashed in the guise of energy 
conservation.  You people should be disgusted with yourselves.  If you truly want to increase Conservation 
through such a program, then remove the heating component from the billing system before implementing.  
You need to fix this mistake NOW. 

428 

Our consumption has gone down but our bills have gone up. Our household contains two retired adults. Our 
thermostat is programmed for no heat during the day and reduced heat at night (20 > 18). We hang clothes 
year round, rarely using the dryer. The dishwasher runs once per day at 1 AM. We have replaced all the 
incandescent bulbs that are possible to change. Rooms are lit only when in use. Outside lights are on motion 
sensors with short duration. We wear sweaters inside during the winter. We have prepared some meals 
(casseroles, stews, soups, ...) outside of the dinner hour but that is not always possible or practical. It is not 
always practical to adjust peak times because we have activities in the evening 3-4 times per week. We have 
modified our behaviours but our bills, especially the winter ones, have gone up significantly. 
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429 

We have no access to any other source of power other then electrical so I feel it is very unfair to have a 2 
tiered system for people like us.  We make every effort to keep our electricity in check ie full load in washer, 
shorter showers etc but it doesn't seem to help keep our bills down. I know alot of people in this area are in 
the same boat and not very happy about it. 

430 Penalizes larger homes. Have change most lightbulbs to led or compact flourescent 

431 
We think that there is lots of electrical energy generated in B.C. (e.g.: Zellstoff Celgar Pulp) We think that we 
pay too much in B.C. so that Fortis & B.C. Hydro can sell more electricity state-side.  We believe natural 
resources & energy are mis-managed to the detriment of average BC citizens. 

432 
I do not think it is fair to house holds that have only electricity in there homes. I was given a rebate to install a 
air source heat pump to conserve energy. By Fortis. I have no other energy source.     

433 Once again having a large family makes us get punished by constantly paying a higher rate. 

434 

I do not have natural gas service available to my home and as a result of the 2 tier rate purchased a new 
wood burning stove with catalytic converter. I do not believe that natural gas is cleaner for the environment 
than electricity. I have always been somewhat of a conservationist building an R2000 design home in 1986 
and equipping it with energy saving appliances. I have always kept lights off when not in use and have had 
switchable power bars to turn off instant on devices when possible. I look forward to the installation of smart 
meters so I can track my power usage and adjust my usage if possible. 

435 
it is a money grabbing joke just look at the bonus the pay the upper managers. the salary their ceo is away 
out of line gets paid away too much 

436 
It seems to be particularly hard on low-income renters who are in poorly insulated homes. There are few, if 
any, things a renter can do to reduce heating costs in winter. 

437 

This two tier is not friendly for those who are low incom like myself as it takes money from food table just to 
stay warm in the colder months. While I do my part in trying to lower my conservation rate it still hurts those 
in low income and poverty level incomes. Being a renter and not having much say in what gets done for 
energy conservation in my house, I still try to keep all unplugged that I do not use. Please help us in the 
winter months so that we can maintain a standard of living that is going extinct in Canada. Thank you   

438 
It is unfair to penalize people for using electricity at certain times of day. We are unable to change things such 
as dinner time or watching TV times to facilitate lower electrical bills. 

439 
I have a hard time with the huge electricity bills.  If there was an option to purchase cheaper energy from 
another company I would consider it. 

440 
Didn't know about the program.  I have a pellet burner to help with heating in the winter.  I contacted you 
because the main fuse a mile away blew for my house.  I found that even with a $300.00 surge protector my 
AMP still blew.  It was a Harmon Kardon so I'm working with your underwritters.  You staff was helpful.   

441 
Just like many other things about our economy is that people who can't afford having the primary needs met 
are forced to pay more when it is needed.  

442 
As a renter. I am not in a position to make any changes to this residence.  I am therefore penalized.  Not fair 
to any renter. 

443 

RCR is nothing but a political ploy to hide the fact that energy has been downloaded to the private sector that 
now takes added cost to build and run and passes the cost on. The RCR is not effective and targets rural 
communities that have fewer voters. Most  citizens are not fooled even those in large communities. I hope 
the Politicians wake up soon to this and make the appropriate changes, but I won't hold my breath. Shame on 
you Fortis.  

444 
Appreciate the opportunity to respond but I really don't feel anything we have to say against it will be taken 
seriously or addressed anyway. Fortis will do what Fortis wants to do.  

445 

We've had a LIVE SMART home assessment done but were unable to complete any upgaades during the year 
alloted.  We did an insulation upgrade FATER the time alloted and did not receive any rebate.    I believe that 
we need more time to have upgrades done- financially it takes some of us longer than 1 year to be able to 
afford upgrades. 
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446 

I feel this is extremely unfair to customers who are dependant on electricity for appliances and heating the 
home. significant power outages have increased despite the much higher electricity costs which resulted in 
higher profits for Fortis without any improvement in service for the customer. Actually the quality of service 
has decreased.This rate may be fine for urban centres where residential customers work during the peak 
hours. In rural areas people work various shifts and are forced to use electricity in peak hours - thus incurring 
very high bills! The outages are a result of Fortis' negligence in clearing right of ways where power lines are 
yet they still expect customers to pay such high prices when we go without power for periods of more than 8 
hrs at a time!  Rural businesses suffer and this is an outrage. Unfortunately Fortis has a monopoly on power in 
smaller rural communities. We have to look at alternate means for our survival (propane heating, stoves, 
generators, etc) at significant cost to us so that we can somewhat function during the MANY outages.  This is 
outrageous given the high power bills we pay.  Fortis is not even coming good on giving customers credit for 
the many hours the power is lost. Quality of service has significantly decreased since Fortis took over from 
Kootenay Power. 

447 The base kw threshold is too low even for a small condo. I should be adjusted upward. 

448 some bills skyhigh with no apparent reason 

449 
Billings are estimated every second month, the billing should automaticly charge the 800Kwh on the 
estimated bill and actual on the metered billing.  Customers should not have to call customer service to have 
billings corrected.  Lower rates are expected from this utility. 

450 
I believe, and have advised Fortis, that the two tiered rate is unfair as it penalized customers who heat their 
home with electricity. Electricity generated from Hydo electric sources, of which BC has many, is a renewable 
and clean resource yet customers who heat with electricity are punished. 

451 

We have made very few changes as we have just finished building the house we are in and there is very little 
we can do do reduce our electric usage except to tear out the drywall in the basement and reroute the gas 
line in order to put in a gas hot water tank.  My wife does not like to cook with gas.The Residential 
Conservation Rate is a good idea in principle, but the placement of the higher rate threshold is far too low. 
We do not heat our basement during the winter and we have not had air conditioning in our house except for 
the master bedroom on the top floor.  Nevertheless, we still pay the higher rate for about half our electricity. 

452 

I invested in many of the things on the previous page before 2012 including a gas fireplace to offset the cost 
of your bullshit conservation rate, otherwise my average bills would be well in excess of $300/month. You 
know I have lived in this Province my entire life, the major power producers (DAMS) should have been paid 
for many many times over by now and with the increase in population and selling power to the U.S. and the 
reduction of staffing, Hydro should be swimming in money. But we get the sob stories that Hydro is broke and 
they need to increase rates, what have you done with the huge profits Hydro should have been making for 
the last 30 years. I have always been on board with reducing energy consumption so when you increase my 
rate by nearly 50% for going over 1600kWh, when I am already using as little as I can all you do is frustrate 
me and make me really really angry. Who came up with the 1600kWh as the break point for your 
conservation rate anyways, I doubt that there are many households in Kelowna that use less than that every 
2 months, obvious to me that it was some bureaucrat trying to maximize profits, so he or she could get a big 
bonus. The real travesty is the power system in this Province was paid for with tax payers dollars and now we 
are getting the shaft. I worked in heavy industry for 35yrs that place used more power day the I could use in 
my life, DO YOU SURCHARGE THEM FOR USING MORE THAN 1600kWh, I would be very surprised if you did. 
That's my rant, I am also sure it will fall on deaf ears, but at least I have said it, and I am sure many others 
have too. Have a good day  

453 
A few yrs ago we installed a heat pump and mid range furnace hoping to save on heating..Since then 
electricity has gone up quite a bit which makes our decision questionable. 
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454 

The new billing system is nothing but a revenue grab. Some customers who have electric heat can only do so 
much to reduce consumption. Our overall kwh consumption was reduced but our bill has gone up over by 
25%, this is what we get for living in a free society where monopoly is allowed/legislated and companies like 
yours are allowed to commit theft legally. I think that we should allow electrical industry deregulation to the 
point Alberta has, so we could at least have a choice of supplier and hopefully avoid collusion and price 
gouging... 

455 
I fine this not fair because there is no other form of heat I can use ( gas ) I have electric baseboards now I got 
to spend thousands to put in electric something still using electric.   I have no Joyce but to pay more its a rip 
off 

456 I will look into it more closely, to see if I can benefit from it 

457 Stop locking out your workers 

458 

In this household initiatives like programmable thermostat installation, new HE furnace, new windows, 
replacing a wood burning fireplace with NG fuelled thermostatically controlled FP insert, etc. were taken 
before the Residential Conservation Rate was introduced as a move to conserve energy and reduce the 
steady increase in costs from rising energy prices. If I could convince my need-more-refrigerated-space wife I 
would like to discard a second refrigerator, and buy a smaller freezer to reduce electricity demand. With luck 
that will be our next step/s.   

459 

The people who can afford the higher prices may make some modest changes but not enough.  After all they 
can afford so why should they change their comfort zone?  People who have older homes and not the money 
to make the necessary changes needed to stay in the lower will be penalized for their situation.  I have used 
energy smart lights and do what I can to conserve electricity and gas. 

460 
whatever Fortis attempts it is a given that rates increase;  I am consistently conscientious about power usage 
in my home, and doesn't matter what conserve, the rates increase. 

461 

Because of where I live it cost me much more money as I do not have an alternate form of heating or cooling.  
I am unable to use wood and although I have an electric furnace and hear exchanger it does not help to keep 
the costs down.  I close the unused rooms and hang my clothes out to dry but it has made very little 
improvement to the cost that I pay monthly (over $300) a month.  

462 

My responces are somewhat ambiguous for 2 reasons. 1. I  moved into a new condo 6 months ago from a 
larger townhouse and do not know how heating it by electricity will affect my bill which until now (in the 
previous home) did not include heating: Fortis Gas was then also a supplier to run my furnace, etc.  2.  As I 
had not heard of the RCR until now (head in the sand, I guess), I have not made any changes to my usage of 
electrical powe specifically due to my knowldged of its introduction. 

463 

The idea behind it is nice - use less and pay less.  But over the winter months I have to say that it makes 
already brutal winter bills even worse.  People will likely turn more and more to wood burning, which negates 
the environmental savings of using less hydro....  I would also like to say that although I would love to update 
my appliances to be power smart, I like a vast majority of people just can't afford it.  So if you are poor and 
have a larger family this hits you even harder.  Before the conservation rate we were already doing what we 
could to lower our power consumption (turning things off, unpluging unused appliances, turned down the 
stat on the hot water tank, ect.)  I worry how we're going to stay warm this winter.  I worry how some of the 
elderly on fixed payments are going to stay warm this year. 

464 
For people who heat their homes with electricity and no chance at getting gas it is a real hardship.  Especially 
if they are on a fixed income .Seniors are hurt but do not know the answer, except to go back to the old rate 
system 

465 I feel the the 1600kw level is too low. 

466 
For those of us that have to heat with electricity, the base rate cut off is too low. It is hard to meet even in the 
summer, with no air conditioning and little dryer use. 

467 
Electric heat is our only reasonable option.  No gas available here, we are too old to burn wood, propane is 
too expensive.  Your new two tiered rate is unfair to us..  What can we do?  Turn the heat off? 
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468 
I understand the reason for it but I do believe many people are being penalized with some very large bills that 
they probably do not deserve.  They may have large active families or maybe they simply have a hot tub.  At 
the sametime I hope some people have altered their use accordingly.   

469 
Living in rural Keremeos electricity is our only source of power. As retirees we cannot afford "to invest" in 
other methods of heating and lighting. 

470 

As a result of the REsidential Conservation Rate and my increased electricity bill, I have had to cancel some of 
my children's sports so I have enough money to pay my bill. I also cannot afford to pay my bill in full every 
month, so that stresses me out and I have to do an unauthorized "equal payment plan" which mainly consists 
of me paying the same amount every month since my income is set and does not fluctuate and hope to God 
that somehow my bill magically gets paid down. I also dread the winter months and have gotten used to 
having company NOT take off their coats when they come over for dinner as I cannot afford to pay more for 
heating. Just thought Fortis might want to know what increased bills mean for families... 

471 
It is not a fair program for many people, especially customers who are dependant on electricity for heating. 
The program just increases Fortis's revenue. The governing body should not allow all this increases in the 
utilities. 

472 
I have no control over the amount of electricity used in the winter as we are only resident from Apr to Oct.  If 
there in the winter I would be using wood to heat the house. 

473 
It's a good idea. I should pay more attention. My bills increased but I also had 2 extra people living with me 
since last summer. Now that they're gone, I will be able to better assess the program. 

474 

For the most part I had already have done all the cost saving measures I could. If what you have come up with 
as a standard for the Residential Conservation Rate I don't believe your estamates are high enough for the 
average home. I am sure the vast magority of your customers do not want to waste electricity or thier money 
and have gone to lengths to save money and electricity. To all of a sudden go to a rate that a commercial 
operation should pay is wrong. 

475 

We have a new home with geothermal heating which is powered by electricity. We do not have a natural gas 
option. We have low energy fixtures, lighting, we use low energy appliance. We use electricity for our water 
well and for our sewer pump. City utilities are not available to us. This change is grossly unfair for rural 
residents who do not have the option to use other services. This is punitive. Our consumption has not 
increased but due to the conservation rate and making living in rural areas unaffordable. We will sending a 
letter to the utilities commissioner as well regarding our concerns.  

476 
I have done all the previously mentioned prevention to lower my electricity bill.However, I did use lees 
electricity but the bill was the same as the previous year !I wish I had BC Hydro here I would switch over in a 
second! 

477 Never heard of it! 

478 
You are complete bandits. You charge one of the highest electric rates in North America. WKP had the lowest. 
I am changing everything I can to gas (how is that better for the environment)?  If I run my AC for 2 days a 
month I am pushed into the higher rate group. I tell everyone to only look at real estate in BC Hydro territory. 

479 

I don't know how it works,but it sounds like people that have bigger homes to heat,or cool,or families that 
are larger,will be penalized because they have to cook longer,have more lights on,and many other things. It 
all sounds like a cash grab to me,and I don't like it. I myself have a big home,and in the summer time,I need to 
cool it in my area,or my home will be a roaster,so,what options do I have.. I try to run the central air 
minimally,but during hot weather,I need to run it,and the same goes for in the winter time,when I need to 
heat the home.  
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480 

For those customers like ourselves that went with all electric,including heat pump. Our gas lines had to be 
removed since they were no longer in use. The program to go electric was supported by Fortis some years 
ago. Now that we are all electric,it seems that all electric is Not THE WAY TO GO. When we purchased our 
house three years ago the monthly electric bills were on average $220 per month and now we are at a budget 
of $500 per month. The two tiered system is anti selective against clients like ourselves that have no 
alternative but to use electricty 100 percent. We are proably the lowest percentage of your client base but 
pay the most for everyone. This system is totally unfair to your clients that are all electric.  In my former 
business my best clients got a discount not a surcharge  

481 

Hi have cut my usage as much as I practically can but I still go over the first tier.  I have nothing left to do but 
move.  I believe my home is as energy efficient as it can be without spending thousands and thousands more 
in renovations.  We have, replaced windows, added insulation, burn wood, have a heat pump, storm doors.  
Don't know what else to do. 

482 
I feel that it does not matter what a person does to try and save on energy costs we end up still paying more 
and more. When gas prices were high , I installed an electric heat pump to keep my energy costs down , now 
I'm paying for it in electricity costs, can't win. 

483 
You people do whatever you want anyway. You actions are same as government action ( get more money or 
increase taxes ) 

484 

The Residential Conservation Rate was a good first step to get consumers thinking about their electricity use, 
however it does nothing to get consumers to use less electricity during peak times when the system is 
working at maximum capacity and the risk of a brown-out or black-out is at its highest. Once everyone has 
smart meters and time of day usage rates are instituted, there will be much more incentive for consumers to 
conserve during peak times and use electricity during the "cheapest" times of the day. 

485 I attempt to reduce electrical costs at all times, not because of the Residential Conservation Rate. 

486 
I would like to learn about solar powered attic fans that would increase air circulation and reduce the time 
required for using air conditioners. 

487 Sign me up!!! 

488 
I am hopeful that by being careful with the electricity Iuse, I can decrease my usage and therefore my bills 
even more. 

489 
I don't know anything about this and would appreciate some analysis by Fortis to let me know if I would 
benefit from being on this program. 

490 

The RCR is a poorly conceived idea. The company is trying to hide it's true motives with "green reasons" but 
they aren't fooling the public. I have lived in BC for 50 years and seen the deterioration of the electricity 
supply that used to be a model of excellence for Canada.The "run of the river" projects are another expensive 
abomination. This government can't seem to get anything right!! Fortis is a hated company due to it's RCR 
policy. How can BC Hydro be brought back and Fortis done away with?   

491 

I don't live there in winter, my hot water heater/stove and every heater (except those needed to keep water 
from freezing) is turned off, and the heaters that are on only keep the house at 48F. No lights are on, gadgets 
are unplugged. However, my bills have gone up and up. Do I think it is greed versus any "program" you have 
developed? Hell ya!! If I could go off-grid I would. 

492 
in regards to the multi tier system.   I am under the impression that it is based on time od the day.  there are 
expensive times of the day and cheaper times of the day.  I believe that the times don't make sense for the 
average family.   

493 I am just concerned that my monthly equal payment plan jumped 50% this year. 

494 It is nice experience till now. 

495 It is a cash grab 

496 
I believe that these rates are a great idea in warm months, but perhaps they should not be in effect in the 
winter for the people that have no choice but electricity to heat their homes 
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FortisBC?  

497 

As I am in a rental unit apartment. I unfortunately do not have the power to update the baseboard electric 
heat thermostats and appliances like fridge and stove that definitely need to be replaced with energy 
efficient appliances. I also did apply and receive the energy saving shower head and tap and plastic for the 
windows. as I stated I needed the weather stripping for the patio doors that is in thin strips with a bristly end 
that you slide into the track to replace the nonexisting ones and ones badly used. I was sent plastic window 
covering and weather stripping for the door as I am not able to use. Can they please resend me the proper 
weather stripping for the old patio sliding doors? Thank you 

498 

I have in the past been a satisfied customer, but certainly am not now.  I resent being forced to agree to the 
smart meters when it is not proven that it is 100% safe, and I am certainly not pleased with the constant high 
rate hikes imposed on us.  This being said I am certainly not impressed with Fortis B.C. and if alternatives 
were available I would certainly consider them.  One disatisfied customer.            

499 

Base residential rate is set way too low so no one I know of can meet it. We already have energy efficient 
appliances, programmable thermostat, we've upgraded insulation, ventilation, switched some appliances to 
gas, closed off some rooms, and our monthly electric bill has increased substantially since the new rates came 
in to effect. The cost of replacing furnace, hot water heater, air conditioner  and windows is not possible , our 
income is decreasing, and expenses increasing. This new rate structure is simply not fair, and not justified. 

500 
There are only 2 of us in our household so I suppose it is an advantage for us and fixed income homes.  
However as children grow in households and use more water & electronics I suppose they will be penalized.  
Having said that I guess they could consider power saving measures 

501 
I wish they would have a program like the one that was for commercial use to change over old style light 
fixture to the new more economical fixtures to help off set the cost for some residents that may need help   

502 Need mor special financing and grants for upgrading old equipment  

503 

The cost of electricity is based on the rates charged.  If the rates after the 1600 kw are unrealistic, then it is a 
blatant cash grab rather than a benefit to anyone other than Fortis. My last bill was 2221 kwh over 61 days.  
Most days we are at work, which means nothing is running other than the fridge and the hot water tank. We 
are only home and active from 5:00 to midnight.  The heat is off. The extra usage may be the air conditioner.  
You are giving me an unfortunate choice between heat exhaustion in the summer and freezing in the winter.  
This appears to be the only way to get below the 1600 cutoff.  Obviously, the cutoff is too low and should be 
raised to 1800 to allow a reasonable quality of life. 

504 I will certainly look into this.  Where can I research this 

505 

Can't remember receiving the news of the new Residential Conservation Rate program.  Would be a good 
idea to circulate a newsletter via mail, as those who receive their invoices via e-mail normally just pay the bill, 
and don't query any news items.  Inform the public, and perhaps hold a forum for energy saving tips.  We 
have a heat pump in our home, and have noticed a huge increase this year over last, perhaps because of the 
warmer summer than usual, but bill still too high! 

506 

I always conserve energy at home. We keep our home dark at night. When my last bill arrived I pointed this 
out to my spouse. Our usage had decreased from the prior year yet the bill was much higher.  I am noticing 
how much more we are being charged. I am not happy about a bill of $740 just received for 2 months. My 
consumption is much lower that this period last year yet my bill is much higher. I will be building a new home 
soon (even though this one is fairly new) and will look at some alternatives (solar panels etc.)It is a sneaky 
way Fortis does there billing.  

507 

I've done everything I can to reduce my electricity usage.  Even so, the largest part of my invoice is in the 
second most expensive tier yet my actual monthly consumption hasn't changed for years. Raising rates may 
sound like a good way to "push" for more efficient homes but in reality there's only so much a consumer can 
do. Gov't says seniors are going into debt at a high rate, the price of energy has a lot to do with that.  If they 
had their way, seniors would be living in wood heated well insulated dog houses to survive.   

508 
I strongly disagree with Utility Companies charging various forms of "admin. charges", "delivery charges", 
basic charges regardless of little or no consumption", etc.  These are all ways for the company to extract extra 
money from the consumer who should be charged for actual consumption ONLY !!!!!!! 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

509 I appreciate the service and the reduction in my averaged billing thank you. 

510 
I did not know about the Residential Conservation Rate so I did not implement any changes in the 
consumption, but I have noticed a slightly reduced bill over the last year.  

511 

We believe in conserving to help the environment, I hang my clothes outside to dry, dress warmer or cooler 
to avoid having to use air conditioning and heat.  We use our shower as if we were in an RV, we get wet then 
turn the shower off while we wash then turn it back on to rinse. I wish more people would do the same.  I 
also wish that the shower faucet industry would be banned from selling the showers with all the water jets 
and giant double shower heads.     

512 
i use natural gas for heat and heating water....so electricity and natural gas does go up in winter....awhole 
lot....so I couldn't really answer some of ur question because changes in the bill amount in summer and 
winter. 

513 
since we moved here we see increase of about 50% for the same consumption over 10 years;stop BS-ing 
people and give them fair steady prices all along 

514 

I feel that we are a conservation-minded household and are being penalized by the somewhat arbitrary 
thresholds for block 1 and block 2 electricity rates.  In fact, to us it appears as a money grab.  I'm sure some 
households can increase their electricity efficiency but I feel we are already doing the best we can and are 
now limited by the equipment in our home.  This includes a new heating system in 2009 that replaced an old 
a/c unit and electric furnace with a high efficiency heat pump and gas furnace.  Leading up to this upgrade, 
we had a house inspection and did whatever needed to be done to qualify for rebates for the upgrade.  We 
are also replacing incandescent light bulbs with CFL and/or LED lighting.  The only item left is the electric 
water heater. 

515 
I have an electric furnace and because I use electricity to heat in the winter time the bills have been 
astronomical !! Sometimes well over $1000 per bill. Please advise 

516 
Because of the fixed limit for the conservation rate, I believe that larger households and larger homes are 
unfairly penalized by the over the limit consumption rate. 

517 
I don't understand why you chose to lower my montly payment from $120.00 per month to $111.00 per 
month when I'm still in arrears to almost $300.00. Wouldn't it make sense to raise the monthly payment so 
that we just might get out of arrears?? Thankyou 

518 

I don't know enough about the Residential Conservation Rate to voice an opinion since I only heard about it 
on this survey. I live in a tiny house and use only 13 watt light bulbs, no furnace and one small hot water 
heater. I truly don't think I could lower my consumption more despite any programs Fortis may implement 
since I'm already environmentally conscious.  

519 
This is the first I have heard of it, but I will be very interested to see what comes of this survey, I am 77 years 
old. 

520 you are way to much  for rates .And your head guys ARE payed TO MUCH!!!!!! 

521 I am pleasantly surprised at our rates over the past 12 months.  I think it's a good thing. 

522 Paying less fees for using less electric power and conseving energy I think is great. 

523 
My bill has more than doubled. My March bill was about $2600 and we were in Indonesia for a month with 
our heat turned down to 7 degrees. This is simply crazy how  much we have to pay since we moved from 
alberta and no longer have access to natural gas at our house. I hate this electrical heating and these bills. 



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

524 

I hate the new way you are charging. Me for my electricity.  Last fall, I spent a lot of time and money making 
my home as efficient as possible.  I had an energy audit done and did ,all the recommendations to save 
energy.  i even wear 2 sweaters in the winterI try to save electricity use as much as possible, my bills did not 
change much in price.  I used less energy but you charged a much higher rate.  I spent a lot of money  and 
time on energy upgrades but I didn't see any benefit in saving any money. I DO NOT THINK YOUR NEW RATE 
STRUCTURE IS FAIR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. The only time I can possibly keep my consumption at the 
lower rate is in the summer.  There are two people living in this house, separate living quarters.  How can we 
keep our consumption any lower? Your idea that 800 kilo a month is average is not realistic.  You are 
comparing us with people who live in 1 room dwelling....that's not a fair comparison.  Of course they are 
going to use less but that, shouldn't penalize our use.  I HATE THE NEW RATE STRUCTURE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!IT"SE 
NOT FAIR. Last note:  these are some of the things I do to save energy:  wash clothes in cold water, hang my 
clothes up to dry even in the winter, light only room I am in, heat only rooms I'm in, turn down heat when 
sleeping or am out, fill dishwasher before using, wear two sweaters in the winter, etc.  I think everyone 
should be charged the same rate for all electricity used and not penalize those who use more because the 
have a bigger house or more people living in the house.  again, I HATE THE NEW RATE STRUCTURE.  ( 

525 

I was wondering why my monthly budget is now almost double.  I am disgusted to realize as a senior citizen, 
with nothing but electricity feeding my house and with an income that that requires me to make adjustments 
in other areas when increases occur, that you have been diddling with the rates.  Wish I had the resources to 
change to a cheaper form of utility.  

526 

I did know about the conservation rate, just did not know what it was called when starting the survey. So, I 
responded incorrectly to that question. We have done alot of improvements on our home for ourselves and I 
think the amount of electricity has decreased I have not compared it to the past bills. We put in a new 
furnace, hot water on demand ( natural gas) so I assume that the amount we use is less, but I have not 
compared them.  

527 
The amount of KW allotted is way too low. When the home was vacant for 2 months with NO appliances on--
and reduced temp. the bill STILL EXCEEDED the lower conservation rate.  That shows that with just a furnace 
on  and nothing else you have no hope of living within the conservation rate limits.  :( 

528 I didn't know about it. Might have paid more attention to usage if I had known.  

529 
Would like to talk to a person about the program and explain how I can cut my electric bill. We run a farm 
and a winery 

530 
Not convinced that the RCR is revenue-neutral to FortisBC. Given free-market conditions, I'm not opposed to 
utility companies turning a profit... I just don't want to be 'greenwashed' with the argument that it's an 
altruistic initiative.  

531 
When we built our house 35 years ago, we used electric baseboard heaters because electricity was $.04/kw-
hr.  The new residential conservation rate unfairly penalizes us.  To change to other forms of heat will be very 
expensive.  We are both retired and are on fixed incomes. 

532 
I am unaware of the residential conversion rate and would like to understand this option better. If possible, it 
would be helpful to receive an email of the details including the two cost levels versus the cost of not being 
on this plan 

533 
As a heat pump user I am punished by the Residential Conservation Rate. My bills have gone from $75.00 a 
month to $93.00 a month. I wish I could get my electricity from BC Hydro because there rates are cheaper. 

534 
Keep educating us on the best reasons we need to be more conservativeyve on these matters. Thanks for the 
survey 

535 
Where I live Fortis has the Monopoly. I HAVE NO OTHER CHOICE OTHER THAN TO PLUG IN WITH 
YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!! In today's society of EVERYONE BEING PLUGGED IN How do you expect my power bill to go 
down????? 

536 
This is the start of much higher electricity bills for consumers. The introduction of Smart Meters will 
drastically increase consumers electricity bills. The RCR program is just the start of another way to fleece the 
consumer.  



 
Do you have any comments about the Residential Conservation Rate that you would like to share with 
FortisBC?  

537 

I have built a new home and all my appliances, insulation etc, are all high energy efficient.  I have no access to 
natural gas.  If I had known I was going to be penalized for having this I would would have put in a wood 
furnace and that creates more pollution.  There is no other way for me to lower my electrical bill that has not 
been done. 

538 
I think this needed to be advertised more effectively as I had not heard about this at all. Since I am a Fortis 
customer I guess an e-mail would have been appropriate for this info. 

539 The kwh usage limitations should be increased especially during the winter months. 

540 

It's B.S. We are just building our house and use primarily wood heating with a fan, and ceiling fans to 
redistribute the air. We have no A/C, no gas on premises because we wanted electricity. You can't justify that 
Gas is better for the environment than Hydro is, the water flows all the same and really has no emissions.  We 
are starting to develop an Orchard and have a electric well for irrigation so now we can't afford to water our 
trees! We can't develop our land the way we want because we're in the ALR! How can you justify the fact that 
any other consumer goods dealer usually gives you a discount when you purchase more of their product and 
doesn't penalize them instead. OH YOU USE TO MUCH OF OUR PRODUCT SO WE HAVE TO CHARGE YOU 
MORE! Try that stuff with the Trucking industry that gets discounts on fuel, or Safeway when you buy 2 or 
more products we have to charge you more. Good Luck you wouldn't have customers! We bought our 
property and moved to this area and designed our Utility system for us because Hydro was relatively 
inexpensive and cleaner for the environment than Gas and now you screw us. Just like you were doing in 
Alberta when we left after our rates were doubled in no time what so ever.  I do not enjoy getting ripped off 
by someone that I chose as my Primary provider for services. We are paying at least $300.00 a month and not 
keeping up to the Fortis Bill and we are drastically looking for other alternatives. 

541 
The conservation rate is just a way to get more money for less service. For environment was much more 
useful time of day change rate which encouraged use of renewable energy(hydro) instead peak time energy 
usually oil or gas.   

542 

After listening to and reading about some of the horrendous increases,I am surprised nothing has been done 
to correct this.I have not been directly affected as I live alone and am frugal with the amount of electricity I 
use.In contrast,I am indirectly affected as I needed to loan money to a family of five as their bill was 
outrageous. With the Fortis workers locked out,will we see an increase in our bills to cover the cost of this 
lockout? Maybe, the money saved from the lockout could be used to lower some of those high bills.  

543 

I know that you are in it to make money but when it was a public company we had the lowest rates in BC. but 
since it has changed we have the highest. you bought a company that screwed up the rivers stopped the 
salmon.  are you going to do anything that will replace this resource with all the profits you are making or are 
you just interested in the bottom line like all the corp. also put your workers back to work give them what 
they need to live. you ask for rate adjustments all the time let them live as well. 

544 
I have heard that it's impossible to stay below the Conservation rate without freezing to death.  I know 
someone who tried to do it and couldn't.  She lives in a fairly small one-story house. 

545 
I believe this rate is not fair to people who heat with electricity, and cool with electricity. At one time, people 
were encouraged to put electric heat in and now they are being penalized for it. 

546 
Electricity is our main source of heat/cooling etc. so the step program is of no value to us. We would 
appreciate a program that would be helpful to us. 

547 
Although my home was vacant for most of the summer my bill was still HIGHER than last year when it was 
occupied.           How is this possible? 

548 
While lowering the base rate is a good thing, the raising of the cost of electricity after that cost would be 
moot in my case. In my case if the base rate were abolished I'd be very happy because my electricity 
consumption is very minimal. 

549 

Not per say. But I live in a brand new (3 years old) house with all current systems and energy saving 
appliances. My primary heat source is a heat pump, secondary is electric furnace/forced air, third is wood 
burning fireplace. I have no option for gas (not provided in our area)or propane (not installed). So when Fortis 
raised their rates last year in our area be were unfairly treated. Our rates have gone up at an exponential and 
unacceptable rate. I live on Riondel Rd between Riondel and Crawford Bay. 
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550 

I just would like to know how Fortis expected a home owner to maintain there houses electricity levels below 
or within the first block. I live in a new house with high efficient heat pump. Its all electric heating in my 
house. We are quick in the shower, set back thermostat, have a brand new house. Why do we use so much 
electricity? 

551 
I believe that to be fair to customers who use significantly less than average electricity should be given a 
lower rate.  Such as the same manor as customers who use higher than average should be charged a 
premium.  

552 I am in favour of anything that encourages conservation. 

553 
We are billed every two months to ensure that we use a larger amount of electricity for a higher charge on 
our bill.  I have requested to be billed each month and was completely ignored.   

554 

We program our thermostat, use minimal hot water, use energy efficient lighting, etc. and did so prior to the 
instition of the.  Although I agree that people who use more energy paying more, it also penalizes lower 
income folks who do not have as many options for energy saving.  As well I fear that Fortis may manipulate 
the amount of power allotted to a point where even the most conservative are not able to stay within the 
zone.  Wage increase are few and far between, but all of the essentials (power being one of them)are 
regularly granted increases.  I wish I could just say, I need more money to run my household and life and get 
permission to receive more money.  

555 

The current 1600 kwh for a 2 month period is impossible to stay within if you have only electric 
heating/cooling as we do. We suffered all summer without air conditioning to stay within, we heat with a 
wood insert heater in winter. This is all fine at our current age, but as we age and are unable to gather wood 
etc. and can not handle the hot summers without air conditioning, we will not be able to afford to stay in the 
same house. While we are at it, the smart meter switch is so obviously set to allow power companies to 
adjust rates to high use hours and then what - We cook, do laundry etc after 9 PM??  No I am not a happy 
camper, especially now that Fortis is also the owner of the other alternative being natural gas.  

556 

My electricity bills are over-the-top excessive.  Last winter, I had one almost $700.00 bi-monthly electricity 
bill. With electricity billings as high as they are, former monthly cost savings of my air exchanger heat pump 
are now gone.  My home is reasonably new - so not drafty.  I have excellent windows, weatherstripping and a 
lot of insulation.  I may have to switch off the heat pump and heat my house solely on my gas back up system.  
Insane!  With Fortis' gas and electricity monopoly in our area, there are no means to shop the market for 
more favourable rates.  Electricity (ie. heating my house) is the primary utility expense adding a significant 
financial hardship on my family. 

557 
Fortis needs to look at handling areas that do not have the option of gas heating differently as these people 
have experienced large increases in their billing. 

558 

I have natural gas heating and have not been impacted by the new Residential Conservation Rate so I support 
the change because it does mean I pay less per kWh.  However, I do understand the concern among 
homeowners whose primary heating source is Electricity because it may be difficult for them to stay in the 
lower tier during the winter heating months.  I am a strong supporter of Electricity as a "Green" and 
renewable energy source and would support some sort of relaxation on the two-tier system during winter 
months for people who have electricity as the primary heating source. I feel that some may be encouraged to 
convert to natural gas which is not a renewable energy source. 

559 

Our total energy use over the last 5 years- January to May time frame - has decreased 24.5% while our costs 
has increased by 27.41% over the same time frame.  Our cost per day has gone from $9.96 in 2008 (when we 
used more energy) to $12.69 in 2013. We have taken various measures to reduce our energy intake and it 
shows, but the cost of useage has gone up dramatically and having the conservation rate applied is penalizing 
unfairly.  Our home does not have access to Natural gas, we use a combination of wood heat and electric - we 
use oil space heaters - we are on limited/fixed income and the increase is hurtful and unfair when hydro is a 
significant part of heating our home. 

560 
I chose electricity as my sole energy source and built a very energy efficient house and now you are punishing 
me! I request net metering 
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561 

We have a 1500 sq ft rancher; 2 adults only both working 50 hours a week and so not home (ie. no lights on, 
no heat on, etc) : I i (the girl) .shower at the gym 5 days a week and only 1 day a week at home; we do not 
have air conditioning; we heat primarily by wood fireplace in winter (and its a new energy efficient insert 
installed a few years ago);  electric baseboard heat is on in only 2 rooms in the winter (and on timer so the 
house is not heated much when we are at work or in the middle of the night); maybe 3 loads of laundry a 
week and I use the clothesline in the summer months); only 1 dishwasher load a week; only one tv in the 
house; no computer;  new roof; new energy efficient stove, fridge and electric hot water tank.  How the heck 
are we "high energy" users such that our bill has doubled!!!!!  And if we are on tiered billing in kelowna, why 
are not all fortis customers, ie my parents in cranbrook?   Are we subsidizing their energy bills?.....    I would 
like to see the published data on how fortis determined what the average energy use for a typical family was 
in order to establish the first tier.   

562 

We live in a community within the city limits of Kelowna that doesn't have access to natural gas.  As a result, 
the energy conservation rate has cost my family a lot of money. In fact, close to a $1000 more this year.  I 
understand the need to encourage energy conservation but this is taking it too far.  We're in a position where 
our options are limited.  One suggestion I received from a Fortis employee was to put in a wood stove. I find 
this laughable as this program is focused around being environmentally responsible.  Sure there's probably 
some truth to the claims that many or most of the fortis customers wouldn't notice a difference over the 
average of the year but in cases like ours, its just simply extortion.  I urge the powers that be at your company 
to right their wrongs and find a more reasonable option to find money to pad their massive bonuses. If this 
happens to find its way on to the desk of someone that actually cares, i would really appreciate a response.  
ryanc82@hotmail.com        Ryan Christensen 

563 
I feel our household pays way too much for electricity.  Fortis rates are a lot higher than I have ever paid in 
different communities that use BC Hydro.  I am very unhappy with the amount I pay every two months. 

564 

I believe that some renters who are not able to take advantage of insulation up-grades etc., and are penalized 
so Fortis needs to find a way to adopt a narrower brush stroke when dealing with rental properties. I KNOW 
you don't have access to that sort of info but there are renters and people on fixed income who cannot afford 
the increases regardless of their efforts to conserve. just a thought from a conservator on a fixed income.  

565 
We conserve the best we can and have been doing so for 34year at this address. So, we don't think your idea 
is new way of getting people to conserve energy, most people are doing their best already. This is just a 
money grab by creative over payed staff that you are wasting our money on. 

566 
do the same as in Europe with cheaper energy at night to even consumption. Also, BC Hydro Smart program 
was a much better incentive to save energy / money with a better consumption tracking. 

567 

As I wasn't aware of this Rate, I will be reading up on it online.  Is it automatically applied to those accounts 
which qualify or does the customer have to apply for it?    What are the typical savings to customers?   As a 
general comment, we are fairly recent residents of Kelowna (2 yrs.) and we find the rates here to be 
noticeably higher than we were paying at our previous (larger) home in Calgary.  Do you have any 
comparisons which we can review to see how Kelowna charges stack up against other similar sized 
communities?  There have been letters in the local press which seem to indicate that Kelowna residents are 
being unfairly assessed higher rates by Fortis.  Do you have any evidence-based information to refute these  
comments? 

568 The base rate is too low. 

569 
I believe that it is still us the consumers responsibilty to conserve energy in our own homes. No matter what 
type of heat we must turn down the heat, turn off lights, not use the dryer every time clothes are washed. 
The list goes on, consumers must be sensable 

570 

My electric bill has steadily gone up to the point where it's become ridiculous..in the winter. I have a small 
cabin ..two baseboard heaters and it's impossible to stay in block one..unless I freeze! Also I'm ticked off that 
instead of reading my meter it is guesstimated through most of the winter even though I have requested 
(more than once) to not have that happen. I ended up with over an $800 bill at the end of winter! Once when 
I called I was told the meter reader couldn't access my driveway. I have a rear wheel drive car and my 
driveway is ALWAYS accessible! I didn't appreciate being lied to! 
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571 I don't really know anything about it , but would like to know more. 

572 
My home is heated by electricity. I have no option other than freezing in the winter than using your power. 
Your tiered system screws me right over with additional cost each and every month. it is not fair and if I could 
change carrier I would but you have a monopoly.  

573 

Prior to July 2012 we were encouraged to switch to elec. heat and then Fortis decided to change the way they 
charge for the elecricity. So we made the decision to go with a new heat pump to save on power.  Had we 
known we would have gone with Natural gas heat and a seperate air conditioner. We felt very mislead. In a 
lot of way we have no control over the amount of electricity that we use.  Yes we can control the # of 
appliances that we use but cannot control the amount of heat the weather produces.   

574 
I benefit from the rate plan as I have a small place and already practice energy saving things so I don't use a 
lot of energy. But I don't agree that some people's bills have been raised hugely. I don't want my rates to go 
up though..... 

575 just a money grab from people who have to use electricity for heat  

576 I don't think it is very well thought out. 

577 

The consumption should be set at 2,000 kwhs instead of 1,600 khws.  Also, if meter readings are estimates, 
they should reflect average usage not some artificial low estimate as this would result in higher 
readings/usage in the next period.  As a result, the next bill would reflect higher usage and therefore higher 
payments.  This directly benefits Fortis and penalizes the consumer.  So for example, our recent bill showed a 
usage of about 500 kwhs for 2 months when our average is about 1,800 kwhs.  The net effect would be that 
for the next 2 months our electricity consumption will be about 3,100 kwhs and so we would get hit with 
about 1,500 kwhs at a higher rate when in fact it should have been only about 400 kwhs. 

578 

It appears that after being encouraged with advertising and rebate incentives to change over from fossil a 
fuel furnace to our air-to-air heat pump to supplement the existing baseboard heaters in our home ,that 
we're being penalized for making those changes to "clean renewable " hydro-sourced power. We had an 
opportunity to have natural gas supplied to our street, but opted for the new heat pump instead. That also 
required an expensive electrical upgrade in our older home from a 100amp service to a 200amp service. Big 
mistake.Should have gone with gas for heat & hot water. 

579 

This measure penalizes homes using the safest, cleanest renewable source of energy. There is no cleaner or 
more environmentally responsible source of energy. Making it so much more expensive than any other 
source is moronic. People have to use it or pay thousands to switch to a dirtier and only marginally cheaper 
source. Our consumption is decresing, but not because of some brain-dead idea. Doesn't help that the low 
rate for Fortis is higher than the high rate for BC Hydro. Thx Jim 

580 

BEFORE THIS NEW RATING SYSTEM CAME INTO EFFECT I BELIEVE WE GOT A DISCOUNT BECAUSE 
EVERYTHING IN THE HOUSE WAS ELECTRIC.I ALSO BELIEVE WE DID PAY LESS THEN.  WE HAVE NO 
ALTERNATIVE HEATING SOURCE. WE SEEM TO BE PAYING MORE, AND NOW THAT MY HUSBAND IS RETIRED 
AND ON A FIXED INCOME WE ARE FINDING THE RATES TOO HIGH FOR OUR INCOME. 

 









 

 

Di rec tor  Ange l i que  W ood 
E lec t o ra l  A rea  ‘G ’  (Ke remeos  Rura l / Hed l ey )  

P . O .  Box 83  H ed le y ,  BC V0 X 1K 0  
Phone :  250 -2 92-8 082  
Ce l l :  250 -4 99-0 503  

Em a i l :  a wood@ rdos . bc . c a 
 

Fortis BC 
Suite 100 
1975 Springfield Road 
Kelowna, BC V1Y 7V7 
 
 
          October 11, 2013 
Re:  Conservation Rate two-tiered billing 
 
I write to you with an urgent request that you reconsider the two-tiered rate system you implemented in summer 
of 2012. 
 
As an Electoral Area Director for the Regional District of the Okanagan-Similkameen, I represent about 2200 
residents in approximately 3600 square kilometers of the Similkameen Valley in southern interior British 

Columbia.   
 
Many of the residents in this area are elderly, on pensions or fixed 
incomes, and their homes are often either historic or modular, 
neither of which are particularly energy efficient.   
 
One of the residents who turned to me for help is Mr. McCullogh, a 
war vet who has lived in a single wide mobile home with a well-kept 
property on the Similkameen river for at least 15 years.  His 
daughter-in-law visits to check up on him, but Jim is an independent 
fellow who is more than 90 years old.  Since the introduction of the 
two-tiered conservation rate, this elderly man who risked his life to 
fight for our country’s freedom now pays more than $1,200 each 
billing cycle in the winter to satisfy his energy use.  
 
Right next door, neighbours Barry and Bruce built their dream home 
a few years ago, taking great care to insulate well, install a heat 
pump and double glazed windows, and yet, with all of their efforts at 

energy efficiency, they too pay an average 
of $1,200 for each billing cycle. 
 
Other provinces have dealt both with the 
issue of conservation rates and the 
recognition that It is unfair to apply a 
“conservation rate” to those residents who 
can only access electricity for heat.  In our 
cold Canadian winters, this means many 
people will have to choose between heat 
and food, or paying their energy bills or 
their mortgage.  Please see the snapshot 
below excerpted from a letter by Naramata 
resident Janice Joahnson which outlines 
the costs for energy in other provinces 
using a two-tiered system. 
 
Many people will now choose to burn 
wood again, making the “clean energy” component of this initiative a farce. 

Mr. Mc Cullogh with Alda 

Barry and Bruce 
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I predict that the devastating effects of this conservation rate will be an increased personal harm coming to those 
residents made desperate by the onerous charges Fortis has been regulated to apply by the BC Utilities 
Commission. 
 
My greatest fear is that the residents unable to afford these electrical bills in a mild winter like we just had will 
come up with their own innovations, like bringing propane stoves indoors and doing whatever they can to stay 
warm for next winter.  We’ll see a rise in house fires ripping through trailer parks and find charred bodies huddled 
around makeshift stoves when we look for the cause of the conflagration. 
 
I urge you to consider either an increase to the tier to which the conservation rate is applied from 1600kw to 
2500kw, or a billing relief registry for customers who do not have any choice but to heat with only electricity. 
 
I look forward to discussing these options with you. 
 
Regards, 
        cc:  The Keremeos Review 
Angelique Wood       cc:  Fortis     

Excerpted from a letter to the Premeir by Janice Johnson, April 6th 2013 



From: teresanick.marty <teresanick.marty@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 1:08 PM
To: Warren, Mark
Subject: My Submission To Your Report on Two-Tier RCR
Attachments: Submission to Fortis.doc

Mr. Warren:

As discussed, attached is my submission on the two-tier RCR. Hopefully, it will inform the discussion. Let me
know if you have any problems opening the document.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Marty



It is my expert opinion that Fortis' Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) has been 

improperly designed.  It provides no incentive to conserve to the majority of Fortis’ 

customers, while imposing a major surcharge on a minority of customers who use 

electricity for space and water heating.  The major impact of the RCR, as designed, is to 

redistribute wealth from rural customers (i.e. those who use electricity for space and 

water heating because they have no access to natural gas) to urban customers (i.e. those 

who use electricity only for appliances and lighting because they use natural gas for space 

and water heating).     

Before I retired in 2007, I worked 11 years for Natural Resources Canada as Director, 

Demand Policy & Analysis in the Office of Energy Efficiency and 6 years as Senior 

Director, Domestic Environment Policy in the Energy Policy Branch.  I spent most of 

those 17 years developing, designing and assessing initiatives to promote conservation 

and energy efficiency and reduce the environmental impacts of energy use.  My 

assessment draws on this expertise. 

As a direct result of the RCR, my electricity bill for February-April 2013 went up 20.3% 

compared to the same period in 2012 even though my electricity consumption declined 

from 2012 by 1.5%.  My house is very energy-efficient.  It was built just 5 years ago.  It 

is well insulated, has energy-efficient windows and uses a geothermal heat pump for 

space heating, which is the most electrically-efficient technology available.  I use 

electricity for space and water heating because I live in a rural area of B.C.  I have no 

access to natural gas, which would have been my preferred option at the time of 

construction since a natural gas furnace would have been significantly cheaper to install.   

 

While the RCR dramatically increased my rates, and those of my neighbours, it actually 

resulted in an immediate reduction in rates for more than 75% of Fortis’ customers. 

These customers did not have to conserve any electricity to merit this rate reduction.  It 

occurred simply because they use natural gas for space and water heating, so their 

electricity consumption was automatically below the Block 2 threshold of 1600 kWh. 

Clearly, as an incentive to conserve, the RCR is showing perverse results.  Reducing the 

price of electricity to more than 75% of Fortis’ customers gives them an incentive to 

increase their consumption of electricity not to reduce it.  At the same time, a true 

“conservation rate” shouldn’t be increasing the remaining customers’ rates by 20% or 

more if their consumption has actually declined.  It is impossible for customers using 

electricity for space and water heating to get anywhere near the Block 2 threshold level 

through conservation since that would require a 75% or more reduction in electricity 

consumption.  The only option would be to switch to wood for space heating but that 

would result in an increase in harmful air emissions completely undermining the intent of 

the RCR to improve air quality. 

The reason for these perverse results can be attributed directly to a major design flaw in 

the RCR, whereby the same Block 2 threshold rate (i.e. 1600 kWh) is being applied to all 

customers, despite the fact that there is an enormous range in the uses of electricity 

among them. 



According to data provided by the Office of Energy Efficiency, the following is a 

breakdown of energy use for single detached homes in B.C. in 2010: 

 Space Heating – 59.3% 

 Water Heating – 17.5% 

 Appliances – 15.8% 

 Lighting – 6.8% 

 Space Cooling – 0.6% 

So, homes that use natural gas (rather than electricity) for space and water heating would 

typically consume less than ¼ of the electricity of homes that use electricity for space and 

water heating. Clearly, the Block 2 threshold for the latter should be much higher than 

that for the former.  

As an alternative to the RCR, Fortis could have encouraged greater conservation simply 

be raising the price of electricity from 9 cents/kWh to 13 cents/kWh to all of its 

customers.  The problem with this approach is that it would have resulted in a 

burdensome hike of 44% in everybody's electricity bill. 

The concept behind implementing a two-tier RCR is to charge the consumer a higher 

price only on the last increment of energy consumed.  In this way, it can be possible to 

achieve conservation levels corresponding to the higher price with only a small increase 

in the overall electricity bill (because the consumer doesn't pay the higher price on the 

majority of its consumption).  

An appropriately designed RCR would set different Block 2 thresholds for different types 

of customers.  For example, it might charge each customer the Block 1 rate (i.e. 8 

cents/kWh) on 95% of their previous year’s consumption and the higher Block 2 rate (i.e. 

13 cents/kWh) on any consumption above that.  Every consumer would have an incentive 

to conserve as if their rates had been increased 44% (from 9 cents/kWh to 13 cents/kWh) 

but without seeing a huge increase in their electricity bills (they would only incur 

the 44% rate increase on 5% of their consumption).  And, of course, if customers 

undertook energy efficiency measures and reduced their consumption by a few 

percentage points, there could be a decrease in their electricity bills.  

As designed, the RCR should never have been implemented in the first place. Fortis and 

BCUC need to take immediate action to rectify this situation and not subject those Fortis 

customers that have no choice but to use electricity for space and water heating to another 

winter of excessively high electricity bills.  In the near term, the worst of the negative 

impacts could be addressed simply by introducing a much higher Block 2 threshold for 

those customers that use electricity for space and water heating (they should be relatively 

easy to identify through their consumption levels).   In the longer term, Fortis and BCUC 

need to assess alternative designs for setting different thresholds for the full range of 

customers.  It should be possible in this fashion to implement an RCR that provides a 

clear incentive for energy conservation for 100% of Fortis' customers (instead of less than 



25% as with the current RCR) and that subjects customers to a major increase in rates 

only when they fail to conserve electricity and significantly increase their consumption. 

 

 

Nicholas Marty 

276 Longview Road 

Osoyoos, B.C. 



From: Larson.MLA, Linda <Linda.Larson.MLA@leg.bc.ca>
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:15 AM
To: Connolly, Vanessa
Subject: RE: Feedback on FortisBC Residential Conservation Rate

Thanks Vanessa
have raised this concern before but will put it down again.

In Rural Areas where there is only one source of power -electricity- the first tier of the 2 tier system is too low. All of
these rural residents are immediately paying the higher tier rate for all of their electricity used. An average use figure in
those areas would have established a fair tier system. We are coming into our cooler weather now and I am very
concerned that people on fixed incomes in those rural areas affected will have to choose between heat and food.
Many people on lower incomes choose to live in those rural areas as the cost of housing is often less. If their power bills
go up their life will change dramatically.
urge you to find an alternate billing system for those areas affected to minimize their rate increase.

Linda Larson MLA
Boundary/Similkameen

-----Original Message-----
From: Connolly, Vanessa [mailto:Vanessa.Connolly@fortisbc.com]
Sent: September 14, 2013 2:00 PM
To: Larson.MLA, Linda
Cc: Misner, Colleen
Subject: Feedback on FortisBC Residential Conservation Rate

Hi Linda,

Per my discussion with Colleen earlier in the week, we would like to invite you to provide feedback on FortisBC's
Residential Conservation Rate in our report to the BC Utilities Commission.

We will include any such submission without editing, but suggest writers be brief and factual unless they are speaking to
the impact on themselves personally. (Recommending 1-2 pages.)

Please send me your written comments by the end of September.

For those that are interested, all of the evidence related to RCR, and the Commission decision itself, can be found at
http://www.bcuc.com/ApplicationView.aspx?Applicationld=301.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Kind regards,

Vanessa Connolly
Government Relations &Public Affairs Manager Fortis BC
604-240-1045

Sent from my iPad



This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential
material for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly
prohibited. FortisBC Holdings Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability for any errors or omissions which arise as a
result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all
copies of the message including removal from your hard drive. Thank you.
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